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ALLFCATIONS RA! SED In RAP DOCIPENTS

1 .-

' - I. The rioverr.nent's handling of Applegate's original allegations.1 |

FBI and U.S. Attorney's office infomed in late Januery/early
,

February 1980 - referred allegations to NpC (Applegate affidavitA.
i

at 13)..

Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) informed in Lte January /early
nothing done (Applegate affidavit at 13).- 8.

February 1980 -

Office of Inspection and Enforcerient (IE) - conduct of investi-C.
gation f50-358/80-09.

IE chose to exclude from the scope of the investigation
serious issues brought to its attention which the Hf!C had1.

a statutory responsibility tr investigate.

During two days Phillip sperit reviewing Applegate'sa. charges with hin, Phillip:

1) steadfastly refused to inquire into Applegate's
charges evidencing -

a) criminal activity.

b) breaches of licensing conditions.

c) thr6sts tc the integrity of the OA structure,

d) mismanagenent by KEI and Cr4E.

2) showed no interest in allegations of -

a) sale of stolen guns.

b) lahor and nanagtcent diversion of labor
and materials for personal use,

c) fabrication and sale of belt buckles nade
from nuclear grade steel.

d) thef t, snuggling and sale of 2,000 pounds
of copper cable.

j ej
aN h! / e) frequent tine card padding.j$

f) drunkenness on site.

g) an unreported fire that illustrated an
ineffective alana system.

(GAP petition at 6 para. 2),

The following issues were explicitly raised withb. Phillip during Applegate's initial interview; were
not covered by the IF report; and were within NRC
.furisdiction:

1) sale of stolen guns,

diversion of labor and naterials for the persnnat2) benefit of a KEI superinterdent at a cost to
Cr&E of more than $30,000.

fabrication and sale over seven years of belt3) buckles constructed of nuclear grade steel
worth millions of dollars in labor and naterials.

,

,. . _ . .
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4) theft of 2,000 pounds of copper cable smuggled-
in small lots and resold witMn a week for

j .
515,000 on _the black market by 30 plant personnel
to finance a Christmas party complete with

g prostitutes.

5) time padding implicitly sanctioned by KEI and
,

j CG8E.
. -
.

f- 6) drunkenness on the site.

7) , unreported fire in containment building suppression
chamber indicative that fire watch and communication
are ineffective in that area of the plant.'

(CAPJetition at 8-9).
-

The issues accepted for investigation were not investigated2.
thoroughly or k keeping with sound investigative procedures,

,g or techniques,
;y7-.

s1/ No outline of investigative strategy (GAP petitione

j$ [ at 3 para. 4).
' - - -

* a.

b. No sanpling of the criteria by which Phillip rade
critical judgments on the scope of the probe (GAP
petition at 3).

~

No list of documents reviewed (GAP ' petition' at 3,c.
para.4).I-

d. Failed to administer oaths to witnesses (CAP petition
at 3, and 11).

Did not use subpoena power tu obtain docunents (GAPe.
petition at 11).

f. Pasically restricted contact to corporate management
and ignored employees >Ao could have verified and
expanded upon the allegations (GAP petition at 11,
para. 5).
No record of questions asked or topics raised with

.

g.
each witness (CAP petition at 12).

I Did not contact any craftsmen ur others referred byh.'

Applegate either directly or thru his confidential
reports (GAP petition at 13, para.1).

1. Did not perfom independent tests / radiographs on any
of the pipes / welds in question. Relied upon docunentation
and interpretations of NES, CG8E and KE! officialsfq

ig( even though deficiencies in the DA program were
alleged (GAP petition at 15, para 1).

J .,
,

J. Use of NES assessrents in a probe of welding problems
unr. overed by Pit radiographers could be suspect
because of a confilet of interest: NES succeeded Ptf
and was its conpetitor (r.AP petition at 12, para.
3).

k. Three-week delay af ter announcino investigation and
perfoming prelininary review - allowed tine for
records falsification, silencing of critics, and repair

- of faulty welds (GAP petition at 15; Applenate affidavit
at 22; CAP interview of Giordano - meno datdd 6/13/80),

;

f

I
L-
I
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I The investigative conclusions were inaccurate and incomplete.3.
:| " Introductory Surnary" is inaccurate, incomplete and
I* a.

misleading (GAP peti + ion at 16-17).
:1

,k 1) Omitted nany of Applegate's charges.
I

2) Incorrect date of Anplegate's first centact'

with NRC.

3) flischaiacterIzee Applegate's duties at "mmer. 1
<

i

4) Phillip chose not to listen to all the tapes (
Applegate had. (Applegate af fidr it at 14.) |

b. Findings for " Allegation #1"

?) 111scharacterized Applegate's allegations re
welding being installed despite re.fection by
independent radiographers by saying Applegate
alleged welding had been accepted (GAD petition
at17-!3).

~

2) Did not resolve the uncertainty he ungovered
about a defective weld that was buried in
concrete and possibly dug up for repairs (GAP
petition at 18, para. 2)

3) Did not pursue " unresolved discrepancies" (GAP
wtitto:i ct 18, p:-e.1).

4) Did t.ct justify the choice of flES' interpretations
over Pff's init91 findings (GAP petition at 18,*
para.5).

Findings for "A11egatien #2."c.

g4 1) In addition tn the five defective welds in
J <*'IyJ

prefabricatea oipwg the aledgation included
that 20 percenc of the prefab piping contains*M g defective welds and KEI policy forbids reprir:ng| '' - c. (; these defects even after radiographic detectionI

f% (GAP petition at 19, para.1),

2) neport does not include all the relevant paperwork,
specifically the documents with P!t's original
findings.

Ouestion: Arbitrary omission by Phillip? or
utility lost records and therefore is in violation
of the tems of its license? (GAP petition at
19, para. 4)

f 3)- Failure to investigate pressure on OA man to
release the spool pieces and an unnaned CC&E
officials' order to the OA Docunent Cnntrol
Supervisor to alter an flR (to allow installation
before pipe declared acceptable) (GAf petition
at 19, para. S to p. 20, para.1).,

4) Failure to expand investigation to cover obvious
questions raised about the integrity of the 0A
progri, (GAP petition at 19, para. S to p. 20,
para.1).

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _-
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d. Findings for " Allegation #3."
i

1) Report fails to state that the same crew foreman!

! taking credit for reducing the time for the-

flushing procedure quit in protest over,this -
shortcut (GAP petitio. at 20, para 3).

2) Report states that the flushing problems have'
been " resolved" yet CG&E was still not in
compliance as of the date of the report (GAP
petition at 21, para.1).

Findings for the " Additional Allegations" (GAPe.
petition at 21).

Appleg.ce's allegation actually was that Pti was1) pressured to remain silent about all the overrides
,

of rejections by Pf1 radiographers (Applegate
did not allege that PI' was pressured to acceot
bad weld as the report stated).

2) The allegation t so included:i

a) Pil was fired for pushing too hard on
safety violations,

b) Aldridge confirmed to Applegate (in the
tape) the break-in and theft of OC records
at the P'1 trailer (Applegate affidavit at 17),

Aldridge said he could not criticizec) utility publicly or Ptt would be blackba11cd
within a nonth (Applegate affidavit at 17-18).

3) Phillip improperly portrayed Buckley's evaluation
as a final rejection of the cover up allegation -
in fact Buckley left the matter open (OAP .
petition at 22, para.10]%Applegate affidavit at 23).

_
---

Because the investigation was conducted in a shallow and4. Ifnited nanner, it allowed the continuatior of numerous
7

h wrongful situations and activities at the Zimmer facility,

@+ sh k
including:

| serious faults in key safety systens.
l' a.
! ineffective OA progr.n, due in part to nalfeasance' b.

by the utility ccripany and its contractor.

inadequate fire detection and extinguishing systems.c.

d. poor security ceasures.

presence of illegal fireares,e.

f. drunkenness amo79 o'ployees.

|
g. theft of materials.

II. Safety and miscellaneous allegations.

KE! knowirgiy installed and ripped out unsuitable main steamA.
relief piping, at an estinated labor cost of $320,000 (GAP
petition at 13).,

|
I

|
I

|

r
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I 2000 pound fittings were installed in 1979 on residue headB.
valves, althot.gh 5000 pound fittings are required (GAP petitiong

j
at 13).*

b A radioactive waste drain is clogged with concrete which~

1 C.
. relessly ws poured into the drain (GAP petition at 13).

9

D. A residue heat valve broke when a pipefitter humped into it,
raising new questions about the quality of metal used for
valves (GAP petition at 13).*

E. Sensitive parts on welding rods are possibly damaged through
storage at inproper temperatures and r;ssibly lost through
failure to follow proper paperwork and labelling requirenents
(GAP petition at 13).

F. Argon gas valves for flushing oxygen from pipes routinely are '

left open by the day crew, causing the night crew to be overcome
by gas, a oroblem about whith CGSE Safety Director Cumings
expr_elicidisinterest{(GAP pctition at 13).e

-

Prefabricated piping received in 1977 has defective welds, but
_

, G.
ccnstruction supervisors told crews not to repair them because

j Q] the welds were nade off-site (GAP petition at 13; Applegate

Q affidavit at 8,10).

h-
H. At least three sources contacted by Applegate confirned that

an estinated 20 percent of the plant's prefabricated welds are
defective (GAP petition at 13; Applegate affidavit at 8).

I. Engineering " designs" routinely are drawn after the fact to
conform with p ping that already had been installed (GAP
petition at 13 .

J. Shock-absorbing electrical tray hangers previously found
asatisfactory are still unsafe due to faulty welds, and
electrical cable trays remain dangerously full (GAP petition
at 13).
Sand and nud choke the feedwater punps and intake flues carryingK.
nakeup water to the cooling tower, because of a firv .in the
plant's design. Punps used to rectify the flaw quickly burn
out (GAP petition at 14).

l.. A design fiaw in the heat exchanger control panel pemitted an
operator mistakenly to force 1200 pounds of pressure through
pipes only neant to handle 300 pounds, ripping the pipe and
soaking electricians with a hard spray of water that would
have been radioactive had the plant been in operation (GAP
petition at 14).

H. There have been periods when there sere no security surveillance
cameras during nuclear fuel deliveries to the site, and perimeter
security consisted for an extended period of only a four foot
chickenwire fence (this is significant because it indicates
the vulnerability of the plant to a diversion of the re: clear
fuel)(GAP petition at 10 and 14; Applegate affidavit at 6).

N. A lax attitude toward e..ployee behavior was evidenced by ,

emplete disregard of drinking and drug use on the site and
routine hiring of temporary laborers prone ta violence (GAP
petition at 14).
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Employees fired for time cheating had been cheating with the
4

4 0.
express approval of management and the only time cheatersfired were vocal and knowledgeable critics of plant DA and .
safety (GAP petition at 14; Applegate affidavit at 3-4).;

4
CGAE had warned Pti management to .flence the radiographers at

,

P.
Zimmer, who were criticizing CG&E's consistent approval ofi,
welds _ rejected by Pi' (GAP petition at 14).

|}
Ilnlon pipefitters and PM employees have been intimidated byfear of utility and industry-wide reprisals should.they complain

. ,

!- Q.

(C about OA practices (GAP petition at 14; Applegate aftidavit at
.k,l ;

4

10, 12).

1% A KEI employee has kept a detailed journal of safety hazards
,

1
R. and incidents at Zimner (GAP petition at 14).

A cmmon " joke" among pipefitters at 7. inner is that they willS. be hundreds of miles away when the plant goes on line, due to
their predictions of a disastraus recident (GAP petition at
14).

Pf1 rejected 39 percent of the welds at Zimmer - three timesT. the industry average (GAP petition at 18, para.1).

Dan Sahlberg (KEI, VP) accused Pil of slowing dcwn production
(violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, criterion I. which requiresU.

(GAPCA to be free from cost and production pressures).
petition at 18, para. 4) *

Bfil Hurray (CGSE) ordered Applegate to root out any reason toV. Utfifty
fire Pit, the cmpany performing the OA radiography.
fired critics of lax safety practices for time cheating.
Utility later, after a mysterious break-in and theft of records
from the rti trailer, fired rest of the radiographers without
finding any evidence of impropriety (GAP petition at 2; Applegate
affidavit at 4, 6-7 and 9-10).

Applegate presented Bill tbrray (CG&E) with infomatica -W.
which Murray ignored - about:

Scheme of labor-management collusion to permit and cover1.
up illegal, dangerwasly negligent behavior among plant
per.onnel (GAP petition at 2, para. 2).

Dangerously faulty welds in key piping", indicative of a2. breakdown in OA practices (GAP petition at 2; Applegate
affidavit at 9).

Diversion of labor and naterials for the personal benefit of the
KEI superintendent of construction at a cost to CG&E of more thanX.

$30,000 (Applegate affidavit at 4-5).;

Fabrication and sale over seven years of belt buckles made withY. nuclear grade steel worth millions of dollars in labor and
naterials ( Applegate affidavit at 5-6).

Theft of 2000 pounds of copper cable snuggled in sna11 lots andZ. resold within a week for $15,000 on the black market by 30 plant
personnel to finance a Christmas party complete with prostitutes
(Anplegate affidavit at 6).

Break-in and theft of DC records from the Pit trailer (ApplegateAA.
; affidavit at 12).

..

M
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' \y Interview of Terry Harpster
!asph.:.ien '

#

Terry Harpster, (Reactor Preoperation's Specialist, Wfin CIEf, on detail as a Special Investigator to the Subcon-
mittee on Endrgy, Environment, and Natural Resources, Government OperationsandJpfnreamefit

Comn.ttee, U.S. House of Representatives, was interviewed on liarch 6, '
+ fas p .;.u.

1981, by Investigators David Gamble and John Sinclair, n'#"a~ '

aad % Eter f0IA). Uhtry Cri=bn,

Harpster said he worked in Region III of the M1m DaTHe said he was a technical support inspector
ANRCf from 1974 through 1979. He later becane a project
' initially for all plants in Region III.first for DC Cook linit 2, then lionticello,

<

manager for particular plants:
,

then both Zinner and Monticello ats,the same time.
Harp +er said he-

began his inspection activities at.Zimmer in October 1977 as a preoperations'

He said he was assigned to this position until he
~

start-up inspector.
left Region III in September 1979; however, he had no real involvement
with Zinmer after the Three Mile Island (THI) accident in l' arch 1979.
Harpster said that a preoperations inspector picks up & plant when
construction is far enough along, i.e., about 60 percent conpleted, toreview certain programs, e.g., the cuality control program for preoperational,

i

Harpster said that Tom Vandel was his counterpart as the leadVandel had inspected Zinner prior to Harpster'swork.
construction inspector.
arrival but there was a period of overlap when they both worked there.
Harpster said John Menning worked with him as a preoperations inspector

Harpster said that Menning "took one look" and &who he was training.
left the NRC because the program was so bad. He related that one of
!!enning's reasons for leaving was that he saw how little support the
inspectors got on the job. Harpster understood that Menning left to

,

R
attend the University of Arizona where he is workino on his Ph.D. in.| 5

i
netallurgy. e

-
y

Harpster said that when he picked up Zimmer the licensee (Cincinnati Gasg
and Electric Company) had little appreciation for the amount of resources

He said they barely met ANSI Standard 18.1 which E

-*

needed for the plant.
is the criteria for staffing. Harpster explained that even this standard
is a loose one which has since-been upgraded. Harpster said that one of g

1 0 0

\\\ \ his jobs was to show the plant management what was required to get'the
,
o

He said that his inspections docunented a numberplant off the ground. Harpster said that, for example, the employee .S
e

of problems at Zimmer.
who was being placed in charge of the start up operation only had about p
three months of actual experience in the plant. He explained that the

'

z
licensee counted as nuclear experience the amount of time operationsAnother example
employees were onsite during the construction of Zinmer.

'-

was his inpression that the plant personnel felt that, once the parts
were bought for the plant, they did not need any support from theirHe also believed that nany plant personnel felt acorporate offices.
nuclear plant was similar to the operation of a fossil fuel plant.
Harpster said that he tried to resolve some of these problems infomally;,

"

\, .
-

.

t a ame ame.

,._____,.---,.-.a., ..wwmy --wt-v. ' - - =r- ='- 7"a---r -"wm---e- ao a ew-e'&m'or=wwe'- ''s-www-w=m-- '-w'''r'''-N*' ' ' 'w- - ' '----* - * - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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2Interview of . Terry Harpster

including going up through the licensee management. chain to Vice President
Earl Borgmann, but with no luck.

Harpster said he was successful in getting a meeting set up in Bethesdato discuss apparent weaknesses with licensee's organization and staffing.
He said this meeting was held on July 13, 1978, only after he " screamed"

at licensing officials in Bethesda, particularly Irv Pelt.ier who wast' hen project manager in '' ^ ~-cf NcM "acter "eettletion fNRRJ

said that he presented his concerns at that neeting and the utilityresponsible for issuing the safety evaluation report (SER).
Harpster

He recalled that.the specific responses
agreed to upgrade their program.
was to " buy" an engineer from General Electric to assist them.

was rolling much faster than he could " ratchet" improvements at theHarpster said that the overall problem was that URC's licensing processHe
Harpster said that NRC's requirements,.were a " joke."

said that NRR was about to issue the SER and they set up a meeting ofplant end.

-the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) to which he was not
invited.

d

.' Harpster said he went up the Region III management chain and presenteHe recalled
. He said he attended the ACRS meeting anyway.

(I: ' his concerns.that when licensee officials were questioned by ACRS Chainnan Bender,Harpster noted that noti\ they said several things that were not 'true.
only did ,h_e feel they were not true, but Menning also believed they wereI'

Harpster said he presented this conflict to his boss,He said-thatnot true.Pobert Farnick, when he returned tc the regional office.

he and fienning later talked with one of the licensee nfficials who hadtestified to the ACRS (Jim Schott who was the plant manager of Zimmer).
During their conversation, Harpster had Warnick read Schott's testinonyHe said that Schott then agreed that theto Schott over the phone. Although Schott assured
testimony did not convey the correct inpression.
Harpster and tienning that he would clarify this at the next ACP.S meeting,

Harpster believed that Schott's subsequent testinony evenhe did not.
aggravated his earlier statements. ,

,

He recalled
Harpster said he briefed his management on this matter.that his Regional Director, Janes Keppler, sent a letter to the ' ACRSf
informing them of the situation. Harpster understood that this letter
was later fowarded to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB). .

[
Harpster explained that, after the ACRS meeting, he also inforned PeltierHe said that Peltier later(in itenning's presence) of his concerns.
clained that he did not recall Harpster's expressing his concerns to

Harpster explained that Peltier is a " pro-nuclear" " pro-licensing"
He also explained that during a start-up of a nuclear plant,him.

NRR is on a very tight schedule; the IE inspector is often viewed by11RR as an adversary when he uncovers deficiencies which NRR has already
employee.

hiessed.
,

.

|

i

, _ . _ . - - . ,
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3interview of -Terry Harpster
~

.

1U

(k]l
,

/eltier told Harpster that he infomed the licensee about an IE investi-
L

pation underway on the subject of the licensee's testimony before the
ACRS. Peltier also infomed Harpster that Charles Barth, Office of the,

Executive Legal ' Director, called James Yore, Chainnan cf the ASLBP and
told him to throw away Keppler's letter describing the discrepancies.
Harpster pointed out that these latter two matters t.ere the subject of a
recent investigation by DIA. Harpster said in summary that this was a

NRR viewed IE as the bad guys
s;ltuation where the system broke down:
trying to hold up plant licensing.

Harpster said that Borgnann was also putting the heat on him by, forHarpster also understood that the
example, sending a ktter to Keppler.
Chaiman of the licensee sent a letter to President Carter and others.
Harpster said that it was about this time that the TitI accident occurred.

;

He said he was assioned to 7711 and he has not been hack to Zinmer since.A principal
j

Harpster said that,'when he left, Zimner still had problens.one was that, as a practical matter, there us no DA program for operations.
|

-

.

He said that all Zimner had was one person assigned to this function and,

that person could not possibly do all that the .ioh required.

Harpster said that realistically the IE nodular inspection program does
not deal with the things you have to focus on early in a plant's life.
He said that an inspector nust deal with the problems he knows areHarpster said
inportant and then deal with other problems in addition.| He
that he had to deal with the construction people soncubat at Zimmer.

'

said that the licensee had minimal involvement with the construction at
.

everything was controlled by its contractor. He said that thisi

is a problem because, after the plant is built and the contractor leaves,
Zimmer:

He said
the licensee would not have any expertise to handle the plant.
that for example there was no one on the licensee's corporate staff for
reactor instrumentation and control systems. Harpster felt that this.

licensee was "in over its head."

Harpster said that people often bring matters to an inspector's attention.
-

.

N } He said that an inspector can deal with Jone of these matters, but thereHarpster said that sometimes so nany things,

are some which he cannot.
/ are wrong that a plant is out of control. Harpster concluded that "ZimerIpI Harpster explained that a -licensee's ability to '

was out of control ."
get money for the construction of a nuclear power plant (by, e.g., thesale of bonds) is based upon the percentage of completion of the plant.

/
/

He said that this results in a situation where the- construction personnelHarpster -

attempt to turn things over as completed before they are ready. -

said that what then happens is that the licensee staff is not properly
He said when the licensee findsprepared or trained to handle them. Ilhat they

things that are wrong, they cannot fix cr test them properly.
nust do is give the problems back to construction to be remedied.

>

Harpster said this is indicative of a construction OC program that does
He said this is a situation which an HP.C preoperations inspector

He said that one example of this was that the licensee
, not work.
|' tries to head off.
! ,

. - - . . . . . - -. - . - _ .. - - . . . . - - _ - -
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4Interview of Terry Harpster
4

According to Harpster-the time required
had not ordered any spare parts.
to obtain additional or replacement equipment is so long it causes a
major problem, to licensees trying to resupply or obtain back-up equipment.
Harpster said that sometimes plant management pts so much giressure onHe said that
their personnel that the personnel cannot get things done.

these personnel then sometimes use NRC inspecto'rs to accomplish the same-they feed inspectors infonaation so it appears that the inspector
found the deficiency rather than the plant personnel..Harpster said
things:

that, from what he could see, it appeared that the construction program-Harpster explained that
had defects and he was about to inherit then.he was not directly familiar with the construction activities but he saw

'

Harpster said that Inspector*

the results - including the OA problems.
Fred fiaura has documented nuch of these problems from the operations

'

side.

Harpster said that both the site construction naninger., Mr. fiear (phonetic)
and the site OA nanager Mr. Schweirs were friends of Vice President Borgmann.
Harpster believed that Schweirs was assigned by the licensee to keep the
plant manager (Schott) under control.

Farpster said Schweirs even
called the regional office to try to get some of the IE inspection

Harpster said Schweirs also asked him ~ to send IE
;

reports changed.
inspection reports to him (Schweirs) so he cculd decide which matters

,

,

would be sent on to Schott. . *

Harpster said part of the problem was that NRC does not have explicitHe said that the preoperations inspector
-

.

r _

regulations to inspect against.
is faced with the task of trying to get control of the site and helping

~,

h.g
-

He said that the inspector does notthe licensee to solve its problems. Harpster saidh document but a small percentage of this " helping work."
the licensee had no people involved with preoperations and test acceptance.i

He said ,that eterything was bought under contract so the contractor was
'

able to do whatever it wanted.
Harpster said the licensee then had no

| one who knew how to handle the problems that were " built-in."

Harpster said he tried to get the plant managers out to take tours ofHe said that one assistant plant manager said he was scared
to tour the plant because of the convicted felons working out there.
the plant. -

Harpster said that sometimes the licensee's own security force could not;

handle disturbances and they had to call the local sheriff's office.j

Harpster explained that there is some drinking of alcohol on all nuclear
.

!

However, the licensee at Zinner did not have nuch'- ,

construction sites. Harpster said there were a lot of " tough guys"
*

control of things.
working at the plant and the situation got worse when they were drinking.

q Harpster said that there are nany allegations at any nuclear powerHarpster said
90 i plant; howver, usually only a certain number are true.

:

- . -. .
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5Interview of Terry Harpster

that one could tell that there were a large nunber of problems at Zimmer
because so many, allegations were uriing up.

Harpster said there was a lot of pressure on individual ie inspectorsHarpster
because of the momentum generated by the !!RC licensing process.
said that pressure is also created on construction personnel by theHe explained that the construction
contractor's weld production schedules.

nenager has to have a certain number of welds conpleted to keep thepiping installation on schedule. He said that nroblems arise when theHarpster said that for a DC inspector
*

construction personnel are rushed.
to stop construction for any deficiencies, he would have to hold up nany
phases of the construction of a $1,. billion olant; so the OC inspectors
normally do what they are told.

Harpster said that nuclear power plants enploy perscnnel specificallyHa said that this is
designatbd to grve as the liaison with NRC.
helpful because it overcomes the problem IE inspectors face in trying toHarpster

find their way through the great amount of paper at the plant.said, however, this liaison person also " steers" the inspectors' activities.
Herpster said that dealing with this liaison person does allow the
inspector to get through HRC's modular inspection pronram very well.
Harpster noted that there is no real internal audit of the NRC's inspection
program.

Harpster described the " helping activities" that an IE preoperations
inspector engages in as a process of getting all the procedures and
controls in place. He said that this activity constitutes only about twolines in the IE procedures, but it is the largest part of a preoperations

)

inspector s time.'

b, Harpster estimated that the interest cost alone is holding up constructionof a nuclear power plant for one day would be several hundred thousand
dollars. He observed that with the increased pressure on ilRC to license\

[1 power plants, he muld expect even more pressure to be placed on IEHe said that pressures on the licensee personnel to nake
exceptions to the acceptance criteria in the preoperations tests are
inspectors.

He said it is difficult for an IE NRC inspector to tell
whether the licensee's exceptions are based on valid engineering analyses.very real .

He said that all inspectors cannot possibly be experts in all areas.
Harpster said the inspectors must rely on the licensee's people toHarpster said that this represents a flaw in the

.

,

review the exceptions.
!!RC's system because the licensee's reviewers are under the same pressure

Harpster pointed out that the licensee, because
to approve exceptions.t is a utility company, cannot pass on the anortization costs to the
ratepayers until the plant reaches the point of conoletion, i.e., thei

stage of ccnnercial operations.

4
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g GS Deces W M 'n*%The Office of Inspector and Auditor (0!A) was.

g
requested by Ch?imar. Ahearne to conduct an investigation regarding an"

ofinv. itigative effort 4.pede44y the Office # Inspection and Enforcenent
,

(IE) f nto allegations of potentially faul constructinn at the Zinner
O!,-4 i tiaMy-tagarta reutew ofNuclear Powpr* Plant, lbscow, Ohio.

merlai furQTshed hy the Office-trf ".p2&i Cwml .ItMdsten Protretion
,

BI)ard, to detemine what issue (s) renuired add 1 infomation in
ed " petition" subnitted by an

yer to respond to allegations ra
organizatQntified as theJoirernnent Accountability Project (GAP).'

In additio1, DIA ich dulebbsequent neetings with GAP representatives
purpcte of theNe~tition-and m obtain any supplementary_'

on which was in their possession (Wrnea/ TO Nec WM e.5 M4f,
to ascertain
info

hyrjng the period December 19M thros.gh February 1981, interviews were
conducted with Region III personnel, including individuals directly
involved in the investigation, tu identify actions which had been taken
as a result of e initial allegations nade by Thanas Applegate.. DIA
also obtained . . 9 M gmentation relating to IE regional

and reviewed copies of nunerous inspection andinvestigati p ceau ..
investigation reports pertaining to the Zinner site.

fkGffctreki q
N

DIA's g of the naterial furnished by 6AF disclosed that only a
,

j *

linited number of allegations or issues had been brought to the attentica
g'This sulte Anf the Regio.1 III IE investigative staff in fiarch 1930.

ngge specifgQegations which were furniskec[tNE
j

in O!A ident{f
investigators en !! arch 3,198g,4Was subsequent telephone conversations

p at the Chicago Field Gffice of the g
with Applegat3 and a second neeti to
Federal Bureau of Investigation on t'.ay 8,1980. O

$0:4 le m d go

As a result of interviews conducted at Region III, M .. . L l_(that y
tne initial investigative effort conducted by Region !!! had assessed

4
the allegations, received available naterial, and initiated an investigation O

nIA theninto the allegations that were within the purview of the flRC. ]concentrated its effort at detemining the nechanics and procedures .H

followed during the specific IE investigation which resulted in the 4.*
o

described " Windings." Initial interviews of Region 111 personnel
'

disclosed that little additional docunentation could be furnished to
supplement the Region III IE investigation report. Regional personnel

also advised that the investicative effort was conducted in accordancesuy htigd trQ re
with IE procedures and thoroughly docu..ented discoveries surf aced during

,

3
Review of docur:entation and intervi'e~ s however,w

the investigation.
disclost:d that the investigation report failed tc properly identify and,

incorporate pertinent infomation related to allesed defective welds in
safety related systms and the acceptance of alleged defective welds in
prefabricated pipe.

-

A
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Specific interviews of (:erald Pn1111p, K vin Ward and Thomas VaMel,p

;, menbers of the_ original investigative tean, resulted in Phillip and Ward
,,

agreeing that rore infomation could have assisted in presenting a clear

f descriptian of that activities occurred during the Zimmer investigation.

1 F"mer, both indicid:::Is also stated that they believed that the report
documented sufficiatly what was discov2 red during the investigation.'

War.d also indicated that the investigation report contained much more'I

detail than a typical inspection report. Vandel recalled his involvement
in the investigation, but indicated that it was limited to the identification
of the five pipe spools which were allegedly damaged and subsequently

installed.
, *

O!A alsn reviewed numerous inspection reports relating to Region III
activities at the Zimrier site. As c result, it was disclosed that some
3f the allegations presented by CAP had been oreviously identified and
either inspected or investigated by 41.e regional personnel. The review
also confimed that other investigations conducted by Region III were

*
carried out and docunented in much the same manner as the investigation
initiated to respond to the erhinal Applegate allegations. O!A dis-

covered that the infoma{ ion contained in many of the IE reports lacked
specificity 1 n"tYi d $nsufficient documentation of investigative
effortf and infomation necessary to croperly resolve issues or allecations.
Discussions were held with reg!0nal parsonncl incl:! dine the nirector, to'

j

detemine why investigative efforts failed to docunent specific infomaticn
and clearly respond to the allegations. Although the responses varied
Pegion !!! personnel advised that as long as the problems have Man
identified and NRC has the ability to monitor corrections . then no
additional inquiryY considered necessary. OIA explaineu that it was
essential that allegations be addressed th: roughly and clearly and not

r:erely identified forfiYpection pJrposes.
-

Pased on the review of IE reports and interviews, it was disclosed that'

[ the stipulated investigation identif[the appropriate health and safety

[[
issues thich related to NRC's regulatnry jurisdiction. Infomation was
developed through the OIA . investigation, however, which Wentifiedyf
several deficient areas in the IE investigation. Excluding the previously'

described lack of clear reporting,A lsan apparent program weakness, O!A

discovered that each of the three areas investigated had not received
sufficient investigative effort to identify the causes of the problems.
The pricary deficiency in the IE investigation arose from a conflict

tetgen u,tipzing inspection-type procedures which do not require docurentation
ofpr:5 Pht the all'eged deficiencies and attenpting to obtain

,

suf ficient infomation for a cc.aplete and responsive report of investigation.
Interviews also disclosed that the approach to nyestigatio
contributed to the failure of the investigation to develop suf ficient
infomation necessary to resolve the allegations.

Pritc.e of welding records obtained from the Zir- er site revealed tnat of
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the three a leged defective wlds, specifically identified by Applegate,'i

two had been repaired or replaced, one shortly before and the other ,
during the investigative effort at the facility. The IE report neither

,

identified the dates that welding rework was conducted nor included any'

inforriation that one weld had been cut out and replaced after the initiationI

of the IE investication. Interviews conducted with members of the investigation
;
^

tean disclosed that they were unaware that reworg during the investigation'} had occurred and that they had nefN anfweldIngdocunentsother
3

|
than radiographs and accompanying " reader sheets."

;
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Reintergew of Gerald Phillip and Kavin Hard
,k Gerald Phillip and Kavin Ward were reinterviewed on February 19, 1981,

by James Cummings, Arthur Schnebelen, David Ganble, and John Sinclair of

Qhe_QLEh: f % m , es ;wJiT6r 80IA).

Phillip described the review he and Ward perfomed of the 99 welds in
the core spray systett. He said they obtained from docunent control
personnel 99 envelopes which contained the radiographs and " reader
sheets" for the welds in this system. They did not review any of the
packages wnich contained the detailed weld history for each of the
wel ds. Phillip said they did not review all these radiographs. He said
they reviewed all the reader sheets and found two situations where
Kaiser had accepted welds that Pf1 considered rejectable. Phillip said
that Ward examined the radiographs for these two and agreed with Kaiser's
detemination. Phillip said they did not look at the radiographs for
the others- including the five to 10 that Kaiser rejected after P!1 bad
accepted - because their objective in conducting the review was to
detemine (1) the degree of Kaiser's overruling and (2) whether Kaiser's
overruling 6ENegitinate.

N
N

OIA then addressed page 6 of the IE report which identifies " Allegation 1"
'#'

as " Defective velds in safety-related systems have been accepted, aeong
*

then were welds' CY-605, HR-42 (sic), and K-811." Phillip was then asked

wh*ther the allegcr actually used the word " accepted" and, if he did, gAf r! g
whether he realized that " acceptance" connoted particular formal act[

hPhillip responded that he believed the alleger said taat they had " bought"
bad welds: he did not recall the alleger's b the Wrd " accepted." $

Hard explained, by way of background, that acceptance of a weld is
Odenonstrated by' Kaiser's approval on the reader sheet.
et
C

Phillip said that they did not list the history of each of the three
O

{ , individual welds in ouestion (page 8 of the IE report) because they were conly interested in the final version of each weld. Hard noted that the
Mk licensee is only required to naintain the final radiograph and ritader

s*eet to dc=onstrate ccrihce with the code.
rd and Phillip believed o

they reviewed the radiographs for these three M Mard noted that
accmpanying each of these radiographs was an NES fom which stated that
it had discrepancies which had yet to be resolved.

Phillip and 1!ard said they did not know whether CY-606 was a safety-
related weld, although Ward said he was subsequently infomed that it
was. Hard said that just three weeks before this interview he learned
fron the licensee that the " discrepancy" with CY-606 was that an inproper
technique was used when the veld vtas radiographed: no shims were used

. - - . - -,
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under the penetrameter. Ward said that he also just learned that this

weld is buried in concrete. Hard said that he is unable to ndependently

review e6 a radiograph to detemine a weld's acceptability when an ,

improper radiographic technique ws) used.

Phillip tas then asked why the IE report's outline of CY-606 (page 8,
para. 4) fa11Y to mention that NES' October 12, 1979, finding of " discrepancies"
followed Kaiser'- August 12, 1976, acceptance which overruled the radiographer's

August 11, 1976, finding that the weld ses rejectable. Phillip claimed
that they did not see the document containing this overruling. Phillip
further stated that, even if they had learned of the overruling, they
would not ' ave made a big point of it. He seid that their review of the
99 welc's in the core spray system was to provide an indication of the

degree of the overruling *,#+e, e en if they had located this overruling
which was in another system, it would not have altered their finding

regarding overruling.
t

Phillip ar.d Uard recalled that, when they asked about weld K-811 they
j.

were infomed that it had been cut out and replaced by K-916. They said"
-

7
& that Y ise urnished them with documentation to this effect, presunably

, .onconfomance report (NR #E-213RRI). PM111p and tard couldthe
not exp a n why a deficiency in a 1977 weld was net docurented by a

n-~.

noncontomance report untfig Ward said that he learned just three
weeks before this interview that K-916 has not been radiographed because

of water in the line. Ward also said that a Kaiser nondestructive
examination supervisor has infomed him that K-916 is a class C weld

(i.e., it is not safety-related).

Ward said he was also infomed just three weeks before this interview
.

that weld RH-42 had been cut out and replaced by K-261 and K-262. O!A

,pt displayed to Phillip and Ward copies of welding records which documented

. h that rework on RH-42 was being cnnducted at the same time'the IE investigation

was Lnder.say. Phillip expressed surprise and replied that he was not
aware of this. Pnillip and Fard said that when they reviewed the reader
sheet for RH-42 during the period April 7-9,1980, it reflected that the
weld was acceptable. They said the records contained no indication that

RH-42 had bee) or was going to by cut out and replaced. Phillip said
they did not infom the licensee in advance as to what welds would be
reviewed. Phillip noted that, inasmuch as Applegate claimed he brought
these velds to Schweirs' attention, the ifcensee may have expected that
so,eone would be reviewing this weld sometine.

.
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Investicators' tiot* - Af ter a lunch break the interview us co9tinued
with Phillip only.

Ohillip said he knew from his first visit to Ziruner that the notation on -
NRfE-1911. Rev. 2 witch ws holdina up installation of the spool

n[ . itpieces - had been lined out; however, he did not esgahgs
n

Phillip said he also realized on his returnfafter.th first visit
.

out.
pieces were bad at the

that Apph's allegation was that thejogorom the truck. Phillip said that
factory - not that they were damag
he discussed the retter with Norelius and, for these and other reasons,
they decided that Phillip should do further investigation at Zinner.

,

Phillip said that the Zinner personnel knew he ws returning because he
so infomed Schweirs a couple days ahead of tine.

Phillip said he established that t'r. Oltz, with Kaiser's Document Control
Unit, es the one who lined out the NR notation. Phillip could not
recall Oltz' excuse, but 01tz did agree that his method of closing the
NP. by lining it out was incorrect.' Phillip said the warehouse ran who
released the spool pieces based on the altered NR infomed hin that he

hs present when Schweirs' directed 01tz to line out the notation.
Phillip said he did not r.Jrsue the natter after Schweir$ denied it - /

V
because the "botton line" was that there was no cover-up as evidenced byj

the other NR that remained open on the ratter. Phillip suspected that
this lining out only occurred because the Zimmer personnel considered it
to be only a" paper problem.' chillip said that in fact, the spool
pieces nassed ultrasonic tests Kaiser perfomed tsetween their two visits.

Jnvesticators' tinte - Toward the end of the interview, Ward returned to
.dvise OIA that he had just learned fran Len Food of CG&E that th(tgree
welds are all safety-related. He said K-916 is a class 3 weld and K-2623

and C1r-606 N class 2 weldt
.
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9
The Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) was requested by Chairman Ahearne
to conduct an investigation regarding an investigative effort of the
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) into allegations of potentially
f,aulty construction at the Zimmer Nuclear Power Plant, Moscow, Ohio
(Attachment 1).

During the period December 1980 through February 1981, interviews were
conducted with Region III personnel, including individuals directly
involved in the investigation, to identify actions which had been taken
as a result of the initial allegations made by *Ihomas Applegate. OIA
also obtained all available documentation relating to IE regional
investigative procedures end, reviewed copies of numerous inspection and
investigation reports pertaining to the Zimmer site.

OIA's review of the material furnished by GAP disclosed that it appeared 1
*

only a limited number of allegations or issues had been brought to the *
attention of the Region III IE investigative staff in March 1980. This-
resulted in OIA identifying the specific allegations which were furnished ,j
by Applegate to IE investigators during their March 3. 1980 interview, o

subsequent telephone conversations with Applegate, and a second meeting
at the Chicago Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 8
on May 8, 1980. g

o
As a result of interviews conducted at Region III, OIA learned that the 'd
initial investigative effort conducted by Region III had asses: ed the j
allegations, received available material, and initiated an investigation a
into the allegations that were within the purview of the NRC. OIA then w

Oconcentrated its effort at determining the mechanics and procedures
followed during the specific IE investigation which resulted in the e

described " findings." Initial interviews of Region III personnel M
disclosed that little additional documentation could be furnished to $
supplement the Region III IE investigation report. Regional personnel Z

also advised that the investigative effort was conducted in accordance
with IE procedures and they believed the report thoroughly documented
discoveries surf aced during the investigation. Review of documentation*

and interviews however, disclosed that the investigation report failed
to properly identify and incorporate pertinent information related to
alleged defective welds in safety related systems and the acceptance of
alleged defective welds in prefabricated pipe.

Specific interviews of Gerald Phillip, Kavin Ward and Thomas Vandel,
h members of the original investigative team, resulted in Phillip and Ward

') agreeing that more information could have assisted in presenting a clear
description of what activitJes occurred during the Zimmer investigation,tc

h However, both individuals also stated that they believed that the report
documented suf ficiently what was discovered during the investigation.
Ward also indicated that the investigation report contained much more

AA
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detail than' a . typical inspection report. Vandel recalled his involvement
in the investigation, but indicated that .it was limited to the identification
of the five pipe spools which were allegedly damaged and subsequently
installed.

,

i OIA also reviewed numerous inspection rer?rts relating to Region III
activities at the Zimmer site. . As a resalt, it was disclosed.that'some
of the allegations presented by GAP had been previously identified ands

either inspected or investigated Ly regional personnel. The review also
confirmed that other investigations conducted by Region III were carried '
out and documented in much the same manner as.the investigation initiated

f to respond to the original Applegate allegations. OIA discovered that
~

'

the information contained in many of the IE reports lacked specificity; thei

reports also contained insufficient documentaticn of investigative ,

effort and information necessary to properly resolve issues or allegations.
Discussions were held with regional personnel, including the Director,
to determine why investigative efforts failed to dccument specific,

|
information and clearly . respond to the allegations. Although the responses

! varied Region III personnel advised that as long as the problems have
been identified and NRC has the ability to monitor corrictions, ' then no
additional inquiry was considered necessary. - OIA explained- that it was
essential that allegations be addressed thoroughly and clearly and not
merely identified for future inspection purposes.

Based on the review of IE reports and interviews, it was disclosed that
U the stipulated investigation identified the appropriate health and -

hC ! safety issues which related to NRC's regulatory jurisdiction. Information-

(O was developed through the OIA investigation,- however, which identified.

> - h( several deficient areas in the 12 investigation. Excluding the previously
described lack cf clear reporting, which is an apparent program weakness,
OIA discovered that each of the. three steas investigated had not received
sufficient investigative effort to identify the causes of the problems.

,

The primary deficiency in the IE investigation arcse from a conflict
between utilizing inspection-type procedures which do not require documentation,

; of causes of the alleged deficiencies and attempting to obtain sufficient.i

b information for a cenplete and responsive report of investigation.
Interviews also disclosed that the approach to tha investigation
contributed to the failure of the investigation to develop sufficient'

information necessary to resolve the allegations.'

Review of welding records obtained from the Zimmer site revealed that of
. the three alleged defective welds, specifically identified by Applegate,
two had been repaired or replaced, one shortly before and the other
during the investigative effort at the facility. The 1E report neither
identified the dates that welding rework was conducted nor included any
information that ene weld had been cut out and replaced after the initiation
of the IE investigation. Interviews conducted with members of the investiga-
tion team disclosed that they were unaware that rework durf tg the
investigatica had occurred and that they had not examined the weld or reviewed,

|-
any welding documents other than radiographs and accompanying " readerI

sheets."

4
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\ The IE ~ investigation finding ("not substantiated") regarding the statusY
of the three alleged defective welds was prevenient, if not contradictory.

/ A second allegation concerning the installation of safety-related pre-
fabricated pipe with alleged defective welds was partially substantiated,

t
,

during the IE investigation. However, OIA interviews and review of2
records indicated that, even though appropriate tents were ultimately
conducted to detemine the status of welds on prefabricated pipe, three
pieces of pipe were insti. led despite an unresolved or incomplete Non-|

confomance Report (NR) . In addition, tests rcquired to resolve tts
questionable welds were not conducted by Peabody Magnaflux (PM) or
Pullman Power Products personnel until approximately five months after
the pipe had been released for installation (April 1980 - during period
of IE investigation). This allegation as it related to improperly
" closing out" an NR and installing the pipe resulted in the region|

identifying one item of non-compliance and issuinF the licensee "an
infraction."

|

Interviews of regional personnel did not develop any additional infoma-'

tion regardiva the allegation of inadequate pipe flushing procedure
|

|
other than that already identified in the IE investigation report.

DIA elso reviewed Region III's handling of two additional allegatiene
relating to (1) the replacenent of welds during the IE investigation,
and (2) there was pressure being expected on PM personnel to withhold
infomation from NRC during the course of the investigation.

'

An interview was conducted with the alleger in the FBI Chicago Fieldt

Office at which time the FBI representative advised Applegate that there
4 did not appear to be any Federal criminal violations. IE Investigator

i Phillip subsequently reviewed the tape recording Applegate nad and
kg telephonically contacted the individuals identified conversing on the

recording. The remaining issue of cutting out and replacing welds

|
during the course of the IE investifstion was discussed. As a result of,

discussion with Applegate and the two other PM employees IE confirmed
that weld repair had not been conducted on any of the alleged defective
12-inch diameter pipe spools. Information was developed, however, which
indicated that repairs were being conducted on other velds, identified
as being deficient during an audit by the radiograph contractor, Nuclear
Enerr;y Services (NES) .

OIA compared the IE report and documents related to wlding and discovered!

that one of the alleged defective welds (related to 18-inch pipe, identified
Infomation

.

as RH-42) was cut out and replaced during the IE investigation.
pertaining to this weld being replaced during the stipulated investigation
was not contained in the report and OIA's interviews of IE inspectors
and investigatots disclosed they had no knowledge that welding repair,
of this weld, had been taking place.

- . _ . . _ - -__ _ - _ - _ - - . _ _ , _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ -. _ .-._ - __
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SUMMARY

The Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) was requested by Chairman Ahearne
to conduct an investigation regarding an investigative effort.)f the
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) into allegations of potentially
faulty construction at the Zimner Nuclear Power Plant, Moscow, Ohio

, (Attachment 1) .

During the period December 1980 through February 1981, interviens vere
conducted with Region III personnel, including individuals directly
involved in the investigation, to identify actions which had been taken
as a result of the initial allegatior.s made by Thomas Applegate. OIA
also obtained all available documentation relating to IE regional

investigative procedures and reviewed copies of nunerous inspection and
investigation reports pertaining tc the Zimner site.

OIA's review of the material furnished by CAP disclosed that it appeared g
only a limited number of allegations or issues had been brought to the %

attention of the Region III IE investigctive staff in March 1980. This =er

resulted in OIA identifying the specific allegsstions which were furnished .

Oby Applegate.to IE investigators during their March 3, 1980 interview, bsubsequent telephone conversations with Applegate, and a second meeting
at the Chicago Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) e

!. on May 8,1980. y
e

As a result of interviews conducted at Region 111, OIA learned that the ,$
|

initial investigative ef fort ccnducted by Region III had assessed the @

.

allegations, received available material, and initiated an investigation y
l into the allegations that were within the purview of the NRC. OIA then
I concentrated its effort at determining the mechanics and procedures '$

followed during the specific IE investigation which resulted in the ,

described " findings." Initial interviews of Region III pn 3onnel o

disclosed that little additional documentation could be furnished to Y
supplement the Region III IE investigation repc-t, Regions 1 personnel j
also advised that the investiFative effort was conducted in accordance
with IE procedures and they believed the report thoroughly documented
discoveries surf aceA during the investig., tion. Review of documentation
and interviews however, disclosed that the investigation report failed
to properly identify and incorporate pertinent information related to
alleged defective welds in safety related systems and the s.cceptance of
alleged defective velds in prefabricated pipe.

Specific interviews of Gerald Phillip, Kavin Ward and Thomas Vandel,
members of the original investigative team, resulted in Phillip and ' Ward
agreeing that more information could have assisted in presenting a clear
description of what activities occurred during the Zimme.r investigation.
!!owever, both individuals also stated that they believed that the report
documented suf ficiently what was discovered during the investigation.
Ward also indicated that the investigation report contained much more

SS

|

l
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detail than a typical inspection report. Vandel recalled his involvement
in the investigation, but indicated that it was limited to the identification
of the five pipe spools which were allegedly damaged and subsequently
installed.

OIA also reviewed numerous inspection reports relating to Region III
activities at the Zimmer site. As a result, it was disclosed that some
of the allegstions presented by GAP had been previously identified cnd
either inspected or investigated by regional personnel. The review also
confirmed that other investigations conducted by hegion III were carried
out and documented in much the same manner as the invsstigation initiated
to respond to the original Applegate allegations. OIA discovered that
the information contained in many of the IE reports lacked specificity; the
reports also contained insufficient dJcumentation of investigative
effort and information necessary to properly resolve issues or allegations.
Discussions ware held with regional personnel, including the Director,
to determine why investigative efforts failed to document specific
information and clearly respond to the allegations. Although the responses
varied Region III personnel advised that as long as the problems have
been identified and NRC has the ability to monitor corrections, then no
additf onal inquiry was considered necessary. OIA explained that it was
essential that allegations be addressed thcroughly and clearly and not
merely identified for future inspection purposes.

Based on the review of IE reports and interviews, it was disclosed thatt

the stipulated investigacion identified the appropriate health and
safety issues Which related to NRC's regulatotf jurisdiction. Information
was developed through the OIA investigation, however, which identitled
several deficient areas in the IE investigation. Excluding the previously
do.cribed lack of clear reporting, which is an apparent program weakness,

i OIA discovered that each of the three areas investigated had not received
|

sufficient investigative effort to identify the causes of the problems.
The primary deficiency in the IE investigation arosa from a conflict
between utilizing inspection-type procedures which do not require documentation
of causes of the alleged deficiencies and attempting to obtain sufficient
information for a complete and responsive report of investigation.
Interviews also disclosed that the approach to the investigation
contributed to the f ailure of the investigation to develop sufficient
information necessary to resolve the allegations.

Review of welding records obtained from the Zimmer site revealed that of
the three alleged defective velds, specifically identified by Applegate,
two had been repaired or replaced, one shortly before and the other,

|
l during the investigative effort at the facility. The IE report neither

identified the dates that welding rework eas conducted nor include any
information that one weld had been cut out and replaced af ter the initiation
of the IE investigation. Interviets conducted with menbers of the investiga-

I

tion team disclosed that they were unaware that rework during the
investigation had occurred and that they had not examined the weld or reviewed

|
any velding documents other than radiographs and accompanying " reader

i sheets."
|

|
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The IE investigation finding ("not substantiated") regarding the status-
of the three al}sged def ective welds was prevenient, if not contradictory.

! A second allegation concerning the installation of safety-related pre-
fabricated pipe with alleged defective velds was partially substantiated
during the IE investigation. However. OIA interviews and review of

,

'

records indicated that, even though appropriate -tests were-ultimately
conducted to determine the status of welds on prefabricated pipe, three,

,

pieces of pipe were installed despite an unrecolved or incomplete Non ~
conformance Report (NR) . In addition, tests required to resolve the'

questionable welds were not conducted by Peabody Magnaflux (FM) or ,

Pullman Power Products personnel until approximately five months after
thc pipe had been released for installation (April 1980 - during period
of IE investigation) . This allegation as it related to improperly,

" closing out ' an NR and installing the pipe resulted in the region
identifying one item of non-coupliance and issuing the licensee "an
infraction.''<

Interviews of regional personnel did not develop any additional informa-
,

'

|
tion regarding the allegation of inadequate pipe flushing procedure
other than that already idcutified in the IE investigation report.

01A also reviewed Zegion III's handling of two additional allegations
relating to (1) the replacenent of welds during the IE investigation,'

and (2) there was pressure being expected on PM personnel to withholdt

information from NRC during the course of the investigation.

|
An interview was conducted with the alleger in the FBI Chicago Field
Office at which time the FEI representative advised Applegate that there
did not appear to be any Federal criminal violations. IE Investigator
Phillip subsequently reviewed the tape recording Applegate had and

r
'

telephonically contacted the individrals identified conversing on the
recording. The remaining issue of cu ting out and replacing' velds
during the course of the IE investigation was discussed. As a result of
discussion with Applegate and the two other PM employees IE confirmed
that wald repair had not been conducted on any of the alleged defective
12-inch diameter pipe spools. Information was developed, however, which

'

indicated that repairs were being conducted on other welds, identified
as being deficient during an audit by the radiograph contractor, Nuclear
Energy Services (NES) .

4

OIA compared the IE report and documents rclated to welding and discovered
that one of the alleged defective welds (related to 18-inch pipe, identified
aa RH-42) was cut out and replaced during the IE investigation. Information
pertaining to this weld being replaced during the stipulated investigation '
was not contained in the report and OIA's interviews of IE inspectors
and investigators disclosed they had no knowledge that welding repair,
of this weld, had been taking place.

. .. . . .
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BACKGROUND

In early December 1980, NRC received a copy of petition filed with the
Office of the Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection Board by1.
GAP of the Institute for Policy Studies on behalf of Thomas W. Applegate.
Base.1 upon the allegations in this petition, Chairman Ahearne requested

| by memorandum dated December 15, 1980 (Attachment 1), ". . .that OIA
conduct an investigation into whether the Office of. Inspection and

,

Enforcenent conducted an adequate investigation of the allegations
the

| presentad to it by Thomas W. Applegate regarding activities at
' Willian H. Zimm-r Nuclear Tower Station." The Cheirnan Etrthsr directed ;

that IF investigate the safety issues raised by the GAP petition. OIA
formally received the CAP petition (now with attachments) by a transmittal
letter datici December 29, 1980, from the Of fice of the Special Counsei
(Attachment 2).

OIA met with CAP representatives on January 9,1981, and on several
occasions thereaf ter, to discuss the allegations at which times additianal
documentrtton was provided af ter NRC agreed to respect the confidentiality
of GAP's sources. Because the additionel documentation related to
safety issues, OIA provided it to IE fo. its investigation. During
these meetings CAP explained that their ' allegations should not be construed
as personal to Gerald Phillip: rather they were alleging that the'NRC
did not properly cddress the allegations. By memorandum dated January 16,
1981 (n:tachraent 3), the Director of IE advired P;tillip of the initiation
of the OIA investigation.

.

--
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DETAILS

Meeting with Region III Personnel

D' avid H. Camble, John R. Sincla'ir, and Arthur A. ' Schnebelen of OIA met
with the following employees of IE, Region III, on January 13, 1981:

James G. Keppler, Director, Region III

- Bert Davis, Deputy Director

Charles E. Morelius, Assistan- to the Director

Gerald A. Phillip, Senior Investigator

Gaston Fiorelli, Chief, Reactor Corstruction
and Engineering Support Branch

Kavin D. Ward, Reactor Inspector, Engineering Support
Section #2, Reactor Construction and Engineering
Support Branch

The meeting was held at the request of OIA to inform these Region III
personnel of the purpose of the OIA investigation being initiated. ,
These employees were informed that the investigation was directed by the
Chairman in response to Thomas Applegate's allegations as described in
the CAP petition to the Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection
Bo ard . They were informed that DIA' was investigating the NRC's handling'

of Applegate's original allegations, to include why certain allegations-

allegedly were not addressed-by NRC and whether Region III's investigation
adequately dealt with the allegations that were addressed.

At this point Phillip inquired whether the investigation was not actually
an investigation of his conduct. He displayed a copy of what appeared
to be a draft of GAP's petition which he said makes numerous allegations
against him by name. Keppler then inquired as to whether he should be
obtaining lawyers to represent each of his employees. OIA confirmed
that Phillip's name was similarly used in the " final version" of GAP's
petition. OIA indic s ted to all employees present that they had an
absolute right to have a lawyer present when they were interviewed. OIA
rejected Keppler's request to advise them whether OIA felt that lawyers
were necessary. OIA did briefly recount . hat GAP had verhally advised
OIA that they considered their allegations to be nore against the NRC
than individual employees. OIA repeated that, similarly, the OIA investi-.

;.' gation would concentrate on how the agency handled the ratter.

t

e
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In response to a question about 01A's ability to investigate a matter'
! which also alleges that the Director of OIA did not act quickly .enough ',

- on the earlier allegations, the group was advised that the Chairman was
aware of that aspect and he was the:one directing ttat OIA inves;1 gate.

.

The employees present raised n3 additional substantive questions and
generally appeared willing to cooperate with OIA. OIA asked each to
lbeate any documentation of their activitics such as notes' which they_
might have so they could be reviewed during their ' interviews. Phillip

,

pointed out that he had destroyed his notes prior to having heard of
| GAP's petition.

Interview of Gerald A. Phillip
'

Mr. Gerald A. Phillip, Senior Investigator, Region 'III, IE, U.S. Nuclear'

Regulatory Commission (NRC), was interviewed on January 14' and 15,: 1981,
at the Region III offices in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. Prior to any questions .
being asked or the initiation of the interview, Messrs. David Gamble and
John Sinclair identified themselves as Investigators and .Mr. Arthur Schnebelen
identified himself as as Inspector / uditor from OIS, NRC, and providedA

Mr. Phillip the opportunity of reviewing appropriate credentials.

I Mr. Phillip began the interview by explaining that his first knowledge
! of the Thomas Applegate allegations occurred approximately February 28,

1980. As Phillip recalled he was contacted by Bill Ward, Executive
Office for Operation Support (XOOS), IE, during which Ward related that
he had received inf ormation from one of the-Commissioner's offices who
had been contacted by Applegate. According to Ward the information
related to the Zimmer Nuclear Plant site and the initial determination-

'.. wea that there may be some significance to the information. ~ Ward also
related that Applegate alleged that there was a possible censpiracy
between the site contractor and utility to cover up defective welding.

, Ward also stated that apparently Applegate had unde previous contacts ~' -

that he was "getting the run-around" because hewith the NRC and f elt
did not see NRC taking any action.

Phillip stated that he contacted Applegate the same day and obtained
some of the general information concerning Applegate's claims. Phillip

|
-

also stated that arrangements were made to meet and interview Applegate
for more details. As Phillip recalled after talking initially to
Applegate, he (Phillip) believed that there was infornation which appeared
to be casting a shadow on NRC inspectors. Phillip contacted Ward at NRC
Headquarters in Bethesda' and notified him of this fact. Ward then
informed Phillip that no inspectors should be brought in to the initial
phase of the inquiry and if additional personnel were required then Ward

,

would make someone available from Headquarters. Phillip then stated

i that within +.he next couple of days arrangements were made to have
; another investigator from Headquarters meet Phillip in Cincinnati to
I assist on the interview. Ward advised Phillip that he would have

_ _-- - __ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ ._ - _. -_ _ _ _ _ . .
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Len Williamson meet Phillip in Cincinnati to help with the interview.
Phi 111p explained that the initial plans to interview Applegate were
complicated by the #act that Applegate was vLry cautious.in his instruc-
tions and guidelines for the meeting. As he recalled Applegate would not
provide his aduress or the address of a neutral meeting place. 'Applegate
had advised Phillip that when he or the NRC investigators arrived in
Cincinnati they shocid call a specific telephone nunber for additional.
instructions. Phillip stated on March 3 that after driving in Cincinnati
he contacted Applegate at which time Applegate instructed .the NRC investi-
gators to meet him at an address which turned out to be a church parking
lot. . Phillip explained that he and Williamson arrived early and eventually
tare approached by an individual who identified himself as Applegate.
Af ter the initial meeting the three of t em went -to a rooming house thatN

was located approximately one-half. block away. Applegate advised Phillip
and Williamson that he had received threats and so had the landlady at
the rooming house. From Phillip's observations it appeared that Applegate
rented a room in a house which was owned by a pelicenan and his wife.

.

Shortly after arriving at the house Applegate took off his jacket and
disclosed that he uas wearing a firearm. Applegate began by providing
some informativn pertaining to his background. Applegate told Phillip
that he had been employed by a security firm which did work in divorce
investigations . Initially he (Applegate) had been assigned an investigation
involving a "pipefitter" at che Zinmer site who had been suspected of -
" playing around" by his wife. Af ter the divorce type investigation had
been started Applegate began to discover information of " tine card
padding" by individuals employed at the Zimmer site. Applegate informed
Phillip that his supervisor, Major Cox, contacted the utility, Cincinnati
Cas and Electric (CG&E), to advise them of the discovery. Subsequent to

,

the contact the utility contracted the security firm for the services of
Applegate, provided him with a false identity and instructed him to look
further into the time card padding. Af ter Applegate began the assignment
he began to provide the utility with weekly reports which confirmed ~ the
time card padding and disclosed a degree of collusion between certain
pipefittors and security personnel at the site. Applegate explained to,

Phillip and provided Phillip the opportunity to review security reports
which described security guards' permitting pipefitters to leave the
site during working hours without " clocking out." Applegate also explained'

tha* during the same time frame (December 1979-January 1980) information
thebegan to be developed identifying the illegal sale of tirearms at

l site. Phillip also indicated that Applegate had surfaced information
f.

disclosing that the site supervisor, Mr. Marshall, utilized site materials
and personnel to perform work on his private residence. Applegate

j advised Phillip that Marshall's acts were dishonest, however, when he'

(Applegate) brought the information to the attention of CG&E the company'
-

refused to take action against Marshall. According to Applegate the
condoning of these type of acts was going to have a major impact on CG&E

!
and, in effect, put them out of business,

i

I
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Applegate continued by explaining some of his concerns to Phillip about
potentially f aulty welding. Phillip explained that Applegate stated that
FM was radiographing welds which were questionable. Applegate did.not
appear to know who was responsible for' their instructions: CC6E or
Kaiser. However, _ someone had directed PM to go back and "re-examine
velds." Applegate informed Phillip that either CC&E or Kaiser ignored

'

_ P, 's radiographs of the welds because such examinations normally onlyM
constituted a visual inspection and not a radiograph. This according to

Applegate was done at the direction of Mr. Marshall who instructed PM to -
" examine" but not radiograph. Phillip stated that he believed Applegate
was referring to a specific shipment of pipe that had been delivered to''

the site in the fall of 1979 and improperly unloaded (dropped off the
truck) without a quality control -inspection. Applegate informed Phillip ,

that this incident took place around the time of an NRC hearing on
i Zimmer. Applegate said that much controversy was generated at the hearing
|. regarding fuel rods that were allegedly dropped; but in fact it was
i these pipes - not fue' rods - that were dropped.

As background, Phillip then provided a brief description of the supplier,
: Pullman-Kellogg and the delivery. Phillip stated that Pullman-Kellogg

was the supplier (vendor) and therefore was responsible for the -Quality
Assurance (QA) and quality Control (QC) work related to the weld and the

;

structure of the pipe. As a normal procedure QC inspections are not
! done at the site for adequacy of the equipment or the welds._ Phillip

-further stated that the equipment is inspected only for damage in transit'

and inventory purposes during a " receipt inspection" which does not
;~ include either visual or radiography examinations of welds.

Phillip said Applegate provided him with three specific examples of
r

.
welds rejected by PM but then approved by Kaiser. Applegate claimed
that one was buried in concrete and he felt the utility was not going to'

do anything to correct it.
! Another area related by Phillip pertained to Applegate's disclosure that'

! there were " problems" with a pipe flushing operations. Apparently,
someone had informed Applegate that as a result of banging pipes during<

I the flushinP procedure deleterious substances came out of the pipes and
the " flushing" iailed the test. The individual who observed this problem
attempted to resolve it by raising the issue with his supervisor.
Applegate claimed that the individual subsequently quit because there

!
was no action taken. As the discussion continued Applegate also stated

i, to Phillip that another individual at the site had been keeping a notebook
or log on his observations at the site. Applegate did not identify the
individual and cocid not furnish specific information, such as the

| content of the log or why the individual was keeping it. Phillip also
,

recalled that Applegate mentioned having been trapped by a fire down in'

.

one area of the plant,

f

;

i
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Applegate then identified an individual by the name of Hurray 'who was
employed by CG&E. Phillip stated that according to. Applegate, Murray
was "all right" meaning that he would cooperate with NRC. Applegate then

~

proceeded to tell Phillip that he (Applegate) _had provided Murray and
Schwiers, QA Supervisor, inf ormation about .the elleged defective ' welding -
and the specific locations of the welds in question. Phillip believed

Applegate said that Schwiers had one weld tested, found it to be defective,
apd then related that the weld would be fixed.

Phillip then stated that Applegate continued the interview by claiming
that information was developed pertaining to the time card padding.
Phillip further stated that Applegate informed him that CG&E notified
the Kaiser Corporation Headquarters in California of the time card
cheating. Subsequent to this notification representatives from Kaiser
came to the Zimmer site and were inf ormed caat evidence was obtained
that confirmed the time card paddin3 Applegate also advised Phillip
that CG&E told Kaiser that they _had -an individual working undercover.
Applegate then stated that shortly af ter this meeting the undercover

; operation was tenninated because of two factors: (1) Kaiser was now

i
aware that someone was undercover for C0&E; and (2)'the wife of the
subject of the original divorce investigation had made visits to the .
site and Applegace feared that, if he were observed by her, she might
reveal his true identity.

Applegate related to Phillip that he had been trying to bring the informa-!

tion to the attention of NRC because although the time card problem was
being addressed no action was being taken about the QC issues. Applegate
told Phillip that he originally contacted U.S. Senator John Glenn's

.

'

|
office to apprise him of the information and obtain assistance. Senator Glenn's
office provided him with the name of James Cummings, Director, OIA, NRC.'

|
Phillip then explained that Applegate :1 aimed he ' contacted Cummings by
telephone and related the information concerning the problems at the;

Zimmer site. Applegate also related to Phillip thc: he (Applegate)
J

became frustrated with Cummings as a result of several telephone conversa-

|
tions with Cummings which culminated with Cummings' requesting that
Applegate provide "something in writing" compiling the allegations.i

Phillip stated that Applegate thought about the request over a weekend
and became angry. According to Phillip, Applegate stated that he was
upset about the request because he (Applegate) had been incurring personal
expenditures to bring the information to someone's attention and now he
was requested to do more. Applegate said he then called Chairman Ahearne's
office who apparently referred the matter to IE.

Phillip stated that Applegate stated that he provided the same information
to lhe Cincinnati of ? ice of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) .
Phillip explained to Applegate that the type of allegations brought to
the attention of the FBI were items not within the jurisdiction of NRC '

and would not be addressed during an NRC investigation. Phillip also

advised Applegate that allegations of criminal activity at the site

|
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would have to be handled by the appropriate agency. Phillip said he .

explained that the cost of construction (i.e., cost overruns) also was
not a matter within NRC jurisdiction. Phillip explained that Applegate
was not happy with his (Phillip's) explanation regarding the NRC's
position but Applegate did not challenge the response.

Phillip stated tht the only remarks made by Applegate related to a
variety of problems which allegedly indicated there was collusion and
mismanagement . Applegate stated this demonstrated that there was not a
proper commitment to building a nuclear plant. Applegate also stated
that as a result of his attempting to bring the information to officials
of CG&E as well as others (NRC, FBI), he had been threatened, run off
the road and his landlady had been harrassed and threatened over the
telephone. Applegate provided additional information to Phi. lip in the
form of excerpts from audio tapes. According to Applegate the information
on the tapes indicated collusion between high level managers of the
project. Applegate played portions of tapes for Phillip which he (Applegate)
believed corroborated his allegations. Phillip said Applegate controlled
the recorder and only played selected segments for Phillip - describing
the context in which each one occurred. Phillip explained that Applegate
did not want to release the tapes because he considered them to be
"insu ranc e. " Phillip said that many of the tapes were difficult to
understand', in those instances Applegate interpreted what was being
said. Phillip then stated that, after hearing the different portions of
the taped material, he did not hear any information which indicated
there was some type of collusion or cover up going on at the Zimmer
site. Phillip said that, after Applegate had skipped around on the
tapes, Applegate confirmed that he had played all the important parts.
However, Phillip did state there was some information related to welding
that identified three specific welds which was detailed enough to check
into during an investigation. Phillip stated that comments like 20 to
30 percent of the wsids at the plant are defective was too general and
needed more support bafore it could be investigated.

Additional information which Applegate furnished to Phillip related to
| the manuf acture and sale of belt buckles by personnel at the site.'

Phillip stated that he advised Applegate that, although sone of the
material used in the manuf acturing of belt buckles may be required for
construction purposes, it is a problem which should be addressed by
CG&E, the licensee, and is not within NRC's jurisdictional responsibilities.
Applegate also provided information sbout people being fired for time
card padding or cheating. As Phillip recalls, however, Applegate did
not state that any of the individuals fired as a result of his investiga-
tion into time card cheating were respcasible for attempting to raise
safety issues. Phillip advised that the only docunentation which was

i

I furnished during the initial interview were reports submitted by the
security firm (Confidential Service) who employed Applegate and were
under contract to CG&E. Phillip said Williamson lef t the interior to

.
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photocopy these reports at the Federal Building in Cincinnati. He said
2

-

Williamson spoke with an FBI agent and obtained a copy of a February 14,
1980, FBI letterhead nemorandum which confirmed that Applegate had

4

i

spoken with the FBI. The letterhead mecorandum also reflected that.an
Assistant United States Attorney had declined prosecution on the matter,

,
As Phillip recalled there was a subsequent telephone conversation with

i ' Applegate on March 4,1980, during which he and Applegate discussed two
points: (1) what would be the best approach in trying to contact the'

individual who quit over the flushing operation and, (2) to confirm'

details about an individual Applegate mentioned previously by the name'

of Sellers (phonetic). Apparently Sellers was still employed at the
site and had been keeping a list of defective welds rejected by EM but
approved by Kaiser. Phillip said that he asked Applegate whether Sellers
ever shared this list with him as Sellers said he would; Applegate
responded negatively. Phillip said he also confirmed which of the
Sellers brothers at PM was the one Applegate was referring to. -

Phillip then stated that, after returning to the Region III office and ,

reviewing some of the naterial furnished by Applegate, he (Phillip) had
a discussion with Chuck Norelius, his supervisor, regarding the allegations.
Phillip explained that the meeting was held to establish what issues
were going to be invastigated by NRC. Phillip also explained that he
had already made an initial assessment of the information and had informed
Applegace what allegations were within NRC's jurisdiction. Phillip then ,

: stated that he relied on his vast experience with the Connirsion and his
| professional experience in judging what issues were ' going to be checked

or investigated. Phillip continued by~ stating that there were additional
discussions with region personnel af ter it was determined that the
welding allegations were going to be investigated. Phillip stated that

Kavin Wa:d, an inspector, had been assigned to assist him in the investiga-
tion.

Phillip's said that Bill Ward, IE Headquarters, conts: ted Phillip on
March 13 to apprise him that Applegate had contacted IE Headsaarters and
informed them that the PM trailer had been breken into and some records

! vere allegedly stelen. Phillip then called Applegate on the same day to
obtain specific information regarding the incident. As Phillip recalled,
Applegate could not provide any information related to specific documentation
which may have been taken from the PM trailer.

As the interview continued Phillip explained that the issues were "scoped"
,

but initially they were probably somewhat genersi in nature and not very4

specific. Phillip also stated that the early briefing of Norelius was'

general, however, he (Phillip) recalled providing all available Accuments
,

furnished by Applegate for review by Norelius. Phillip then stated
i

there vera subsequent telephone conversations with Applegate after
3 Region III sent the letter describing the allegations (issues) and scope

of the upcoming Region III investigation. Applegate never indicated
during these conversations that he was not satisfied or that NRC was+

" limiting" or " toe narrowly investigating" the allegations.

.
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Pertaining to questions about regional. procedures ~ and discussion of the
initial . allegations, Phillip responded by stating there were 'several-

; discussions with different regional personnel. Phillip stated he had
conversations with Messrs. Norelius, Kavin Ward, Vandel (Project Inspector),
Danielson (Kavin Ward's supervisor), and perhaps, Fiorelli and Knop. As
Phillip recalled the discussions were general in nature and not too

! detailed. Phillip stated that he did not recall discussing the matter,

with James Keppler, the Regional Diractor. Phillip did state that

Len Williamson's (assigned from IE Headquarters) involvement was ve.ry
limited and as a result he was not requested to write-or document any,

information obtained during the initial Applegate interview.

j Phillip explained that he did not believe that there was any advanced
notification made to the Zimmer site and was about 95 percent certain
that it was a "special unannounced investigation." '?hillip stated there

, was no fixed policy on announcing investigations, however, probably mostt

are unannounced. Phillip indicated that he did .not believe that a
licensee could alter " poor performance" rapidly enough to affect investi-

'

gations. Phillip continued by stating that he and Kavin Ward initially
i

went to the Zimmer site and had an entrance interview with Schwiers, the:

|
j site QA Manager. Phillip was not sure how specifically they identified
; the allegations to Schweirs; they probably identified them as QA/QC

problems without specifying the area of welding. After meeting with!

Schwiers they interviewe?, Alan Sellers, QC Supervisor for PM who stated'

that he was unaware. of any list illustrating welds rejected by PM which-
were subsequently accepted by Kairer. As a result Phillip and Ward

i decided to inspect a representative " system of welds" in order to determine
whether or not there was a problem with welds. Phillip recalled that
Ward was familiar with welding at the Zimmer site and therefore' asked FM

i
'

to pull radiographs and " reader sheets" to determine how many PM radiograph4

| " rejects" were overruled by Kaiser and subsequently approved. Phillip

| stated approximately 99 weld radiographs were checked and only two were
overruled. Phillip explained that in both cases Kavin Hard concurred
with Kaiser's interpretation of the radiograph.

!

Concerning the three specific welds alleged to be defective, Phillip
| stated the radiographs were reviewed by Ward who discovered that problems

with the radiographs and/or documentation existed but had been identified
in a comprehensive review of PM radiographs conducted by another firm,

! NES. Phillip advised that Ward could better answer specific questions
regarding the welds.

f Phillip then stated that he did not check into the " break in" of the PM
trailer and, in fact, did not know if the trailer was broken into or if

i documents were taken. Phillip noted that the licensee is responsible
for maintaining the record copies of all documents, so PM's copies were

,

not the , f ficial ones.'

i

!

!

!

:
3
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Phillip stated that at that time he also attempted to address the allegation
involving alleged problems in the " pipe flushing" procedures. Phillip.;

advised that the ' allegation arose ~ from the initial allegations made by '

Applegate, however, after contacting the individual tao had knowledge of
f the problem (Tyner) he (Phillip) was . unable to obtain any specific
,

information. The individual did inform Phillip, however, that the'

" hydro test" was run and the syst,em was modified after the test thus
; invalidating the test. This statement resulted in an inspection which

disclosed that the circumstances, as described by the individual, were
,

j factual. Phillip then stated that the " hydro test" was going to be
; rerun with an inspector present..

Phillip explained that the next allegation which was addresseo had to do
with the handling of five " spool pieces" (pipe). According to Phillip, ,

at the time that he and Ward arrived on site these pieces of pipe were
! to hs in a " hold status," however, they were not " tagged" as such. The,

spools were shipped by the vendor, Pullman-Kellogg, and were " unloaded"I

at the site by " dropping them off the truck onto the ground." Phillip.
stated the pipe was approximately 12 inches in ' diameter and over a half-
inch in wall thickness. Regarding the radiographing of the pipe,
Phillip explained that the pipe was radiographed by PM for "information -

purposes" and not as part of- a regulatory requirenent or appropriatei

test procedure. Phillip stated that CG&E and/or Kaiser were committing
; to radiographs and ' documentation as it related - to the condition' of the<

pipe When a visual inspection would hava been sufficient. 'Phillip noted
that PM f ound " rejectable indications": they did not -reject the pipe
because only Kaiser could accept or reject. Subsequently, NR be iss:ed

: '

and ultimately an NR was improperly written which resulted in some ofi

.' the pipe Leing released from the warehouse and installed. However, one
| remaining NR was written which still kept 'the problems with the pipe as
i an open item of nonconfermance. Therefore, Phillip did not believe

there was any type of cover-up; he said that Kaiser, by installing. theI

| pipe at this point, was assuming the risk that the pipe might later be
!

f ound to be unacceptable. Phillip then stated that none of the individuals
interviewed believed that there was a " hardware problem," only a " paperwork'

problem." Phillip continued by stating that apparently the QA Supervisor,
~

Schwiers told someone to "line through" the NR. Phillip stated he

interviewed Schwiers regarding the alleged instruction at which time
Schwiers denied giving anyone instructions to line through items identified
ou an NR. Phillip concluded this portion of the interview by stating
that he did not take any sworn statements or reports of interviews and
did tot believe it was necessary.

;

f- As Phillip continued he explained that even af ter he lef t the Zimmer
| site he tnought that maybe all the work had not been done although he
|

had told CG&E that there was one item of noncompliance. Af ter returning

) to Region III Phillip discussed the results of the investigation with
j i.orelius and also told Norelius that he had some concerns and believed

|

|
t

|
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Phillip then u+.ated that
that more work was going to have to be done.

-he returned to the site several weeks later with another NRC inspector,
_

-

Tom Vandel, to make further inquiries regarding the spools or pipe.Phillip stated that the pipe was checked and they concentrated on t eh

" paperwork problem."
f the

As Phillip recalled he isceived a ca71 during the first day or so oinvestigation from another investigator in Region III, Jim Poster w oh

d that he

advised that Applegate had called the Region and explaine(Applegate) was contemplating going to the PM people and possibly thePhillip.

newspapers. This occurred about April 7,1980, according toPhillip then stated that he contacted Applegate and told him thatcliminated any chance of Applegate
he was

free to go to the press, however, itPhillip believed that Applegate did
maintaining his confidentiality.
then go to the press, probably the Chicago Sun Times.

dividuals
In response to a questian regarding procedures for identifying ind that the
contacted and reported in IE investigations, Phillip statePhillip then stated

_

procedures do call making an identification key.that there was no identification key for his invest gat oi i n.

d

Phillip said that he made one attempt to contact an individual namePhil*ip

"Jo~aan" who Applegate claimed was keeping some type of journal. Inspector Daniels unsuccessfully tried to locate Johan
said Resident Phillip said he did not pursue the
through the Zimmer switchboard. iffts of whac

' matter further because Applegate did not supply any spec .

the journal contained.
"went

Phillip continued by explaining that shortly af ter Applegate
,

i btain

public" a reporter from Channel 9, Cincinnati, contacted h m to oThe reporter asked if he couldthe investigation. Phillip had a discussioninformation aboutinterview Phillip on the site or at the gate. they wou?d permit -

with Schwiers, QA hanager, CG&E, who stated that Inspector.'

Channel 9 to ceme on the Zimmer site for an interview in ResidentSometime later, Mr. Altemuchle, CG&E public
f ce ,,

Daniels' of fice on site.
relations of ficer, asked Phillip if he would attend a press con erenThis apparenti; was done to provide the other representativesthe results of the investigation

jg

.

yf
d owntown .
of the media an opportunity to learn about (Channel 9).
at the site and not just ,rovide a story for one station l d

Phillip then explained he veut to the Resident Inspector's trai er anLater the same day he (Phillip) went to
,

3
25 3

was interviewed by Channel 9.to attend the press conference. Approximately 20- -

reporters were in attendance and the two main points of interest weredowntown Cincinnati
d were "OK" and that i

the welds en the pipe spool pieces which he state liance relating y
the licencee was going to be cited for an item of noncompAs Phillip recalled, one

'

to records and violating " hold" procedures. reporter asked about drugs and alcohol on the site and the fact
,

that

Phillip replied to
workers were coming to work drunk or intoxicated.

..
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the question by explaining he did not know of the allegation, as stated. .
When asked whether NRC was concerned about thi.s, Phillip replied that it

. was the employmr's concern because, even if a drunk welder made a bad
weld, the QC inspection program was designed to catch faulty workmanship.
Phillip stated that Mr. Borgmann, V.P. of Engineering, CG&l., and Mr. Altemuehle
were also involved in the press conference.
'

l Phillip explained that on May 7,1980, he had several different telephone
conversations with Applegate, Bill Ward (IE Haadquarters), and Rita Giordano

7

j (reporter for the Cincinnati Inquirer). Apparently there was new information
|- (tapes) which Applegate claimed indicated that CG&E had lied to NRC and

that there was a criminal conspiracy. According to Phillip he contacted
Applegate who explained that he had evidence in the foto of taped conversations| with individuals which showed there was a conspiracy on the part of the

i licensee and Faiser to prevent PM from disclosing defective welding at
the plant. Phillip stated that he decided that if Applegate, in fact, -

had this type of information it would be better to interview Applegate
at an FBI office. This apparently was conct.rred in by Ward and Norelius.

;

; Phillip explained that he then talked with Jim Donahue, Region III's
|

Chief of Safeguards and requested that he make arrangements for an
interview date. Donahue then cont. acted Spe-ial Agent Robert Buckley,

I Atomic Energy Desk, Chicago Field Office, FBI. Phillip stated that the
,

; interview took place in the Dirckson Federal Building downtown Chicago
-

at which time Applegate presented the " tapes" and made his allegations.
.

Af ter listening to the tapes Buckley advised Applegate that he did not
hear anything which constituted a violation of the Federal criminali

statutes. The taped conversations were made by Applegate of telephone
conversations with representatives of PM including the president of the

4

conpany, Mr. Aldridge.
i

Phillip then stated that Applegate was' net satisfied with the reruits of
i the interview and tha fact that the FBI did not accept his (Applegate's) -

claim that the tapes were evidence of criminality. Phillip.siso stated'

that Applegate was complaining of not having ' any money or transportation
to the airport for his return trip to Cincinnati and requested FBI or |
NRC transportation. Phillip stated Applegate's request was denied. At
the close of the interview Buckley advised Applegate that the NRC would

; provide any additional information obtained and a copy of the NRC report
| !

when the NRC investigation was concluded. Phillip also told Applegate'

| that he would further revien the taped conversations (which Applegate
j provided) and interview Aldridge.

Later the same day Phillip explained he was called by a reporter,j.
Rita Giordano, wanting to know what happened at the meeting with the

; FBI. Phillip stated he provided Gwrdano basically the same information
described supra. Fhillip went on to explain that he then made attempts
to contact Aldridge and eventually interviewed him on May 20, 1980. 'Ih e

.

next contact with Applegate came on June 7,1980, at which time Applegate
j stated to Phillip that he (Applegate) was "not sitting still." Phillip

i

i

4 i
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advised Applegate that a report would be coming out and NRC would provide
a_ copy to Applegate.

In response to questions about welding problems at the Zimmer site which ~
were described in Applegate's " Confidential Report" compiled during.his
contract assignment at the site Phillip provided 'the following responses..

,

Phillip explained there were individuals named in the stipulated reports
;

who may have had knowledge of the welding problems, however, he did not'

believe that it would have been fruitful to " track people ~ down to obtain*

weld information" because Region III was already aware of welding difficulties
and numerous inspections had be'en conducted. Phillip added that the
specific welds in question could be checked by reviewing radiographs.
Phillip also noted that individual welders would not be in a position to,

know what subsequent actions were or were not _ taken to correct welds.!

Phillip was then provided an opportunity to review the list of allegations
described in the petition to the Special Counsel. Upon reviewing the-
allegations Phillip provided a response to -each allegation identifying

|
allegations which had been previously addressed during his investigation

,

or other Region III efforts and those which appeared to be new allegations.1-

Phillip said there was no explicit 'IE policy on how to write the " details"I

section of investigative reports. He said the investigator uses his-
discretion to prepare tha report in the way which best presents the
information to the reader. Phillip said that although sometimes the-
report is a series of interviews, he of ten feels it is clearer to organize
the report by subject matter. He said that, when this is done, tFnre
are no documents which comprehensively sumcarize what each witness
stated: the report presents what each witnese said'(identifying them
only by title) on each issue. Phillip further stated ~that he believed.
that investigations of allegations are best reported as follows: ' (1)
state the allegation; (2) list details provided by the alleger; (3)
state the findings; and (4) list details supporting the findings.

HePhillip said he did not take any written statements in this case.
said it .is up to each investigator's discretion to decide when to have
eitnesses sign a statements. Phillip recalled only one occasion when he-
asked an alleger to sign a statement containing his allegations. Phillip
doubted that this approach would help pin down the allegations or help
the allegers be more accurate. Phillip said that he generally does not
obtain statements from any witnesses unless he feels he will be receiving
conflicting significant information. Phillip said the only time the

thought even entered his mind was in connection with the circumstances
- of the cotation being crossed off the nonconformance report which allowed

the five spool pieces to be installed. Phillip noted however that the
consensus, which he believed included Norelius' view, was that this
crossing off was not that significant because the problem was still
identified in the system; therefore it turned out that statements were
not needed.

.

w
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Phillip 'said that having IE investigators administer oaths to witnesses
t is a relatively new idea. He said that uaths are a useful tool, however

they are not appropriate for use in every situation. Phillip said oaths,

'

have been used . only sparingly. Phillip noted that IE investigators do
not have general authority to administer' onths. He sai/, that investigators
must receive a written delegation of authority to administer oaths in
each case from the Regional Director and the delegation must receive the
advance concurrence of the Office of the Executive Legal Director in*

Headquarters. Phillip believed this was a rather cumbersome approval>

process if it is really intended that they use oaths. Phillip also
noted the practical problem that an investigator does not know what the
situation is until he-gets into the field, yet the authority to administer.

oaths must be requested in advance.
j

Phillip said that the IE Inspectors Manual is a training tool for new
personnel. Phillip said he wrote Chapter S which addresses investigations.
Phillip's attention was directed to paragraph 1 on page 6 which states:

,

Every complaint or allegation received, regardless of the source or
the avenue of cannunication involved, must be evaluated and docu-
mented. There are instances wherein the complaint or allegation
obviously has no substance and it comes from an individual suffering

; from a mental disorder. Even in those cases, at.least a memo to
the files shoubt be Trepared documenting the contact, the general
content of any communications and the basis for the conclusion that

*

the matter need not be pursued further.

: Phillip responded that this passage means that investigators cannot
dismiss entire contacts without appropriately documenting it; however,
it does not require itemization of specific allegations and how each one
would be handled.'

f Phillip said that people outside the nuclear field generally do not
realize the number o# checks and balances that exist at nuclear power

| plants.. He said that as an example it would require a lot of collusion'

I to get all the required signatures on a false document such as a NR.
Phillip stated that, although review of documentation is necessary, it

i is not true that IE inspectors limit their inspections to " paper reviews."'

He said it was more than comaan for inspectors to look at the hardware
itself. He also pointed out that, under the IE nodular inspection

.

program, the licensees notify IE of when certain tests and activities| are to be performed and IE inspectors then witness them. Phillip said
that in this investigation Kavin Ward reviewed radiographs, which Phillip
' considered to be "hard evidence." Phillip said that IE does not have ,

'

independent capability to perform its own radiographic terting to double-
,

!

check the licensee's radiographs. Phillip did not consider this to be a
F

i problem because the licensee would not have had time to substitute
radiographs af ter Ward and he had randomly selected the system thev
intended to review.

!

i
;

1

! .

|
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Interview of Welding Inspector
,

On January 27 and' 28,1981, Mr. Kavin D. Ward, Inspector,' Regio'n III .
IE, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and John Sinclair,,

Investigator, OIA. Mr. Ward was advised that OIA was reviewing the IE .
investigative effort which was conducted as a result of the allegations ,

faised by Thomas Applegate of construction deficiencies at the Zimmeri

i construction project.

Ward stated that the investigation with Gerry Phillip regarding,the.

Applegate allegations was only one of 52 trips that he made to different
,

sites during 1980. As he recalled he was inf ormed of the general allega-
| tions by Duane Danielson, Chief, Materials and Process Section and ~ told

to discuss his (Ward's) participation in an upcoming investigation withi

j Phillip. Ward stated that most of the specific information'regarding
the allegations were discussed on the plane trip and on the way to the

4 Zimner site in Moscow, Ohio. Ward continued by stating that he could'

not recall any "real meeting" which may have taken place for planning
purposes and believed that he was involved in only two areas of the
investigation. This included the radiographs and testing techniques
utilized to test welds at the site and inspection of five pieces of pipe
(spools) which had been " dropped" from a truck when they tere delivered
to the site.

As background Ward explained that he 1.ad made numerous inspections at
the Zimmer site and, in fact, had conducted a " pre-service inspection"'

which included an-independent review of welding. Ward stated-that'in :

1978 he had looked into several " turnover welds" for the licensee. Ward
further stated that welds that e.re 1" turned over" are considered to be-

" accepted" welds. Ward stated that at that point NRC would inspect thet

! weld documentation which presumably would no longer have any problems
and any discrepancy would have been resolved. Ward continued and explained'

that after' checking and reviewing approximately 40 radiographs and
-

related documentation he discovered 17 which exhibited a variety of
|

i discrepancies. As he recalled there was one item of noncompliance
identified which pertained to a violation of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III. Ward then stated that a
firm by the name of Peabody was contracted by Kaiser-Engineerlag, Inc.
(KEI) to do the radiography work. The problem originally identified by
Ward regarding the radiographs indicated there may have been a problem-
with the gun 11ty of Peabody's radiography program. However, Ward continued
by explaining that on a recent inspection at the site (January 1981) he
discovered a similar problem with the radiography being performed by a
new firm, NES. The inspection included the review of 20 radiograph
packages t'.,t had been accepted illustrating that welds .ere satisf actory.
Ward's inspection disclosed that four of tha radiograph packages contained
discrepancies. Based on this he notified the licensee that discrepancies
still existed in the radiography program.

,

|
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Following a discussion on the information describing three specific
welds alleged to be defective by Thonas Applegate, Ward stated that he
believed the investigation report properly identified the work which was l

done to resolve the allegation. Ward explained that the report was
suf ficiently detailed and probably contained more information than an
Inspection Report rauld. He (Ward) thought Phillip had done a thorough
j'ob of reporting t5e information. Ward stat #d that the language which
indicates there were "some discrepancies" identified pertained to the
radiograph review. In fact the information in the report is a result of

a review conductea by FES inspectors. Ward stated that he reviewed
documents and radiographs which had already identified " discrepancies."
He (Ward) did state that the report language does not address whether or
not there were defective welds ur improper tsdiograph techniques / procedures.
Concerning the one weld identified as K-811 Ward responded by stating
that he did not know the date that the described weld had been replaced
(cut out) by a new weld. Ward also irdicated that he believed that it
probably would have been better to identify, by date,- when the weld was
replaced in order to respond to the allegaticn.

Ward then volunteered some information concerning the procedures and
philosophy of the NRC inspection program. According to Ward when an
inspector identifies a " problem" during an inspection and is assured
that the prob 1;m is docunented in the licensees system then IE will
" watch it" until it is resolved. Ward stated the exception to this

policy would bc if a piece of equipment was going to be installed in an
area no longer accessible if construction continued, such as, placed in
cancrete. Ward explained that "as long as the plant is not operating
and the problem has been identified, it is not our position (IE) to tell
them (licensee) how to resolve it." Ward was questioned as to whether
some time Ifmit would or could be placed on a licensee to resolve " deficiencies."
Ward stated that generally no action, in the form of issuing an item of
noncompliance, is taken until the contractor or licenseu har accepted or ,

!certified to NRC that all work, inspection and documentation, has been
completed and " signed off." Ward also stated in response to questions

concerning 1976-1977 welding that still has not been " signed off" that
IE will continue to monitor or track the deficiencies until they are
resolved. When asked how long that effort (monitoring) would continue'

he (Ward) crated all the way to the hearings for the Operating License.
Ward stated that he could understand how the alleger may have questions
about items identified in the investigation report but he explained the
report does indicate that the discrepancics which were identified in the
report were considered unacceptable and would be checked in the future
by the NRC inspection program. ,

t

Ward explained that the five pieces of pipe (spools) which had been
" dropped" off the back of a truck unloading at the Zimmer site were very
large pieces of pipe and unlikely to be danaged from rolling off a
truck. According to Ward the pipe was about 12" in diameter and over a

1

s
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half inch in wall thickness. Ward stated the difficulty with the pipe
arose in the instructions given by either Kaiser or CGKE to radiograph
the ends of the pipe for possible damage. Ward stated that because of
the type of " cap" which was welded to the ends of the stipulated pipe it
was not possible to determine the conditions of the welds through radio-
graphy.- Ward then stated that ASME_ procedures require that ultrasonic
testing be conducted. The proper methods would have been magnetic
particle tests or dye penetrant tests. Ward then explained why radio-
graphy would not produce the required test results.

:

Ward stated that he did not recall whether all documentation related to
the welds that had been reviewed.;

Ward was reinterviewed on January 28 in the presence of derry Phillip
and again asked if the weld docunentation, including the radiographs,
had been reviewed. Ward could not state categorically that he had

i reviewed the radiographs and reader . sheets but af ter consulting with
Phillip he (Ward) stated that he probably had reviewed the radiographs.4

Ward reiterated that because the " final-acceptance" had not teen made no!

further action had to be taken by NRC. Ward and Phillip both explained
that it appeared worthwhile to include information regarding previous
inspections and knowledge of NRC ebout welding documentation problems at
Zimmer.-

Ward stated that Pullman-Kellogg, the pipe manufacturer, had come to the
Zimner site to-conduct ultrasonic testing on the stipulated pipe spools.,

As a result of the tests the welds were determined to be acceptable. In

conjunction, PM conducted ultrasonic tests and also stated the welds
were acceptable.

<

Ward also explained that he had not intended to identify the -problems
for the licensee. According to Ward that would be doing the licensee's

; job. Ward al so stated Lthat he had been told 'by his supervisor not to
1 identify problems' to CC&E and "not to get in the middle" during the-
! investigation.

!

Interview of Charles Norelius.

Charles Norelius, Assistant to the Director, Region III, IE, was interviewed -

on January 26, 1981, by Arthur Schnebelen, David Camble, and John Sinclair
'

of OIA.

Norelius recalled that the aliegations from Applegate came to Regiun III
i via IE Headquarters. Norelius could not recall exactly how they came

in but he believed Applegate originally presented them to OIA. Noreliusf

located a reference in the Region III working file on this investigation'

that the allegations were received on February 28, 1980. Morelius could'

i
i

1
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not remember whether Region III. received the allegations by memorandum
or by telephone. He said memoranda are esually from either Victor' Stello
(Director, IE) or Dudley Thompson (then Executive Officer for Operations
Support, IE Headquarters). Norelius said telephone calls from IE
Headquarters were usually to him. He said Thompson usually made the
calls, however, William Ward (Chief, Headquarters Investigations Branch
under Thompson) could have called -directly.

1

Norelius said -Gerald Phillip was his senior investigator and he relied
upon Phillip to assign cases to individual investigators. He said that,

when he and Phillip discuss case assignments, they usually reserve to
Phillip and James Foster (the next most senior investigator) those cases
that are more complex or have the potential for more visibility. Norelius'-

j could not recall at what point he and Phillip discussed .Applecate's
allegations.1

Nerelius said that, although he was " hazy" on this point, somewhere -
along the line he got the perception that trouble was possible in this

He was sure he had this perception at least af ter Phillip briefedcase.
him about his interview of Applegate. Norelius did recall Phillip's
description of his telephone call with Applegate to set up their interview.
Pn remembered Phillip's saying something to the effect of "Here's a- guy
who claims that there's same sort of thing that sounds significant. He

believed there was a cover-up regarding these welds and he has tapes to
prove it." Norelius recalled that Phillip's reaction was that, if
Applegate really had what he claim. d he had, it nay bc socething significant.
Norelius said that based upon that assessment, they noved quickly on
this case.

Norelius said Investigator Len Williamson (then with IF Headquarters)'

accompanied Phillip for his interview of Applegate. He acknowledged
that Headquarters participation in investigations was unusual but it was

. done in this case to encourage some interchange between the Region and!

Headquarters for developmental purposes.

Norelius said his file reflects that Phillip and Williamson interviewed
|
! Applegate on March 3, 1980. On his return Phillip informed Forelius

[ that Applegate did not have everything he initially said he did. Phillip
had narrowed the allegations to a few issues. Norelius said that he and

i Phillip discussed all the allegations, but not at length; he.said that
the volume of work precludes his covering all the details so he relies
heavily on his investigators - especially the senior investigators like

j Phillip. Norelius particularly reca:1ed from Phillip's briefing that
.

Applegate's allegations included, items such as the fabrication and sale-
of belt buckles and tima card cheating. Norelius did not recall crer seeing*

Applegate's " confidential" reports.

Norelius imagined that Phillip probably would have consulted with Regional-
|- construction personnel, such as Gaston Fiorelli, about the allegatio7s.

Norelius said that he (Norelius) most likely would have brought the
.

i

.
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allegations to-the sttention of Regional Director James-Keppler. Noreliur
said Yeppler meets with Regional management at 8:00 every morning and
one of the things he always mentions to Keppler are the important allega-

~

,

__ tions that have been received. Worelius said that the importance he
attributed to the allegations can be ascertained from the promptness of:
their response in light of their heavy workload. Norelius further
speculated that he probably similarly would have informed Keppler that;-

Phillip's interview of Applegate indicated that the allegations may not
be as serious as they origine11y thcught.-

Norelius said that, although he did not give particular instructions to
Phillip, their general procedure for the handling of; allegations involves
three parts: (1) interview alleger to determine what is alleged and:
what is the basis for the allegations; (2) review.the allegations to get
a clear understanding of what is to be investigated and why (this analysis
eliminates allegations that are (a) not safety-related or (b) too general
to permit investigation); and (3) conduct the subsequent investigation.

,

1

Norelius said there is no IE policy to document what concerns-are raised
by an alleger. He said that, because of their workload, they meet with -

allegers to clearly define what will or will not be investigated.
Norelius said that for example they routinely inform allegers that NRC-
is interested in safety-related items but because nuclear power plants
are run by privately-owned utilities, allegers should provide information
on costs (e.g., overruns) to state regulatory agencies. Norelius saidi

that, although IE sometimes investigates harassment of individuals, they -
normally refer such allegations to the Department of Labor. Norelius.

,

believed that Phillip would have informed Applegate of which of his allega-
tions were with8n NRC jurisdiction to investigate. Norelius said that'

in the last year Region III' has been sending letters confirming what
would be investigated so there would be no misunderstanding. Norelius

!

| showed OIA a letter dated March 11,198C, from Phillip to Applegate
which described the three issues Region III intended to investigate.

| Norelius noted that they received no response from Applegate indicating

( any criticism of the irtended scope.

f
Nore11us said that when addressing allegations the Engior. normally looks;

|
at problems broadly to assure that they are addressed. He said, however.

|
that when a very general allegation is received, e.g., in this case

regarding the welding, the Region cannot conduct an in-depth review of a
plant's entire (welding) program. To cope with the allegation, theyI

usually try to pin down specific examples and the decision to broaden
the inquiry is based upon what develops. Norelius noted that he discussed
the scope of the investigation with Phillip after his first visit to the
site and concluded that Tdditional investigation was needed.-

Norelius recalled that Tom Vandel, who he believed was the Zimmer Project
Inspector, accompanied Phillip on one visit and Kavin Ward, one of the
Region III nondestructive exacination personnel, accompanied him on a

i

| later visit. Norelius remembereo their speaking of a noncompliance for
the installation of pipes that should have been "on hold." Norelius

!

| -

|
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recalled discussing with Phillip the -significance of this item -and
.

whether escalated enforcement action was warranted (Norelius explained
that he was the Region III enforcenent coordinator). Norelius concluded
that this situation did not warrant stronger enforcement action because
the pipes were still identified in the plant's system as nonconforming-
items.

Norelius recalled an allegation by Applegate after tiie investigation was
underway that there was a cover-up involving PM. Norelias said that

Phillip, James Donahue (also with Region III), and an FBI agent interviewed
Applegate jointly about this. He urderstood Applegate played a tape
recor;ing for the interviewers and they concluded there was not much of

Norelius said ha later listened to the same tape and he did nota case.
read the same significance into the conversation that Applegate did. He
said that the tape was of conversations Applegata had with PM personnel;
however, Applegate did most of the talking but attributed his statementa
to the PM personnel.

Norelius said that he only recalled Region III using NRC's subpoena
authority on one occasion. He did not see any need for subpoenas in
connection with IE invescigations. Norelius said IE investigations are
primarily to determine facts regarding conpliance with NRC's regulatory
requirements; he said the detection of criminal violations, for which he
believed subpoenas' would be useful, is only a byproduct of IE investigations..

Norelius said the Region has taken signed unsworn statements from witnesses
for some time. He said this was done before they ever had authority to
administer oaths and it-is still done now even though they can use
oaths. Norelius said the decision as to when to use signed, unsworn
statements is left to the investigator's discretion. He said that an

example of when they would be used would be when specific details,' such-

as a time sequence, are needed in a witness' own words.
~

Norelius said oaths are a useful tool, but he would not advocate their
use in all investigations. He said that, although oaths have been used
more in the preceding six to eight. months, Region III's normal practice
is to not administer oaths. Norelius believed that IE investigators
should be skilled in identifying the potential for criminality in their
investigations, but he did not feel it was that necessary for IE investigators
to administer oaths because they do not conduct criminal investigations.
Norelius felt that oaths would be appropriate if IE investigators were
receiving conflicting information or were not receiving the whole story.

Interview of Chief, Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch

On January 26, 1981, Caston Fiore111, Chief, Reactor Construction and
Engineering Support Branch, Region III, IE, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen,

,

I
l

1

1

!
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Special Assistant and Investigators David Gamble and John Sinclair,
OIA. Prior to any qu2stioning Mr. Fiorelli was advised that OIA was
reviewing the IE investigative effort which was conducted as a result of
the allegations raised by Ihamas Applegate concerning construction*

deficiencies at the Zimmer construction project. Fiore111 advised that
he had some knowledge of the allegations brought by Applegate and was
involved in some portion of the investigation relating to providing
technical support. As Fiorelli recalled Gerry Phillip of the Investigative
Staff has been given the lead on the assignment. He, Fiore111 had been
contacted by the investigative staff about providing technical support
for Phillip. In this particular investigation Kavin Ward was assigned
to assist Phillip because there had been allegatfans concerning welding
and Ward was the person most familiar with welding problems at Zimmer.
Fiorelli explained that he could not recall specifically any dates on
which briefings or meeting were conducted regarding the allegations,
however, he was sure that Phillip had provided him with information
describing Applegate's role at the site. According to Fiorelli, Phillip

stated that Applegate had been hired by CG&E to identify time ' card
f alsification rhich ultimately led to identification of possible safety
issues.

Fiorelli believed that as the investigation continued at the Zimmer
site Phillip had some private conversations and also a group meeting
regarding the problems identified at the site. Fiore111 could not
recall who specifically attended the meetings but was sure that the
Region III procedures would require that a meeting would have taken
place. Fiore111 surmised that it probably would have been some time
after the inspection (investigation). Fiorelli also stated that individuals
who were probably talked to during the investigation were Kavin Ward,
Harry Dan'ielson, Tom Vandel and Dick Knop. Fiorelli advised that Knop

was the section chief covering Zimmer.

At the conclusion Fiorelli stated that the investigations are considered
a "very sacred activity" and involve matters which the line groups arei

( very sensitive to avoid any interference.
|

|

Interview of Chief, Materials and Process Section

On January 28, 1981, Mr. Duane H. Danielson, Chief, Materials and Process
Section, Region III, IE, NRC, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen
Special Assistant, and John Sinclair, Investigator, OIA. Mr. Danielson
was advised that the purpose of the OIA investigation was to determine
the adequacy of an IE investigation which was conducted in 1980 responding
to allegations made by Thomas Applegate.

( Mr. Danielson began the interview by explaining that the region organization;

|
structure was such that different branches would provide assistance to
the investigative staff during an investigation depending on the specific
area being looked into and what expertise was required. Danielson then

i stated that during the particular investigation one of the members of

.

s
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the team, Kavin Ward, worked for him. .Danielson_ cont'inued and' stated,

that it was typical for Phillip to come directly to him and request ~
assistance. - The situation er allegation generally dictated whether cr

|
not there was a need to assign someone to an investigation. According

' to Danielson, he then explained that once someone is assigned to an
investigation, there is little further involvement unless the investigation
develops what is considered a major problem or finding. .In the . case of
additional problems it would be necessary to have more meetings' between
regional personnel. Danielson further explained that usually the investigations4

and reports are completed and a copy is sent to him for information and
review. Danielson stated that he would read it for the information
contained but would not scrutinize or question the conclusions.

Danicison responded to a question concerning directions given to inspectors
who are assigned to assist investigators by stating that he instructs
his personnel "to not get in the middle" and only assist the, investigator.
Danielson also stated that he did not want the inspector making any
evaluations. In the case of the stipulated IE investigation he Danielson'

would have advised Ward not to make any evaluations concerning the
welding and not to offer any advice to the licensee. Danielson then
stated that he believes that NRC should not take a position during
inspections and should provide instruction to the licensee. Danielson
continued by stating as long as NRC is aware that there is a problem and'

the licensee has been apprised of the deficiency then NRC should me.itor
the licensees ef fort until the problem .is resolved. In response to

questioning, Danielson stated there is no major time frame for making a
licensee perform corrective work. Danielson stated it could be 30 days

; to several years. Danielson stated that items are discovered to be
unacceptable are usually kept as an "open item" by the inspector.
Danielson concluded by stating that he could not furnish any additional'

information regarding the described investigation.
l

|

| Interview of Chief, Projects Section

i-
On January 23, 1981, Richard C. Knop, Chief, Project Section, Region III,

f
IE, NRC, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and
John Sinclair, Investigator, OIS. Prior to the interview Mr. Knop was-

advised that the OIA investigation was initiated to determine whether or
net an IE investigaticn conducted by Region III at the Zimmer Nuclear.
Station had sufficiently addressed the allegations. The specific investigation

contained allegations brought by Thomas Applegate during early 1980.

Mr. Knop stated that he did not believe that he had any involvement in
| the planning sessions concerning the iniestigation at Zimmer. Knop then
'

L stated that the investigators and the investigative group have the lecd
in making decisions regarding investigations. Investigative efforts,

, ,
according to Knop, may touch on or address areas which have been irspected
or looked into in the past and therefore it is necessary to have investiga-
tions take the lead and provide more independence. As Knop could recall

'
. .

i
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Phil11plinformed him- (Knop) that Applegate had made reveral allegations.
.

'

and the investigative effort was going to focus on three allegations.
According to Knop this seemed ' consistent. with information- that had been
- received by Phillip. Knop stated that he believed there was an allegation

~

about three defective welds and another. allegation concerning five
pieces of pipe which were delivered to the Zimmer site and dropped from
the back of a truck. Knop could not recall- the third area which ~was- to
be investigated. Knop explained that the main concern of the inspection
effort was to identify welds or radiographs that are questionable and
determine if there is a system to " track" the deficiencies. Knop also
explained that once the deficiencies were identified theru would have
been no need to pursue the matter further. Yaop could not furnish anyj '

other information regarding the investigation conducted by Region III.

Interview of Chief, Security Section

James F. Donahue, Chief, Security Section, Safeguards Branch, IE, Region III,
was interviewed on January 15, 1981, by David H. Gamb10 and John R.
Sinclair, OIA.

Donahue said his only contact with either Thomas Applegate or Gerald Phillip's1
'

investigation of Applegate's allegations was in connection with a meeting
Donahue set up among himself, Phillip, Applegate, and Robert Buckley
(head of the Atomic Energy Desk of the FBI's Chicago office). Donahue

I

believed that Applegate had requested the joint meeting with the FBI
based upon certain criminal acts which he believed had becn committed.by;

individuals at the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station. Donahue said he was
the one who set up the meeting because he was Region III's prime contact
with the FBI. Donahue said he accompanied Phillip to the meeting only
to introduce everyone and then to observe.

;

Donahue could not recall all the substance of what Applegate related at
the neeting. He did recall that Applegate played a tape on a miniature
tape recorder - explaining who each speaker was and what they werej

|
saying. Donahue said Applegate felt these recordings of conversatione
that he had had with others provided evidence of some criminal acts.I

| Donahue said Applegate's portion of the conversetions struck him as
consisting of -leading questions. Donahue said Buckley advised that, if~

there were any Government subsidies involved - either state or Federal,
Applegate should pursue his allegations under the provisions of the
White Collar Crimes Act; otherwise he did not see any FBI jurisdiction.

j

I Donahue recalled that Buckley further informed Applegate that he did not
feel the tapes provided sufficient evidence to support his allegation of,

a criminal conspiracy. Danahue believed 'that Buckley was a bit miffed at '
( NRC for bringing Applegate there; Donahue knew that the meeting drew!

Buckley away from some important work on terrorist activities. Donahue

j, also understood that Buckley had contacted the FBI's Cincinnati office
and heard their earlier contac* with Applegate.

;

!
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Donahue said Applegate questioned why Phillip had not talked to more
individuals in his investigation._ Applegate named several individuals
but Donahue could not recall their names. Donahue recalled that Phillip

responded that it was unnecessary because he had the issues resolved.

Donahue said it was also clear that Applegate had a hard time accepting '
the difference between what NRC was responsible for and What he felt NRC
should be looking at. Donahue believed that Applegate felt that IE
i*nvestigators should be crioinal investigators who looked at all criminal
violations from petty thefts through false docunents. Donahue said
Phillip explained to Applegate that NRC had no jurisdiction on matters
such as time clock violations and industrial property protection.
Donahae said Phillip had to repeat this explanation several times and it
was clear from the discussion that this was not the first time Thillip
had told Applegate this.

Donahue said Applegate felt the Government should have been beholden to
him for providing a great service. He said that, for example, Applegate
thought the Government shoulo have paid for his trip from Cincinnati to
Chicago and the FBI should have transported him to the airport.

Donahue said he has known Phillip a'long time, their careers having
dovetailed. Donahue had only the highest praise for Phillip's judgment
and investigative abilities.

Interview of Regional Director

On Janu+ry 29, 1981, Mr. James Keppler, Director, Pegion III, IE, NRC,
was interviewed by Messrs. Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and
John Sinclair,-Investigator, OIA. Mr. Keppler was apprised of the
nature of the investigation and requested to f,rnish information'regarding
his role or involvement in the investigation conducted by Gerald Phillip,

at the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station during 1980.

| Mr. Keppler explained that his recollection of the initial investigation
i is limited. According to Keppler he did not actively participate in the

decision making process as to what information provided by the alleger,
|

|
Thomas Applegate, was going to be followed up or investigated. Keppler

.

I
stated that the regional procedures would not normally require a meeting
with the investigative staff to determine what allegations would or'

would not be addressed. Routinely there is a weekly meeting involving
management and personnel involved in various specialized activities
including investigations during which he would receive reports on the
status of a particular activity. Keppler continued by explainf.ng that

'

! the decision making process pertaining to allegations received by the
investigative staff would normally only require decisions to be made'

within the investigative unit and their f amediate supervision. Leppler
added that the particular investigation and resulting investigative
report is f airly typical of how all allegations are investigated and

-

;

1

.
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subsequently documented by the region. Keppler also stated that he was
not sure that allegations or reports would be handled any differently in ;

e

the future.
,

1 Keppler then stated that investigatior.s concerning allegations at con-
struction sites are different than those relating to facilities which
have operating reactors. The distinction is that construction. projects7

have so many aore people involved in various phases of construction at-
the sites. A problem arises in making a determination or decision .of -f
how much investigative work is going to.be required to resolve the

-

allegation and is the investigative effort properly scoped. . In the!

investigation in question, Keppler recalled that there was am allegation
of construction or craf t personnel reporting to work drunk and drinking .
on the job. This particular. item or allegation was not addressed :according
to Keppler because it was a general type allegation and not' supported by
much in the way of s?ecific information. Keppler then stated that -he

;- was not certain that a general allegation such as this would be taken
,

|
and investigated or investigated in-depth. .The problem is basically a
licensee management problem with NRC's inserest being in whether or not

i there was a health and saf 9.ty impact-related to the work. Keppler
explained that the purpose of the QA program is to ensure.that any.
unaccepta?.le werk does not remain uncorrected. NRC inspects against the;

QA program to determine if the work is being done correctly.
| Keppler also stated that he believed Region III investigative procedures

require that an alleger be informed of what allegations or. issues were
i ' going to be investigated and were within the jurisdiction of NRC.

Keppler added the it was also a regional policy to recontact the alleger'

at the conclusion of the investigative effort and provide an explanation
!

of what had been identified or resolved. In some cases reports of |

investigation were sent to the allegers af ter the completion of the
' work.
:

Mr. Keppler was questioned as to why members of the investigative *eam '

|' did not identify the dates of weld repairs or report descriptions of;

( discrepancies identified in the radiography review. Keppler responded

| by stating that he was not aware that the welding allegations had not
been thoroughly addressed and repc:ted. OIA explained that one of the<.
main issues Which the IE investigation was actively pursuing had to do

| with alleged defective welds being initially accepted by Kaiser. In'

f
order to support that allegation Applegate provided the identification
of three specific welds KBil, RH 42, and CY 606. The IE " findings"

! replied to the stipulated allegation by stating that one of the welds'

had been replaced, without mentioning when the corrective work had taken
place, and therefore did not pursue whether or not a defective weld may
have been accepted. In addressing the two remaining welds IE explained
that "some discrepancies" were identified in the radiography review but
decided not to undertake any additional investigative effort.

i

:

;

i
I
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Keppler explained that he was unaware of the specific allegation as;

described, however, he would accept CIA's description of the events.
| Keppler then stated that if the investigation had not given any more

response than that described then the' allegation was not thoroughly
addressed. He, Keppler, also stated that he could understand why Applegate-
or anyone making an allegation would be upset with the results of the
investigation and feel that the issues or concerns were not appropriately-

~,

a*ddressed .
,

|
Keppler was advised that it was the lack of docunentation which produced .

questions regarding the adequacy of the investigation. In this particular
i

instance the lack of information in the report combined with limited
,

supporting documentation does not permit anyone reading the report to
understand what investigative effort actually took place. Keppler

*

!. stated that it appeared the report required additional, or at least nore
specific, information to address the allegation.i

| Keppler concluded by explaining it was his perception that an cbvious
weakness identified as a result of the OIA effort relates to the entire

~

2

|- Region III investigatige program and not so much the performance of
individuals. Kepple'r then stated that apparently he and the regional'

management had not been reviewing the results of the investigativei

program to ensure that there were clear and complete responses to. the
allegations. Following this statement Keppler suggested the possibility L

; of additional review of reports to see if the . language clearly answersr
; the question (s) raised. Keppler then stated that one alternative would

be to furnish the report to the Public Af fairs Office who could review .
the material from a non-technical perspective and see.if the language

! clearly explains what was done. Keppler believed this would increase
! the region's ability to provide complete and understandable responses to

allegations.

Interview of Former Project Inspector

Mr. Thomas E. Vandel, Resident Inspector, Wolf Creek Nuclear Site, Wolf
Creek Kansas, was interviewed-on February 18, 1981, at the Kansas City
Airport, Kansas City, Missouri, by David Gamble and John Sinclair,
Investigators, OIA, NRC. Mr. Vandel was advised that the purpose of the
investigation and interview was to determine what knowledge he had
pertaining to allegations raised by Thomas Applegate regarding deficiencies

[
in construction at the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Site, Nbscow, Ohio,

i

Mr. Vandel began the interview by explaining that he had been involved
with the Zimmer nuclear construction site for approximately five years.
Vandel niso stated that it was the usual policy for a Project Inspector
(PI) to be assigned to a particular facility for only approximately

[
three years. The purpose is to prevent f amiliarity between NRC inspectors
and the licensee and enable a rotation of inspection. Vandel stated

;

!

|

L

.
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that the reason he had been extend 4d for two additional years was the
request of two supervisors, from Region III, Mr. D. W Hayes and Mr. Dick Knop.
Vandel also stated that during the period he was PI at Zimmer he had
been involved with as many as seven nuclear utilities and inspections at

| those facilities. Two of the facilities for which he was also the PI
I was the Midland Nuclear Site and the Clinton Nuclear Site.

'

Vandel continued by stating that he did not believe that even at this
time there was an NRC resident inspector at the Zimmer site who was

), responsible for or experienced solely in construction. Vandel stated
..

that the first NRC inspector to be assigned at Zimmer was Tony Daniels,
who was responsible for preoperational inspection at the facility.

,

Vandel also stated that the facility is so close to completion that ,
Daniels would be an appropriate inspector to be at the site when they
start preoperational testing.

Vandel explained that as he recalled there were NRC hearings regarding
other allegations at which he testified over a year ago. The hearings

dealt with questions regarding the licensing of the project. Also |
involved in doing some research about allegations, which were raised by.
intervenor groups, was NRR.- Vandel explained there were several issues'.

he could recall which were being addressed by the NRC: (1) cable trays
and welding regarding the cable trays; (2) installation of water. tight
doors and alleged deficiencies; and, (3) water intake structures in the

j plant and rotating screens to bring in river water. Vandel further
' stated he believed the allegations were a result of intervenors challenging

these particular areas and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board had
requested the staff, both NRR and IE to investigate and report back to

,

the board.

Vandel stated that he remembered the Applegate allegations and briefly
;

could recall what Applegate's role had been at the plant. According to'

Vandel, Applegate had been an undercover investigator employed by the
licensee, CG&E at the Zimmer Nuclear Site. Sometime after Applegate
lef t the site and was no longer employed by CG&E, Vandel believes Applegate,

'

called the Region III office and made allegations regarding the Zimmer
site. Vandel stated that he could not remember what the specific allegations
were, however, Vandel stated there was one specific area that he was.
personally involved in regarding the delivery of pipe spools at the ~ site
and their subsequent " dropping off a truck." This was the particular.
area, or one of the areas. that Gerry Phillip was involved in investigating.
Vandel said that Phillip had explained the allegations to him (Vandel),

and he (Vandel) had arranged for Kavin Ward, an NRC Non-Destructive
Examination Specialist (NDE) to accompany Phillip to the site and make
an inspection of the alleged deficiencies. Vandel then stated that he
had been involved with some of the initial or original planning of the

'

investigation. He also stated that he had heard some of the progress as
the investigation was conducted. Vandel explained that it was obvious
that Kavin Ward should go to the site. Vandel further explained that he ,

personally made the arrangements.
,

.
'.
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Af ter the initial inspection or investigation at the site Phillip and .

'

Ward returned to Region III, at which time Vandel' stated that he and,
'

'

others received a briefing concerning information that was discovered.'

One area that Vandel recalled was the licensee was not clear -in its,

instructions when they requested PM to examine the piping which . fell;

f rom the truck. According to Vandel, PM examined the entire pipe including.j

prefabricated welding. It was a result of the radiography that questions

|,

wpre raised concerning the pipe. The radiography as Vandel recalled
caused some problems mainly because of the fact radiography was not

I required for examination of certain welds. Secondly, PM had conducted
radiograph testing of welds which did not .have the proper configuration
for radiography readings, particularly, radiography of welds at the pipe
caps '(butt welds), Vandel then stated that the . licensee sought to ,

resolve the issue by bringing . Pullman Power Products, the pipe ranufacturer,
'

to the site. Sometime af ter it was determined that 'only ultrasonic
testing would be the proper method of testing the pipe, Pullman did come'

to the site and perform ultrasonic testing which established there were
no defects in the welding. Vandel recalled when he accompanied Phillip
to the site for a second review of docunentation pertaining to the pipe
spools. He checked records and determined the resolution to be accurate. -

Vandel then stated that he reviewed _ specific documenta which were nonconformance ,

reports, PM testing inspection reports and Pullman examination which
were conducted for ultrasonic testing.

4

As Vandel continued he explained that at the time he and Phillip were at'

the site they checked for material control procedures. This was an area
where the licensee had received a notice of violation for releasing some

,

pipe for construction. The specific citation involved the failing to-
follow a procedure for documenting nonconformance and properly resolving
the nonconformance before the installation of the equipment. .Vandel

.

stated that he was responsible for initially writing up the items!

(noncompliances). He recalled that he wrote two separate noncompliances
which were subsequently combined into one notice of violation by Chuck Norelius,i

Region III. This was, according to Vandel, an enforcement or management
;

; decision to combine the two noncompliance.-(infractions) into one and use
them as two examples of one violation. Vandel stated it was his belief
that this type of procedure was consistent with Region III enforcement

,

practices.

.Vandel added that he believed there were discussions with personnel
,
' involved in the investigation or persons reviewing the investigation,

regarding how to handle the results. Vandel stated that this probably;

involved himself, Norelius, Ward and Phillip. Vandel also explained |

|
that he believed that there was one major meeting relating to the results-

.
of the investigation to determine What action was going to be taken.I'

I According to Vandel, Applegate had made other allegations regarding
other activities at the Zimmer site. One of these that he could recall

:

|

i
*
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involved employees removing or stealing materials belonging to CG6E fror.
*

the site. Another allegation that was made by Applegate involved things,
such as the fabrication of belt buckles from steel materials located at
the site. Vandel also explained that he was of the opinion that the
non-safety .related allegations were not going to be addrecsed by NRC and
that these things were explained to Applegate.
.

Vandel then stated that he believed that both Phillip and Jim Foster had
been familiar with earlier allegations and activities at the Zimmer site
and that some of the allegations had been the subject of previous NRC
investigations. Vandel also stated that during the 1973-74 time period
there were allegations from a former Kaiser QC inspector that a manufacturer,

was supplying poorly or insufficiently inspected materials. Vandel continued'

by stating that he participated in one area of the investigation with
,

i Phillip and another inspector by the name of Terry Lee. On a separate

allegation, which occurred at an earlier time, Jim Foster investigatedr

i allegations regarding deficiencies with the cable trays at the Zimmer
site.

Vandel explained that he had accompanied Phillip on the second trip to
the Zimmer site to address the allegations of the pipe spools because

j

Phillip had returned from the initial investigation at the site and
; believed there were areas that had not been completely addressed. After-

discussing the investigation results with Phillip, Vandel agreed he
t should accompany Phillip back to the site. As stated earlier, Vandel

and Phillip were particularly concerned with possible noncompliance in'

the material control area. It was a result of the discussions with~

Phillip that Vandel agreed that they should return to the site and make
a more thorough investigation into the matter. Vandal repeated that he
and Phillip only addressed the areas related to the pipe spools and
material control. Vandel then stated that Kavin Ward had looked at the
radiography and other nondestructive examination areas which also included
the pipe spool welds. Vandel then continued by stating that Ward did
not look into the control procedures that permitted some sections of
pipe to be installed without appropriate procedures. That was the sole
purpose of Phillip and he returning to the site. According to Vandel,
Ward's ef forts to address Applegate's allegations covered one level
concerning alleged welding deficiencies.

The second trip and investigation at the site was another level or more
closely scrutinized effort. Vandel stated that one particular procedure
being checked was the failure to keep identified nonconforming material
segregated from material that was ready to be installed. A second
procedure that was reviewed allowed the installation of material to be
installed in a location as long as it was " tagged" or had proper identifi-
cation. The specific issue of PM testing performing radiographs of pipe
and the fact that Kaiser had overruled PM's tests was, according to
Vandel, appropriate. Vandel explained that if anything he believed that

!

!

|

|

|
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PH should have been "dhastized" for not doing their job properly.
Specifically, Vandel stated radiography which was conducted by PM was an
improper technique for identifying possible deficiencies in the welds.

When responding to questions regarding the IE report of investigation
and Vandel's involvement in either reviewing or writing portions of the
report, Vandel stated that Phillip was the author of the section of the
report which incorporated the details. Vandel explained that most of the '

information and wording in the " Details" section is Phillip's. Vandel
then stated that he did have the opportunity to provide certain informa-
tion which was m2bmitted as draf ts. One which was aircady mentioned
involved the noncompliances regarding the materials. Vandel, upon
reviewing OIA's copy of the report of investigation, also stated that he
believed some of the input in the findings paragraph fpr allegation 3 p
(page 13) also contained his writing. Vandel then explained that the
rest of his information or involvement in the compiling of the report
would have been only verbal exchanges with Phillip.

Vandel continued by stating that-at sometime a General Mechanical Super-
incendent for Kaiser had showed him pieces of material that some of the
employees had been using to manufacture belt buckles at the site.
Vandel believed the belt buckle material was part of the material 'which
was used in the rotating screens at the intakes. Vandel then stated
that he did not pursue the belt buckle manufacturing because he did noti

consider it safety-related. Vandel continued by stating that he would
have been concerned only if the naterial had been considered safety-
related material which was not replaced.

Near the conclusion of the interview Vandel volunteered that during the
time of the ASIB hearings which occurred approximately May-July 1979,
NRC staff attorney Charles Barth and he met with Mrs. Maggie Erbe from
Moscow, Ohio, on a number of concerns. One of the concerns was the
manufacturing of belt buckles. Vandel had no additional involvement in
the matter other than he heard that Barth subsequently wrote a letter

, back to Mrs. Erbe regarding the allegation. Vandel then stated that he
| at one time had a sample of the material which was being used to manufacture
|
! the belt buckles.

Vandel stated that either prior to or during the invectigation he neither
met nor talked to Applegate. He stated he knew Applegate had come
forward or vo?.unteered the information to the NRC. In regards to Phillip's
contact with Applegate. Vandel stated that Phillip had informed Applegate

| that the NRC was not going to investigate other issues raised by Applegate.
j

Specifically, manuf acture of belt buckles, time card padding and drinking'

at the site.

Regarding the results of the investigation (IE), Vandel stated at some
time near the conclusion Phillip described all of the allegation) to a_

group at Region III and he believed everyone knew what items were going
to be included in the investigation and report and what issues or allega-
tions were not going to be addressed as being part of concerns for the NRC.

.
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In response to some questions related to procedures of investigations at
construction sites Vandel explained that the inspections and investigations
are unan sounced unless there is a partic' sir.r or specific .eason for
advising the licensee, e.g., to coordinate a schedule to view a particular

phase of work in progress. Vandel then stated it is the policy, he
believes, that investigators cantact allegert or individuals bringing
information to the attention of NRC, by telephone, initially to establish
a time and schedule to have a personal interview to discuss their concerns.
Vandel then explained that this is usually done by the investigators who
make an effort to contact individuals away from the site. Vandel concluded
by stating there are certain occasions when the investigative staff
r, quests an inspector with engineering background to accompany them or
specific cases when they believe the information will be technical and
require someone with the technical expertine to assist in the interview
of the alleger. Vandel concluded the interview by stating that he could
not provide any additional information regarding the Applegate allegations
or the investigation condweted at the Zimner site.

Reinterview of Gerald Phillip and Kavin Ward

Gerald Phillip and Kavin Uard were reinterviewed on February 19, 1981,
by James Cunnings, Arthur Schnebelen, David Camble, and John Sinclair,
OIA .

Phillip described the review he and Ward performed of the 99 welds in
the core spray system. He said they obtained from document control
personnel 99 envelopes which contained the radiographs and " reader
sheets" for the welds in this system. They did not review any of the
packages which contained the detailed weld history for each of the
welds. Phillip said they did not review all these radiographs. He said
they reviewed all the reader sheets and found two situations where
Kaiser had accepted welds that PM considered rejectable. Phillip said
that Ward examined the radiographs for these two and agreed with Kaiser's
determination. Phillip said they did not look at the radiographs for

,lthe others - including the five to 10 that Kaiser rejected af ter PM
had accepted - because their objective in conducting the review was to
determine (1) the degree of Kaiser's overruling and (2) whether Kaiser's
overrulings were legitimate.

OIA then addressed page 6 of the IE report which identifies " Allegation 1"
as " Defective welds in safety-related systems have been accepted, among
them were welds CY-606, HR-42 (sic), and K-811." Phillip was then asked
whether the alleger actually used the word " accepted" and, if he did,
whether he realized that " acceptance" connoted particular formal acts by
Kaiser? Phillip responded that he believed the alleger said that they
had '%ought" had welds: he did not recall the alleger's use of the verd i
" accepted." Ward explained, by way of background, that acceptance of a i

weld is demonstrated by Kaiser's approval on the reader sheet. '

'
,
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Phillip said that they did not list the history.of each of the three
individual welds in question (page 8 of the IE report) because they were ,

only interested in the final version of each weld. Ward noted that the
,

licensee is onir required to maintain the final radiograph and reader
sheet to demonstrate compliance with the code. Ward and Phillip believed -
they reviewed the radiographs for these three welds. Ward noted that
accompanying each of these radiographs was an NES form which stated that,

1"t had discrepancies which had yet to be resolved. ,

Phillip and Ward said they did not knew whether CY-606 was.a safety-
; related weld, although Ward said he was subsequently informed that it4

was. Ward said that just three weeks before this interview he Icarned
from the licensee that the " discrepancy" with CY-606 was that an. improper ,
technique was used when the weld was radiographed: no shims were used

4

under the penetrameter. Ward said that he also just learned that this
weld is buried in concrete. Ward said that he is unable to independently
review a radiograph to determine a weld's acceptability when an improper
radiographic technique was used.

Phillip was then asked why the IE report's outline of CY-606 (page 8,
para. 4) failed to mention that NES' October 12, 1979, finding of
" discrepancies" followed Kaiser's August 12, 1976, acceptance which

i overruled the radiographer's August 11, 1976, finding that the weld was
rejectable. Phillip claimed that they did not see the document containing'

this overruling. Phillip further stated that, tven if they had learned'

| of the overruling, tbsy would not have made a big point of it. He said
that their review of the 99 welds in the core spray system was to provide'

an indication of the degree of the overruling; therefore, even if they
; had located this overruling which was in another systen, it would not
;
' have altered their find!.ng regarding overruling.

Phillip and Ward recalled that, when they asked about weld K-811 they
were informed that it had been cut out and replaced by K-916. They said
that Kaiser furnished them with dccumentatica to this effect, presumably
the 1979 nonconformance report (NR #E-2138R1) . Phillip and Ward could
not explain why a deficiency in a 1977 weld was not documented by a

,

L
NR until 1979. Ward said that he learned just three weeks before this
interview that K-916 has not been radiographed because of water in the
line. Ward also said thet a Kaiser nondestructive examination supervisor
has informed hin that K-916 is a class C weld (i.e., it is not safety-
related).

Ward said he was also informed just three weeks before this interview
that veld RH-42 had been cut out and replaced by K-261 and K-262. OIA

- displayed to Phillip and Ward copics of welding records which documented
that rework on RH-42 was being conducted at the same thne the IE investiga-
tion was underway. Phillip expressed surprise and replied that he was
not aware of - this. Phillip and Ward said that when they reviewed the
reader sheet for RH-42 during the period April 7-9, 1980, it reflected
that the veld was acceptable. ~ They said the records contained no indica-
tion that RH-42 had been, or was going to be, cut out and replaced.
Phillip said they did not inform the licensee in advance as to what

-
.
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welds would be reviewed. Phillip noted that, inasmuch as Applegate
claimed he brought these welds to Schweirs' at tention, the licensee may

I have expected that someone would be reviewing this' weld sometime.

Investigators' Note - After a lunch break the interview was continued
with Phillip only.

Phillip said he knew from his first _ visit to Zimmer that the notation on
NR#E-1911, Rev. 2 - which was holding up installation of the spool
pieces - had been lined out; however, he did not establish who lined it

Phillip said he also realized on his return to the Regional Office' out.
after the first visit that Applegate's allegation was that the spool
pieces were bad at the f actory - not that they were damaged when unloaded
f rom the truck. Phillip said that he discussed the matter with Norelius
and, for these and other reasons, they decided that Phillip should do
further investigation at Zimmer. Phillip said that the Zimmer personnel

.
*

knew he was returning because he so informed Schweirs a couple days
ahead of time.

Phillip said he established that Mr. Oltz, with Kaiser's Document Control
Unit, was the one who lined out the NR notation. Phillip could not
recall Oltz' excuse, but Oltz did agree that his method of closing the
NR by lining it out was incorrect. Phillip said the warehouse man who
released the spool pieces based on the altered NR inforned him that he
was present when Schweirs directed Oltz to line out the notation.
Phillip said he did not pursue the matter after Schweirs denied it
because the " bottom line" was that there was no cover-up, as evidenced
by.the other NR that remained open on the matter. Phillip suspected that
this lining out only occurred because the Zimmer personnel considered it
to be only a " paper problem." Phillip said that, in fact, the spool
pieces passed ultrasonic tests Kaiser performed between their two visits.

Investigators' Note - Toward the end of the interview, Ward returned to
advise OLA that he had just learned from Len Wood of CG&E that the three
welds are all safety-related. He said K-916 is a class 3 weld and both
K-262 and CY-606 are class 2 welds.

Interview of IE Investigator
;

Everett L. Williamson, Jr. , Investigator, Region II, IE, was interviewed
the Washington National Airport, Washington, D.C. , on March 5,1981,at

by Investigators David Gamble and John Sinclair, OIA. Williamson said
he participated in an interview of Thomas Applegate which occurred
sometime around March 3,1980. ' Williamson said that about a week before
that date his supervisor, William Ward, instructed him to meet Region III
Investigator Gerald Phillip in Cincinnati, Ohio, to assist Phillip in an
investigation. Williamson said that Ward informed him that Applegate
had called NRC; he believed the Headquarters Duty Officer had received
and recorded Applegate'n call and Ward called Applegate back. Ward said

.
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Applegate was articulate and seemed to have genuine concerns. Ward said
Applegate indicated he had done some undercover work at the Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station. Ward gave Williamson the name of a Mr. Upchurch
who uns with the FBI's Cincinnati office. Williamson understoed his
purpose was to observe and assist Phillip as a witness; his limited
involvement was because Williamson had only been with the NRC for about
two rionths. ~ ='

Williamson said that he called Upchurcli and informed him that he would
be in town soon and may want to talk to him. He then contacted Phillip
regarding travel arrangements. He met Phillip at the Cincinnati airport

on Monday morning. They took a rental car to Covington, Kentucky, where
they called Applegate from a restaurant.. Williamson did not know how
much previous contact Applegate and Phillip had had. Applegate gave*

them instructions to meet him in the parking lot of the Church of Christ >

in Covington. Applegate described how he would be dressed.so they could
recognize him.

Williamson said they met Applecate about 1:00 pm. He deceribed Applegate-
as a big guy and he was wearing boots, a hat and a "Marlboro jacket."
He said Applegate walked them several doors away to his house. When

they got inside, Applegate tock his jacket off and they observed he was
wearing a gun.

Applegate then described his role at Zimmer. Williamson said he did not
understand many of the technical things that Applegate was describing.
He said that Applegate and Phillip did most of the conversing. The only

- thing Williamson recalled asking Applegate was biographical data such as
-his name, address and phone number. Williamson recalled that Applegate''

said he was hired as a private investigator to investigate time card
padding at Zimmer. Williamson recalled three specific issues that
Applegate raised: 1) the manuf acture and sale of stainless steel belt
buckles; 2) the sale of hand guns; and 3) an issue regarding safety-
related pipe. Uilliamson described the third issue as being a situation

! where pipe was delivered to the Zimmer construction site'at night and
then dropped on the ground. Applegate claimed the pipe required 100

,

percent radiographic testing af ter being dropped. Williamson was sure
there were other issues raised by Applegate but he could not recall
them. Applegate's conversations were interspersed with some of his

,

personal experiences, such as when he allegedly worked undercover to'

help the Drug Enforcement Administration. Williamson believed that
,

Phillip was very meticulous. He said Phillip spent a lot of time with
Applegate and listened to him very carefully. Williamson recalled'

specifically feeling at the time that Phillip had taken a lot of notes
and had paid a lot of attention to detail.

.

Williamson recalled listening to some tape recordings which Applegate
played. He said the recordings were garbled and therefore hard to
understand. He said Applegate apparently wore the recording device as a

|
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body recorder, although Williamson did not believe the recorder was.
i designed for that purpose. Applegate described who was participating in,

each of the recorded conversations and what was the sabject matter of>

the conversation. Williamson said that he and Phillip tried to listen
to the recordings, but they could not ' understand 'tha recordings while
the recorder was sitting on the table. He said that he and Phillip held
the= recorder up to their ears in an attempt to understand what.was being
spid . Williamson said that intermittently they could understand some of
the conversation but the quality was still poor.

Williamson said Applegate had some documents regarding his work which he
obtained from Major Cox, his employer. Williamson said he did not take,

,- ,

: any notes or retain copies of any of these documenta. Williamson said
he did get the documents copied and he gave these copies to Phillip.'

Williamson said that, in order to get the documents copied, Applegate
called the FBI's Covington office to ask if they would copy them. When
they turned Applegate down, they thought the FBI Cincinnati office may
be able to help. Williamson said he also figured that. he could then
talk to Upchurch.

i

Williamson lef t Applegate's residence arcund 2:00 pm. He got to downtown
Cincinnati sometime between 2:30 pm and 2:45 pm. EHe then went into the'

Federal Building to see Upchurch. Upchurch recalled having talked with
_

Applegate. Williamson said he. was unable to copy Applegate's' documents#

at Upchurch's office because the FBI xerox machine was not wo'rking.*

Williamson believed that he got a copy of an FBI letterhead memorandum
from Upchurch, although Williamson could not recall how Upchurch made
the copy because the xerox machine was broken. Williamson said he
talked to Upchurch for about 15 or 20 minutes; this conversation was -

',

mostly small talk and not so much about Applegate's allegations.
|

Williamson could not recall whether Applegate had come to the FBI or
t whether someone else had referred Applegate to them.

Williamson then tried to get the documents copied at the US Attorney's
office; however, their xerox machine was also broken. Finally, after
about 15 minutes of searching, Williamson found someone in the State Tax
Assessor's Office who allowed him to copy the documents. By this time

it was 4:30 pm and, when Williamson returned to his car, he discovered
that his car had been impounded due to a snow emergency. Williamson
said he got the car back around 5:00 pm and returned to Applegate's
residence by 6:00 pm. Williamson only remained in Applegate's house for
about five or 10 minutes because Phillip was ready to leave. Williamson'

did not recall Phillip's bringing any tape recordings with him. Williamson
did not know Whether Phillip gave Applegate any breakdown of either the
issues he perceived or NRC's jurisdictional limitations.

,

Williamson said that he and Phillip then went to dinner and returned to
their notel. Williamson said Phillip and he talked about what NRC's
jurisdiction was on the issues Applegate raised. Williamson said he'

'

.
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questioned Phillip as to whether NRC had jurisdiction' over matters such
as 1) managenent problems, 2) thef t of mate, rials from the site, or 3)

.
-

weapons violations (which Williamson understood to be within the juris-
diction of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms).1Williamson-

reen11ed Phillip's saying' that this was 'something he had to look over in
order to sort out Applegate's concerns. Williamson did notfrecall~
Phillip's singling out any issues as to which were or were not NRC

Williamson said that af ter dinner at about 8:00 pm he and - ,concerns.
Phillip went their separate ways at the motel.

| The next morning Phillip called Applegate ' and asked him a few additional
questions. Williamson said he was in the same room at the motel during
Phillip's telephone call. Williamson said the call lasted about .10 or
15 minutes. Williamson could not recall the substance of the call
because much of the technical aspects were foreign to him at the time.
Williamson did recall Phillip's going through some of the documents with
Applegate. Williamson said that Phillip had reviewed the documents the
night before and made some notes concerning them. Williamson said
Phillip lef t Cincinnati about 10:00 that morning and he (Williamson)
left a few hours later.

_

Williamson recalled talking with Ward upon his return to Headquarters.
He said he told Ward that the only allegation he saw that was within
NRC's jurisdiction was the issue about the piping being dropped off the
t ruck. Williamson said this conversation only lasted about two or three
minutes,

Williamson guessed that his next contact with Phillip was sometime inj
the next two or three weeks. Williamson said he later (in May) received
a call from a newscaster from Channel 9 in Cincinnati. The newscaster
had a copy of Phillip's letter to Applegate describing the issues to be
investigated. .Williamson recalled speaking with Phillip sometime after
being contacted by the newscaster. Williamson said he had no more
contact with anyone regarding this investigation until the material camei

out from the Government Accountability Project. Williamson said he was
' not involved with the writing of the Region III report of investigation.

|
He did not feel that he had to write anything nor did he ever feel that
he would have any input into the report.

|
[

Interview of Terry Harpster'

!

|
Terry Harpster, Reactor Preoperations Specialist, IE, on detail as a

andSpecial Investigator to the Subcommittee en Energy, Environment,|

|
Natural Resources, Government Operations Committee, U.S. House of

|
Representatives, was interviewed on March 6,1981, by Investigators
David Gamble and John Sinclair, OIA.i

Harpster said he worked in Region III of NRC from 1974 through 1979. He
|

said he was a technical support inspector initially for all plants in

i
,

.
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Region III. He later became a project managet for particular plants:
first for DC Cook Unit 2, then Monticello,. then both Zimmer and Monticello
at the same time. Harpster said he began his inspection activities at
Zimmer in October 1977 as a preoperations start-up inspector. He said
he was assigned to this position until he left Region III in September
1979; however, he had no real involvement with Zimmer after the Three
Mlle Island (IMI) accident in March 1979. Harpster said that a pre-
operations inspector picks up a plant when consttaction is far enough
c.long, i.e., about 60 percent completed, to review certain programs,
e.g., the quality control program for preoperational work. Harpster

said that Tma Vandel was his counterpart as the lead construction inspector.
Vandel had inspected Zimner prior to Harpster's arrival but there was a
period of overlap when' they both worked there. Harpster said John Menning
worked with him as a preoperations inspector who he das training.
Harpster said that Menning "took one look" and lef t the NRC because the
program was so bad. He related that one of Menning's reasons for leaving
was that he saw how little support the inspectors Zet on the job.
Harpster understood that Menning lef t to attend the University of Arizona
where he is working on his Ph.D. in metallurgy.

Harpster said that when he picked up Zimmer the licensee (Cincinnati Gas
and Electric Company) had little appreciation for the amount of resources
needed for the plant. He said they barely met ANSI Standard 18.1 which
is the criteria for staffing. Harpster explained that .even this standard
is a loose one which has since been upgraded. Harpster said that une of
his jobs was to show the plant management what was required to get the
plant off the ground. He said that his inspections documented a number
of problems at Zimmer. Harpster said that, for example, the employee
who was being placed in charge of the start up operation only had about
three months of actual experience in the plant. He explained that the
licensee counted as nuclear experience the amount of time operations
employees were onsite during the construction of Zimmer. Another example
was his impression that the plant personnel felt that, once the parts
were bought for the plant, they did not need any support from their
corporate offices. He also believed that many plant personnel felt a
nuclear plant was similar to the operation of a fossil fuci plant.
Harpster said that he tried to resolve some of these problems informally;
including going up through the licensee management chain to Vice President
Earl Borgmann, but with no luck.

Harpster said he was successful in getting a meeting set up in Bethesda
to discuss apparent weaknesses with licensee's organization and staffing.
He said this meeting was held on July 13, 1978, only after he " screamed"
at licensing officials in Bethesda, particularly' Irv Peltier who was
then project manager in NRR responsible for issuing the safety evaluation
report (SER). Harpster said that he pr_esented his concerns at that
meeting and the utility agreed to upgrade their program. He recalled
that the specific responses was to " buy" an engineer from General Electric
to assist them.

.
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Harpster said that the overall problem was that NRC's licensing process
was rolling much faster than 1.e could " ratchet" inprovements at the
plant end. Harpster said that NRC's requirements were a " joke." He

said that NRR was about to issue the SER and they set up a meeting of
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) to which he was not
invited.

Harpster said he went up the Region III management chain and presented
h"is concerns. He said he attended the ACRS meeting anyway. He recalled
that When licensee officials were questioned by ACRS Chairman Bender,
they said several things that were not true. Harpster noted that not
only did Igi feel they were not tree, but Menning also believed they were

Harpster said he presented this conflict to his boss, Robert Uarnick,not true.
when he returned to the regional office. He said that he and Menning
later talked with one of the licensee officials uho had testified to the
ACRS (Jim Schott who was the plant manager of Zinner). During their

conversation, Harpster had Warnick read Schott's testimony to Schott .

ov2r the phone. He said that Schott then agreed that the testimony did
not convey the correct impression. Although Schott assured Harpster and
Menning that he would clarify this at the next ACRS meeting, he did not.
Harpster believed that Schott's subsequent testimony even aggravated his
earlier statements.

He recalledHarpster said he briefed his management on this natter.
that his Regional Director, James Keppler, sent a letter to the ACRS,

'

informing them of the situation. Harpster understood that this letter
was later fowarded to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB).

Harpster explained that, after the ACRS meeting, he also informed Peltier
(in Menning's presence) of his concerns. He said that Feltier later
claimed that he did not recall Harpster's expressing his concerns to

Harpster explained that Peltier is a " pro-nuclear" " pro-licensing"him.
employee. He also explained that during a start-up of a nuclear plant,
NRR is on a very tight schedule; the IE inspector is of ten viewed by NRR
as an adversary When he uncovers deficiencies which NRR has already
blessed.

Peltier told Harpster that he informed the licensee about an IE investi-
gation underway on the subject of the licensee's testimony before the
ACRS. Peltier also informed Harpster that Charles Barth, Office of the
Executive Legal Director, called James Yore, Chairnan of the ASLdP and
told him to throw away Keppler's letter describing the discrepancies.
Harpster pointed out that these latter two natters were the subject of a
recent investigation by OIA. Harpster said in summary that this was a
situation where the system broke down: NRR viewed IE as the bad guys
trying to hold up plant licensing.

-
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Harpster said that Borgmann was also putting the heat on him by, for
example, sending a letter to Keppler. harpster also understood that -the
Chairnan of the licensee sent a letter to President Carter and others.

| Harpster said that it was about this time that the TMI accident occurred.
He said he was assigned to TMI and he has not been back to Zimmer since.
Harpster said that , when he lef t, Zimmer still had problems. _A principal
one was that, as- a practical matter, there was no QA program .for operations.
He said that all Zimmer had was one -person assigned to this function and
t' hat person could not possibly do all that the job required.

Harpster said that realistically the IE modular inspection program does
not deal with the things you have to focus on early in a plant's life.

| He said that an inspector must deal with the problems he knows are
important and then deal with other problems in addition. Harpster said-
that he had to deal with the construction people somewhat _ at Zimmer. He

'

said that the licensee had minimal involvement with the construction at
; Zimmer: everything was -controlled by its contractor. He said that this

is a problem because, af ter the plant is built and the contractor leaves,'

the licensee would not have any expertise to handle- the plant. He said
that for example there was no one on the licensee's corporate staff for

.

reactor instrumentation and control systems. Harpster felt that this -
licensee was "in over its head."'

hsrpster said that people of ten bring matters to an inspector's attention.
~

He said that an inspector can deal with some of these matters, but there
are some which he cannot. Harpster said that sometimes so many things
are wrong that a plant is out of control. Harpster concluded _ that "Zimmer
was out of control." Harpster explained that a licensee's ability to
get money for the construction of a nuclear: power plant (by, e.g. , the
sale of bonds) is based upon the percentage of completion of the plant.
He said that this results in a situation where the construction personnel

' atteapt to turn things over as completed before they are _ ready. Harpster,

said that what then happens is that the licensee staff is not properly
prepared or trained to handle them. He said when the licensee finds
things that are wrong, they cannot fix or test them properly. What they
must do is give the problems back to construction to be remedied.

>

Harpster said this is indicative of a construction QC. program that does
i not work. He said this is a situation which an NRC preoperations inspector

tries to he.ad of f. He said that one example of this was that the licensee
had not ordered any spare parts. According to Harpster the time required
to obtain additional or replacement equipment is so long it causes a
najor problem to licensees trying to resupply or obtain back-up ~ equipment.

Harpster said that sometimes plant maaagement puts so much pressure on
their personnel that the personnel cannot get things done. He said that ,

;.
' these personnel then sometimes use NRC inspectors to accomplish the same

things: they feed inspectors information so it appears that the inspector
found the deficiency rather than the plant personnel. Harpster said
that, from what he could see, it appeared that the construction program

- . - . - - . . . . = - . - . - - - - _ - - - __ - -__ _
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had defects and he das about to inherit them. Harpster crplained that^

he was not directly familiar with the construction activities but he saw
the results - including the QA problems. Harpster .said that Inspector
Fred Maura has documented much of these problems from the operations
side.

Harpster said that both the site construction manager, Mr. Gear (phonetic)
and the. site QA manager Mr. Schweirs were-friends of Vice President Borgmann.
Harpster believed that Schweirs was assigned by the licensee to keep the
plant manager (Schott) under control.. Harpster said.Schweirs even

-

called the regional office to try to get some of the IE inspection-

reports changed. Harpster said Schweirs also asked him to send IE
inspection reports to htm (Schweirs) so he could decide which matters
would be sent on to Schott.

I

Harpster said part of the problem was that NRC does not have explicit
regulations to inspect against. He said that the preoperations inspector
is faced with the task of trying to get control of-the site and helping
the licensee to solve its problems. He said that the inspector does not,

document but a small percentage of this " helping work." Harpster saidi

the licensee had no people involved with preoperations and tes' acceptance.
; He said that everything was bought under contract so the contractor was
I

able to do whatever it wanted. Harpster said the licensee then had no
one who knew how to handle the problems that were " built-in."'

Harpster said he tried to get the plant managers out to take tours of--

[
the plant. He said that one assistant plant manager said he was scared
to. tour the plant because of the convicted felons working out there.!'
Harpster said that sometimes the licensee's own. security force could not-
handle disturbances and they had to call the local sheriff's office.
Harpster. explained that there is some drinking of alcohol on all nuclear

,

construction sites. However, the licensee at Zimmer did not have much,

control of things. Harpster said there were a lot of " tough guys"
working at the plant and the situation got worse when they were drinking.

Harpster said that there are nany allegations at any nuclear power
plant; howver, usually only a certain-number are true. Harpster said '

that one could tell that there were a large number of problems at Zimmer
because so many allegations were coming up.

Harpster said there sus a lot of pressure on individual ie inspectors
because of the monentum generated by the NRC licensing process. Harpster

said that pressure is also created on construction personnel by the
contractor's weld production schedules. He explained that the construction-
manager has to have a certain number of welds completed to keep the
piping installation on schedule. He said that problems arise when the
construction personnel are pushed. Harpster said that for a QC inspector
to stop construction for any deficiencies, he would have to hold up many

!~ phases of the construction of a $1 billion plant; so the QC inspectors'

normally do what they are told.

*

.
*
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Harpster said that nuclear power plants employ personnel specificallyHe said that this isdesignated to serve as the liaison with NRC.
helpful because it overcomes the problen IE inspectors face in try19g to
find their way through the great amount of paper at the plant. Harpster
said, however, this liaison person also " steers" the inspectors' activities.
Harpster said that dealing with this liaison person does allow the
inspector to get through NRC's modular inspection program very well.
Harpster noted that there is no real internal audit of the NRC's inspection
program.

Harpster described the " helping activities" that an IE preoperations
inspector engages in as a process of getting all the procedures and
controls in place. He said that this activity constitutes only about two
lines in the IE procedures, but it is the largest part of a preoperations
inspector's time.

Harpster estimated that the interest cost alone is holding up construction
of a nuclear power plant for one day would be several hundred thousand
dollars. He observed that with the increased pressure on NRC to license
power plants, he would expect even more pressure to be placed on IE

He said that pressures on the licensee personnel to makeinspectors.
exceptions to the acceptance criteria in the preoperations tests are

He said it is difficult for an IE NRC inspector to tellvery real.
whether the licensee's exceptions are based on valid engineering analyses.
He said that all inspectors cannot possibly be experts in all areas.
Harpster said the inspectors must rely on the licensee's people to
review the exceptions. Harpster said that this represents a flaw in the
NRC's system because the licensee's reviewers are under the same pressure

Harpster pointed out that tbn licensee, becauseto approve exceptions.
it is a utility company, cannot pass on the amortization costs to thetheratepayers until the plant reaches the point of completion, i.e.,

stage of commercial operations.

Review of Welding Records

During the period of the OIA investigation welding records were reviewed
which included Radiograph Reports, Weld Rework / Repair Data Sheets and
Weld Data Sheets to identify specific information concerning (1) dates
of weld rework and (2) whether or not valds ha' ' een replaced. Completeo

weld packages identifying all work on the three alleged defective welds
were reviewed at uhich time it was disclosed that rework was being
conducted at the time the IE investigative effort was ongoing at the
Zimmer site, however, it related to one of the safety-related welds RH-
42 and not welds pertaining to welds on prefabricated pipe (spools).
Information contained in IE Report 50-350/80-09 describes a review of
records which disclosed one weld was cut out (K-811) and replaced by a
new weld (K-916). No date pertaining to the rework was identified in

As part of the OIA review the welding records for veldthe IE report.

|

|

.
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K-811 were reviewed and as a reault it was discovered that an NR#E-2138R.L
was dated October 11, 1979, however, the date of the actual weld rework
was January 1980. This date precedes any NRC notice of alleged deficient
welds at the Zimmer site but followed Applegate's employment at - the site 3

and his notification and identification of the three specific allaged
defective welds to CG&E officials.

Ibe IE report also found that none of the three welds originally welded
i.

between July 1976 and Noveeber 1977 had received " final acceptance."'

The report'also indicates, however .that veld RH-42 described supra, was
j included in a radiograph review but does not indicate that it was being

reworked or replaced. Contrary to this, during the two periods of
investigation (April 7-9 and April 30, May 1, 2), on site, Kaiser personnel:
vere reworking the stipulated weld to the extent that it was completely
cut out and replaced by a new weld. According to available weld documentation
the weld was scheduled for rework approximately March 21, 1980, with-
actual work being conducted during April and concluded with a quality
control inspection of the" final pass" on May 6, 1980.

Below is a brief description of the status of the three alleged defective
welds and available information documented during the course of both the
IE investigation and the OIA investigative effort.

;'

*
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Weld No. IE Invertigation OIA Investigation
_

.

; I. CY 606 A. First radiograph 7-15-76 incomplete A. Review of welding / quality control
fusion and pentration. documentation verified date and *

discr6pa'ncies.m '
-

,

e
d. Second radiograph 6-8-77 weld repaired B. Review of welding / quality control;

and accepted, documentation verified date and
resolution.

C. Radiograph review 10-12-79 "some dis- C. Date not verified through availabic
crepancies" discovered " weld has not documentation.
received final acceptance."

i

II. HR-4 2 A. First radiograph 8-4-76 unacceptable A. Review of welding / quality control
porosity and slag. documentation verified date and dis-

crepancies.

B. Second radiograph 8-10-76 weld repaired B. Review of welding / quality control
and accepted. documentation verified date and

; resolution.

C. Radiograph review 1-26-80 "some dis- C. Date not verified.thru available docu-
crepancies," " weld has not been given mentation.
final acceptance." ;

D. Review of welding / quality control docu-
'

mentation disclosed under RH-42 cut out
and replaced between 3-21-80 and -6-80.

o

III. K-811 A. First weld 11-9-77 missed hold point by ANI. A. Review cf welding / quality conttol docu-
mentation verified date and discrepancy.

(

,

;

i l
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B. Weld cut out and repaired by weld WR-K B. Review of welding / quality control docu-; ,

''936 - no date. mentation verified new weld and date
1-18- .

.

C. Documented on nonconformance report C. Reviewed nonconformance report E-R138R1
i E-2138R1 - no date. dated 1-11-80.

D. K-916 had not yet received final acceptance. D. Review of nonconformance report E-2138R1
clesed'l-11-80.

.
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.' SIMMARY'

.In December 1980, the Government Accountability Project -(GAP) made
allegations on behalf of Mr. Thomas Applegste to the effect that (a)
potentially faulty construction existed at the Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station, Moscow, Ohio, and (b) the NRC f ailed to properly investigate
the faulty ccnstruction allegations when they were first brought to the
NRC!s attention in February 1980 by Mr. Applegate. 'Ihe'Of fice of Inspector

and Auditor (OIA) was directed by the Chairman of the NRC to investigate
CAP's 1atter allegation, i.e., whether the Office of Inspection and~

Enforcement (IE), Region III adequately investigated Mr. Applegate's
February 1980 allegations.

During the period December 1980 through February 1981, pertinent current
and for.aer Region III personnel were interviewed to identify what was
done as a result of the initial allegations made by Applegate. All
available documentation relating to IE regional investigative procedures
and copies of inspection and investigation reports pertaining to the'

Zimmer site were reviewed.

Review of the material furnished by GAP in December 1980 disclosed that
only a limited number of the CAP allegations had been brought to the 1
attention of the Region III IE investigative staff by Applegate in
February 1980. ,

o
Based on interviews conducted at Region III, OIA determined that- the O
initial investigative effort conducted by Region III had assessed the ,

allegations, had received available material, and had initiated an y
investigation into those allegations that Region III determined to be, m

O
within the purview of the NRC. Regional personnel advised that the
investigative effort was conducted in accordance with IE procedures and g
that they believed that the report thoroughly documented discoveries a

O
surfaced during the investigation. w

O

! OIA review of the investigative file disclosed little documentation to
support the Region III IE investigationsreport. For example, the investigative $
file contains no detailed documentation reflecting the resulta of interview j
with Applegate or principal witnes: es and no detailed record or copies j

i of the welding documentation reviewed by the investigators with regard
to the specific welds alleged to be defective.

,
- . . . .- - . _

y OIA review of selected Zimmer welding records revealed that of the three. , ' alleged defective welds specifically identified by Applegate in his-

first allegation, two had been repaired or replaced, one (K-811) shortly,7 before and the other (RH-42) during the IE investigative effort at the*

)\ facility. The IE investigative report did not identify'the dates on,

which the welding rework was conducted on weld K-811 or that a nonconformance
report (NR) on K-811 that had initially been voided with the notation

/
%*

.

.
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" accept as is" was later reopened to order the weld cut out. The investigation

also failed to dctermine that weld RH-42 had been cut out and replaced
after the initiation of the IE investigation. Interviews of the investigators

disclosed that they had no knowledge that velding repair on RH-42 had
taken place. In_ fact none of the welds in question were inspected by.
the investigative team nor was all pertinent welding documentation

;

; ' reviewed by the investigators.
~.

~

Applegate's second original allegation concerning the installation of
19 safety-related prefabricated pipe containing alleged defective welds was \.,

'

' $ * ,,rpartially substantiated by the IE investigation. This allegation, as it

,
' related to improperly." closing out" an NR and installing the pipe,resulted in the region identify [np one item of non-compliance and issuingc, /ii

the licensee an " infraction." Hode7ed:<OIA-interviews-and-review-of% '

secord Lindicated__that,_.even_though appropriate tests were ultimately
condaned by the-. licensee--to , determine the ktatus of welds on the prefabricated -

threeJ eces.of pipe were in fact instulled by the licensee despiteipipA
an -outstanding NR. In -addition. - tests-requi red to-resolve-the quest-ionable-
welda were not conducted by-the- radiographerjor vendor until approximately

,

'

f-ive months,after the. pip 2 had been released Vor installation (Aprij M N /j,,h h,
.- \, / f-

1980~ ---during .the period of he IE investgaj; ion).jsihe IE MISWA.

Mr.4 A _':iLG -~~Smcin.tly Investigatenthis aspect of the ca'sDe.a =9'7mh3
~

Additlona'lly], pbring the investigation of this allegation, information f, pp,,;u
,

9 ~ , , . , was received (that -the alteration of the NR - which released the spool )'

pieces for installation - was ordered by the Cincinnati Gas and Electric /
Company (CG6E).Auality Assurance (QA) Manager. This fact is not included /'u investigated. jin the in'vestigative report nor was it

,

OIA review of records and interviews of regional personnel did not
develop any additional information regarding the third allegation -
inadequate pipe flushing procedure - that was not identified in the IE
investigation report.

they i

U[ The two principal members of the investigative team stated thatf

believed that the report documented sufficiently what was discovered

[e '/ during the investigation. One of the meebers indicated that the investigation/ report contained much more detail than a typical inspection report.

One of A legate's main allegation was "that defec'tive welds in safety-
related systems have been accepted, among them welds CY 606, HR 42 (sic)i

and K 811." By virture of prior IE inspections, Region III reports 78-
- t\ 30 and 79-17, regional supervision and the IE investigators were well
k aware of the chronic and long history of welding problems at Zimmer;

$ specifically, that unacceptable welds in safety-related systems had for
'

all intents and purposes been accepted by both the contractor and, in
,

some cases, the licensee and that the Zimmer QA/QC program with respect
to welding was clearly not functioning in an acceptable manner. Nonetheless,

the Region III report found that Applegate's allegation in this regard
was not substantiated because the velds had not yet received " final

i
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acceptance." .In fact, Applegate was correct both specifically and
generally in saying that defective welds in safety-related systems had
been accepted; furthermore, the NRC, as early as 1977-1978,'was aware of
the fact that potentially defective welds in safety-related systems had

~ *been accepted and had issued two reports on tnis ' subject. To say.that
Applegate's allegation was not substantiated appears to be a. question of
semantics and is not consistent with the facts.

~~
_

. .
-

,S CONCLUSION
n'

d;S7 OIA concludes the overall investigative effort in this instance was;

unsatisfactory.
1

; 1
.

BACKGROUND

In early December 1980, NRC received a copy of a petition filed with the
Office of the Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection Board by
the GAP of the Institute for Policy Studies (not a Governmental agency)

.

'on behalf of Thomas W. Applegate. Based upon the allegations in this
petition, former NRC Chairman John Ahearne requested by memorandum' dated

. December 15,1980 (Attachment 1), ". . .that the OIA conduct an investigation
into whether the Office of Inspection and Enforcement conducted an
adequate investigation of the allegations presented to it by Thomas W.
Applegate regarding activities at the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station." The Chairman further directed that IE investigate. the safety .
issues raised by the GAP. petition. OIA formally received the GAP petition,

|
by a transmittal letter dated December 29, 1980, from the Office of the
Special Counsel (Attachment 2).

| OIA met with GAP representatives on January 9,1981, and on several
occasions thereafter, to discuss the allegations at which times additional'

documentation was provided af ter NRC agreed to respect the confidentiality
of GAP's sources. Because the additional documentation related to
safety issues, OIA provided it to IE for its investigation. During

these meetings GAP explained that their allegations should not be construed
as personal to Gerald Phillip: rather they were alleging that the NRC
did not properly address the allegations.i

-

-

DETAILS,3
\n

'' A
b

' \ "' Review of GAP Material-

During the period December 30, 1980 through March 4,1981, OIA reviewed.

the original petition submitted by GAP to the Office of Special Counsel, ,

'held meetings with LAP representatives and obtained additional docu-
mentation (including notarized statements and tape recordings) related
to issues identified in the original petition. In addition, other

documentation was provided which appeared to pertain to separate allegations

.

I
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of construction irregularitics at the Zimmer site. Muen of the information
furniched af ter the initial OIA/ GAP meeting contained statements and
interviews cf individuals which occurred at points in time following the
Region III IE investigation of the Applegate allegations. As a result
of the document review it was suspected and later confirmed that many of
the allegations described in the petition were, in fact, not brought to
the attention of the Region III personnel at the time of the initial
investigation (April-May 1980). The GAP petition listing the allegations
(pages 13 and 14) which were presented as not being appropriately investigated
is included, with enclosures, as Attachment 3.

/ '

.-

, Meeting with Region III Personnel
. U

, q/ On January 13, 1981, David H. Gamble, John R. Sinclair, and Arthur A.
/ Schnebelen, Office of Inspector and Auditor, met with the following8

f,

jp employees of IE, Region III, at the regional office, Glen Ellyn, Illinois:e

<
James G. Keppler, Director, Region III

.

A. Bert Davis, Deputy Director

Charles E. Norelius, Assistant to the Director

Gerald A. Phillip, Senior Investigator

[ \ Gast on Fiore111, Chief, Reactor Construction
I ! and Engineering Support Branch

Kavin D. Ward, Reactor Inspector, Engineering Support
Section #2, Reactor Construction and Engineering
Support Branch

The meeting was held at the request of OIA to inform these Region III
,

l personnel of the purpose of the OIA investigation being initiated.
These employees were informed that the investigation was directed by the
Chairman in response to Thomas Applegate's allegations as described in
the GAP petition to the Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection
Board. They were informed that OIA was investigating the NRC's handling
of Applegate's original allegations, to include why certain allegations
allegedly were not addressed by NRC and whether Region III's investigation
adequately dealt with the allegations that were addressed.

At this point Mr. Phillip inquired whether the investigation was rot
actually an investigation of-his conduct. He displayed a copy of a
draf t of GAP's petition which he said makes numerous allegations against
him by name. Mr. Keppler then inquired as to whether he should be
obtaining lawyers to represent each of his employees. OIA confirmed
that Phillip's name was similarly used in the " final version" of GAP's

|

!
1

|

E.i *
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petition. OIA indicated to all employees present thLt they had an
absolute right to have a lawyer present when they were interviewed but
that DIA could not advise them whether lawyers were necessary. OIA did
briefly recount that GAP had verbally advised OIA that they considered
their allegations to be more against the NRC than individual employees.
OIA repeated that, similarly, the OIA investigation would concentrate on
how the agency handled the matter.
---

In response to a question about OIA's ability to investigate a matter
,i which also alleges that the Director of OIA did not act quickly enough
d' i on the earlier allegations, the group was advised that the Chairman was

3- / aware of that aspect of the case.

f The employees present raised no additional substantive questions. OIA
asked each to locate any documentation of their activities such as notes
which they might have so they could be reviewed during their interviews.
Phillip pointed out that he had destroyed his notes prior to having
heard of GAP's petition.

Interview of Gerald A. Phillip

Mr. Gerald A. Phillip, Senior Investigator, Region III, IE, NRC, was
g interviewed on January 14 and 15, 1981, by David Gamble, John Sinclair,

,

/\M and Arthur Schnebelen, OIA, at the NRC Regional Of fice, Glen Ellyn,''

g}' Illinois.
~

s
(J Mr. Phillip began the interview by explaining that his first knowledge

of the Thomas Applegate allegations occurred approximately February 28,e

1980. Philliprrecalled that he was contacted by Bill Ward, Executive
Office for Operation Support (XOOS), IE, during which Ward related that
he had received information from one of the Commissioner's offices who

,

had been contacted by Applegate. According to Ward the information
L related to the Zimmer Nuclear Plant site and the initial determination

was that there may be some significance to the information. Ward also
related that Applegate alleged that there was a possible conspiracy
between the site contractor and utility to cover up defective welding.
Ward also stated that apparently Applegate had made previous contacts
with the NRC and felt that he was "getting the run-around" because he
did not see NRC taking any action.

| -_

Phillip stated that he contacted Applegate the same day and obtained
-

some of the general information concerning Applegate's claims. Phillip*

.g? also stated that arrangements were made to meet and interview Applegate
n; ' f or more details. Phillip recalled that after talking initially to

, "p ,/ Applegate, he (Phillip) believed that there was information which appeared
ga / to be casting a shadow on NRC inspectors. Phillip contacted Ward at NRC,

p Headquarters in Bethesda and notified him -of this fact. Ward then'

| informed Phillip that no inspectors should be brought in on the initial
,

phase of the inquiry and if additional personnel were required then Ward
i would make someone available from Headquarters. Phillip then stated
I

that within the next few days arrangements were made to have another
investigator from Headquarters meet Phillip in Cincinnati to assist on
the interview of Applegate. Ward advised Phillip that he would have

|
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| Len Williamson meet Phillip in Cincinn,ati to help. with the interview.
! Phillip explained that the initial plans to interview Applegate werc

complicated by the fact that Applegate was very csutious in his'instruc-
tions and guidelines for the meeting. As he recalled Applegate would .not
provide his address or the address of a neutral meeting place. . Applegate'

j- had advised Phillip that when he' or the NRC investigators arrived in
Cincinnati they should call a specific telephone nunber. for additional
instructions. Phillip stated on March 3 that after driving .n Cincinnati

: he contacted Applegate at which time Applegate instructed the NRC investi-'

gators to meet him at an address which turned out to be a church parking
lot. Phillip explained th,at he and Williamson arrived ear!y and eventually
were approached by an individual' who identified himself as Applegate.; After the initial meeting the three of them went to a rooming house that
was located approximately one-half block away. Applegate advised Phillip
and Williamson that he had received threats and so had the landlady at

| the rooming house. From Phillip's observations it appeared that Applegate'
rented a room in a house which was owned by a policenan and his wife.

L
.

#

| ~~~ Shortly after arriving at the house Applegate took off his -jacket and
, disclosed that he uns wearing a firearm. Applegate began.by providing*

. g3 sone information pertaining to his background. Applegate told Phillip
that he had been employed by a security firm which did work in divorceI ,, -

o Initially he (Applegate) had been assigned an investigation e

p , }/' investigations. involving a "pipefitter"'at the Zinmer site who had been suspected of|- f g

" playing around" by his wife. Af ter the divorce type investigation had
been started Applegate began to discover information of " tine card
padding" by individuals employed at the'Zimmer site. Applegate informed
Phillip that his supervisor, Major Cox, contacted the utility, Cincinnati

;

Gas and Electric (CG&E),. to advise them of the discovery. Subsequent to'

}
the contact the utility contracted the security firm for the services of

.,

Applegate, provided him with a false identity and instructed hin to looki

further into the time card padding. Af ter Applegate began the assignment
he began to provide the utility with weekly reports which confirmed the
time card padding and disclosed a degree of collusion between certain
pipefitters and security personnel at the site. Applegate explained to;

| Phillip and provided Phillip the opportunity to review security reports
which described security guards' permitting pipefittars to leave the
site during working hours.without " clocking out." Applegate also explained

i

that during the same time frame (December 1979-January 1980) information
began to be developed identifying the . illegal sala of firearms at the
site. Phillip also indicated that ApplerAte had surf aced informatica
disclosing that the site supervisor, Mr. Marshall, utilized site materials
and personnel to perform work on his private residence. Applegate
advised Phillip that Marshall's acts were dishonest, however, when he

,

(Applegate) brought the information to the attention of CG&E the company
refused to take action against Marshall. According to Applegate the'

condoning of these type of acts was going to have a major impact on CG&E
and, in effect, put them out of business.

.

+
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Applegate continued by explaining some of his concerns to Phillip about
potentially f aulty welding. Phillip explained that Applegate stated that

' PM was radiographing welds which were questionable. Applegate did not
appear to know who was responsible for their instructions: CGLE or
Kaiser. However, someone had directed PM to gc back and "re-examine
welds." Applegate infcrmed Phillip that either CG6E or Kaiser ignored
PM's radiographs of the welds because such examinations normally only
cohstituted a visual inspection and not a radiograph. This according to
Applegate was done at the direction of Mr. Marshall who instructed PM to
" examine" but not radiograph. Phillip stated that he believed Applegate
was referrinF to a specific shipnent of pipe that had been delivered to
the site in the fall of 1979 and improperly unloaded (dropped off the
truck) without a quality control inspection. Applegate informed Phillip
that this incident took place arcund the time of an NRC hearing on
Zimmer. Applegate said that much controversy was generated at the hearing
regarding fuel rods that were allegedly dropped; but in fact it was
these yiyes - not fuel rods - that were dropped.i

~

,hg' As background, Phillip then provided a brief description of the supplier,
Pullman-Kellogg and the delivery. Phillip stated that Pullman-Kellegg

;..
< / was the supplier (vendor) and therefore was responsible for the Qualitye

/ u" / Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) work related to the weld and the
,' structure of the pipe. As a normal procedure QC inspections are not'

done at the site for adequacy of the equipment or the welds. Phillip

further stated that the equipment is inspected only for damage in transit
and inventory purposes during a " receipt inspection" which does not
include either visual or radiography examinations of welds.

Phillip said . Applegate provided him with three specific examples of
| welds rejected by PM but then approved by Kaiser. Applegat'e claimedl

that one was buried in concrete and he felt the utility was not going to
do anything to correct it.

Another area related by Phillip pertained to Applegate's disclosure that
there were " problems" with a pipe flushing operations. Apparently,

1

|
someone had inf ormed Applegate that as a result of banging pipes during
the flushing procedure deleterious substances came out of the pipes and

I the " flushing" failed the test. The individual who observed this problem,

attempted to resolve it by raising the issue with his supervisor.
Applegate claimed that the individual . subsequently quit because there

| was no action taken. As the discussion continued Applegate also stated

i to Phillip that another individual at the site had been keeping a notebook
| or log on his observations at the site. Applegate did not identify the
| individual and could not furnish specific information, such as the

c antent of the log or why the individual was keeping it. Phillip also

recalled that Applegate mentioned having been trapped by a fire down in
one area of the plant.

1

|

|

|
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Applegate .then identified an individual by. the name of Murraf who was,

' ' employed by CG&E. Phillip stated that according to Applegate, Murray .
was "all right" meaning that he would cooperate with NRC. Applegate then
proceeded to tell Phillip that he (Applegate) had provided Marray and
Schwiers, QA Supervisor, information about the alleged defective velding
and the specific locations of the welds in question. Phillip believed
Applegate said that Schwiers had one weld tested, found it to be defective,
and then related that the weld would be fixed.

-

Phillip then stated that Applegate continued the interview by claiming
that information was developed pertaining to the time card. padding.i e

. g \' Phillip further stated that Applegate informed him that CG&E notified
; 4 ,C ,f"

the Kaiser Corporation Headquarters in California of the time card
cheating. Subsequent to this notification representatives from Kaiser

,

'

g1 f- ',

- came to the Zimmer site and were informed that evidence was obtained
that confirmed the time card padding. Applegate also -advised Phillip
that CG&E told Kaiser that they had an individual working undercover.

~

'

j Applegate then stated that shortly af ter this meeting the undercover
~

U operation was terminated because of two factors: (1). Kaiser was now
aware that someone was' undercover for CG&E; and (2) the wife of the
subject of the original divorce investigation had made visits to. the
site and Applegate feared that, if he were observed by her, she might-
reveal his true identity.

~

Applegate related to Phillip that he had been trying to bring the informa-
tion to the attention of NRC because although the time card problem was'

being addressed no action was being taken about tne QC issues. Applegate
told Phillip that he originally contacted U.S. Senator John Glenn's
office to apprise him of the information and obtain assistance. Senator Glenn's
office provided him with the name of James Cummings, Director, OIA, NRC.
Phillip then explained that Applegate claimed he contacted Cummings by,

telephone and related the information concerning the ' problems at the
Zimmer site. 'Applegate also related to Phillip that he (Applegate)
became frustrated with Cummings as a result of several telephone conversa-
tions with Cummings which culminated with Cummings' requesting that
Applegate provide "something in writing" compiling the allegations.
Phillip stated that Applegate thought about the request over a weekend
and became angry. According to Phillip, Applegate stated that he was,

upset about the request because he (Applegate) had been incurring personal'

expenditures to bring the information to someone's attention and now he
was requested to do mere. Applegate said he then called Chairman Ahearne's

'

office who apparently ref erred the matter to IE.

Phillip stated that Applegate stated that he provided the same information
to the Cincinnati office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
Phillit explained to Applegate that the type of allegations brought to
the attention of the FBI were items not within the jurisdiction of NRC
and would not be addressed during an NRC investigation. Phillip also

advised Applegate that allegations of criminal activity at the site

|

.
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would have to be handled by the appropriate agency. Phillip said he
- explained that the cost of construction (i.e., cost overruns) also was
not a matter within NRC jurisdiction. Phillip explained that Applegate
was not happy with his - (Phillip's) explanation regarding the NRC's
position but Applegate did not challenge the response.

Phfilip stated that the only remarks rede by Applegate related to a.

variety of problems which allegedly indicated there was collusion and
JJ {i mismanagement. Applegate stat 2d this demonstrated that there was not a'

.f.* proper commitment to building a nuclear. plant. Applegate also stated,

h , j- that es a result of his attempting to bring the information to officials
,
*

of CGSE as well as others (NRC, FBI), he had been threatened, run off'

the road and his landlady had been harrassed and threatened over the
telephone. Applegate provided additional information to Phillip in the
form of excerpts from audio tapes. According to Applegate the.information
on the tapes indicated collusion between high level managers of the
project. Applegate played portions of tapes for Phillip which he (Applegate)
believed corroborated his allegations. Phillip said Applegate controlled
the r eccrder and only played selected segments for Phillip - describing'

the context in which each one occurred. Phillip explained that Applegate
did not want to release the tapes because he considered them' to be
" insurance." Phillip said that many of the tapes were difficult to
understand; in those instances, Applegate interpreted what was being

|
said. Phillip then stated that, after hearing the different portions of
the taped material, he did not hear any information which indicated

| there was some type of collusion or cover up going on at the Zinneri

site. Phillip said that, after Applegate had skipped around on the
tapes, Applegate confirmed that he had played all the important parts.
However, Phillip did state there was some information related to velding
that identified three specific welds which was detailed enough to check
into during an investigation. Phillip stated.that comments like 20 to
30 percent of the welds at the plant are defective was too general and
needed more support before it could be investigated.

Additional information which Applegate furnished to Phillip related to
the manuf acture and sale of belt buckles by persont.el at the site.
Phillip stated that he advised Applegate that, although sone of the
material used in the manuf acturing of belt buckles may be required for
constraction purposes, it is a problem which should be addressed by
CG&E, the licensee, and is not within NRC's jurisdictional responsibilivies.
Applegate also provided information about people being fircd for time
card padding or cheating. As Phillip recalls, however, Applegate did
not state that any of the individuals fired as a result of his investiga-
tion into time card cheating were responsible for attempting to raire
safety issues. Phillip advised that the only documentation which was-
furnished during the initial interview were reports submitted by the
security firm (Confidential Service) who employed Applegate and were
under contract to CG&E. Phillip said Williamson lef t the interior to

7
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~ He said' photocopy these reports at the Federal Building in Cincinnati.
Williamson spoke with an FBI agent and obtained a copy of a February 14,
1980, FBI letterhead nemorandum which confirmed that Applegate hadF
spoken sdth the FBI. .The letterhead memorandum also reflected that an'

Assistant United States Attorney had declined prosecution on.the matter.

r b As, Phillip recalled there was a subsequent telephone conversation with-
\b Applegate on March 4,1980, during which he and Applegate discussed two

; .
.

'

points: (1) what would be the best approach in trying to contset the
|

'*
.s

individual Who quit over the flushing operation and, (2) to. confirn
! ,4.' details about an individual Applegate mentioned previously by the nanet W '

lof Sellers (phonetic). Apparently Sellers was still employed at the'

site and had been keeping a list of defective welds rejected by PM but-
approved by Kaiser. Phillip said that he asked Applegate whether Sellers

~

,

ever shared this list with him as Sellers said he would; Applegate
,

responded negatively. Phillip said'he also confirmed which of the -'

Sellers brothers at PM was the one Applegate was referring to.
.

Phillip then stated that, after returning to the Region III office and
reviewing some of the naterial furnished by Applegate, he . (Phillipi had,

; a discussion with Chuck Norelius, his supervisor, regarding the allegations.
Phillip explained that the meeting sms. held to establish what issuesi

were going to be investigated by NRC. Phillip also explained'that he
had already made an initial assessment of the information and had informed
Applegate what allegations were within NRC's jurisdiction. Phillip then- ,

stated that he relied on his vast experience with the Commission and his
professional experience in judging what issues were going to be checked '

;

or investigated. Phillip continued by. stating that there were additional
discussions with region personnel af ter it was determined that the
welding allegations were going to be investigated. Phillip stated that

Kavin' Ward, an inspector, had been assigned to assist .hin in the investiga-'

| tion.

Phillip's said that Bill Ward, IE Headquarters, contacted Phillip on
March 13 to apprise him that Applegate had . contacted IE Headquarters and
informed them that the Ph trailer had been broken into and some records
were allegedly stoler. Phillip then called Applegate on the same day to
obtain specific information regarding the incident. As Phillip recalled,

Applegate could not provide any information related to specific documentation
which may have been taken from the PM trailer.

As the interview continued Phillip explained that the issues were "scoped"
but initially they were probably semewhat general in nature and not very

| specific. Phillip also stated that the early briefing of Norelius was
i general, however, he (Phillip) recalled providing all available docunents ,

furnished by Applegate for review by Norelius. Phillip then stated
|

there were subsequent telephone convernations with Applegate after'

Region III sent the letter describing the allegations (issues) and scope
of the upcoming Region III investigation. Applegate never indicated

! during these conversations that he was not satisfied or that NRJ was
.

" limiting" or "too narrowly investigating" the allegations.
.

-m&
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4~ Pertaining to questions about regional procedures and discussion of the

initial allegations, Phillip responded by stating there were several'

discussions with diff erent regional personnel. Phillip stated he had -

-

conversations with Messrs. Norelius, Kavin Ward, Vandel (Project Inspectc6I),
kDanielson (Xavin Ward's supervisor), and perhaps, Fiorelli and Knop. As

Phillip recalled the discussions were general in nature and not too
detailed. Phillip stated that he did not recall discussing the matter
with James Keppler, the Regional Director. Phillip did state that
Len Williamson's (ase' ed from IE Headquarters). involvement war. very
limited and as a resui. he was not requested to write or document any
information obtained during the initial Applegate interview.

Phillip explained that he did not believe that there was any advanced
notification made to the Zimmer site and was about 95 percent certain
that it was a "special unannounced investigation." Phillip stated there
was no fixed policy on announcing investigations, however, probably most
are unannounced. Phillip indicated that he did not believe that a
licensee could alter " poor performance" rapidly enough to affect investi-
gations. Phillip continued by steting that he and Kavin Ward initially
went to the Zimmer site and had an entrance interview with Schwiers, the
site QA Manager. Phillip was not sitre how specifically they identified
the allegations to Schweirs; they probably identified them as QA/QC
problems without specifying the area of welding. After meeting with
Schwiers they interviewed Alan Sellers, QC Supervisor for PM who stated
that he was unaware of any list illustrating welds rejected by PM which
were subsequently accepted by Kaiser. As a result Phillip atA Ward

decided to inspect a representative " system of welds" in order to deternine
whether or not there was a problem with welds. Phillip recalled that

Ward was f amiliar with welding at the Zimmer site and therefore asked FM
to pull radiographs and " reader sheets" to determine how many PM radiograph
" rejects" were overruled by Kaiser and subsequently approved. Phillip

stated approximately 99 weld radiographs were checked and only two were
i

overruled. Phillip explained that in both cases Kavin Ward concurred
with Kaiser's interpretation of the radiograph.

f[ConcerningthetFreespecificweldsallegedtobedetective,Phillipstated the radiographs were reviewed by Ward who discovered that problems\'
with the radiographs and/or documentation existed but had been identified""

("k j J in a comprehensive review of PM radiographs conducted by another firm,
' h' S. Phillip advised that Ward could better answer specific questions

| ,b regarding the velds.
^

Phillip then stated that he did not check into the " break in" of the PM
trailer and, in fact, did not know if the trailer was broken into or if
documents were taken. Phillip noted that the licensee is responsible
for maintaining the record copies of all documents, so PM's copies were
not the official ones.

.

f
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Phillip stated that at that thee he also attempted to address the -allegation
involving allegad problems in the " pipe flushing" procedures. Phillip
advised that -the allegation arose from the initial allegations made by
Applegate, however, after contacting the individual who had knowledge of.
the problem (Tyner) he (Phillip) was unable to obtain any specific
information. The individual did inform Phillip, however, that the
" hydro test" was run and the system was modified af ter the test thus

~

invalidating the test. This statement resulted in an inspection which'

disclosed that the circumstances, as described by the individual, were -
|

factual. Phillip then stated that the " hydro test" was going to be
rerun with an inspector present..'

,

Phillip explained that the next alleFation which was addressed had to do4

with the handling of 'ive " spool pieces" (pipe}. According to Phillip,
at the time that he and Ward arrived on site these pieces of pipe were
to be in a " hold status," however, they were not " tagged" as such. The

j spools were shipped by the vendor, Pullman-Kellogg, and were " unloaded"
at the site by " dropping them off the truck onto the ground." Phillip
stated the pipe was approximately 12 inches in diameter and over a half-
inch in vall thickness. Regarding the radiographing of the pipe,
Phillip explained that the pipe was radiographed by PH for "information
purposes" and not as part of a regulatory requirement or appropriate
test procedure. Phillip stated that CC&E and/or Kaiser were committing
to radiographs and documentation as it related to the condition of the<

pipe when a visual inspection would have been sufficient. Phillip noted

that PM found " rejectable indications": they did not reject the pipe

because only Kaiser could accept or reject. Subsequently, NR be issuad
; and ultimately an NR was imprcperly written which resulted in some of
:
! the pipe being released from the warehouse and installed. However, one
i remaining NR was written which still kept the problems with the pipe as

an open itr+, of nonconf ormance. Therefore, Phillip did not believe
there was any type of cover-up; he said that Kaiser, by installing the
pipe at this point, was assuming the risk that the pipe might later be ,

found to be unacceptable. Phillip then stated that none of the individu 1
interviewed helieved that there was a " hardware problem," only a " paperwork
problem." Phillip continued by stating that apparently the QA Supervisor,
Schwiers told someone to "line through" the NR. Phillip stated he

interviewed Schwiers regarding the alleged instruction at which time
Schwiers denied giving anyone instructions to line through items identified
on an NR. Phillip concluded this portion af the interview by stating
that he did not take any sworn statements or reports of interviews and
did not believe it was necessary.

|

4'$ As Phillip continued he explained that 2ven af ter he lef t the ZimmerI

site he thought that maybe all the work had not been done although he
[p - ]/.S - , had told CG&E that there was one item of noncompliance. Af ter returning

to Region III Phillip discussed the results of the investigation with#
f

Norelius and also told Norelius that he had some concerns and believed'

.
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that more work was going to have to be done. Phillip then stated *. hat
he returned to the site several weeks later with another NRC inspector,
Toa Vandel, to make further inquiries regarding the spools or pipe.
Phillip stated that the pipe was checked and they concentrated on the
" paperwork problem."

As,Phillip recalled he received a call during the first day or so of the
investigation from another investigator in Region III, Jim Foster who
advised that Applegate had called the Region and explained that he
(Applegate) was contemplating going to the PM people and possibly the
newspapers. This occurred about April 7,1980, according to Phillip.
Phillip then stated that he contacted Applegate and told him that he was
free to go to the press, however, it eliminated any chance of Applegate
maintaining his confidentiality. Phillip believed that Applegate did
then go to the press, probably the Chicago Sun Times.

~ In response to a question regarding procedures for' identifying individuals
#D contacted and reported in IE investigations, Phillip stated that the

,q[ procedures do call making an identification key. Phillip then stated

j/ that there t'as no identification key for his investigation.a

Phillip said that he made one attempt to contact an individual named
"Johan" who Applegate claimed was keeping some type of journal. Phillip

said Resident Inspector Daniels unsuccessfully tried to locate Johan
through the Zimmer switchboard. Phillip said he did not pursue the
matter further because Applegate did not supply any specifics of what
the journal contained.

Phillip continued by explaining that shortly af ter Applegate "went-
public" a reporter from Channel 9, Cincinnati, contacted him to obtain
information about the investigation. The reporter asked if he could
interview Phillip on the site or at the gate. Phillip had a discussion
with Schwiers, QA Manager, CG6E, who stated that they would permit
Channel 9 to come on the Zimmer site for an interview in Resident Inspector.
Daniels' office on site. Sometime later, Mr. Altemuchle, CG&E public
relations of ficer, asked Phillip if he would attend a press conference
downtown. This apparently was done to provide the other representatives
of the nedia an oppartunity to learn about the results of the investigation
at the site and not just provide a story for one station (Channel 9).
Phillip then explained he went to the -Resident Inspector's trailer and
was interviewed by Channel 9. Later the same day he (Phillip) went to
downtown Cincinnati to attend the press conference. Approximately 20-25
reporters were in attendance and the two nain points of interest were

the welds on the pipe spool pieces which he stated were "0K" and that
the 11censee was going to be cited for an item of noncompliance relating .

to records and violating " hold" procedures. As Phillip recalled, one
thatreporter asked about drugs and alcohol on the site and the fact

workers were coming to work drunk or intoxicated. Phillip replied to

td
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the question by explaining he did not know of the allegation, as stat'ed.
When asked whether NRC was concerned about this, Phillip replied that it
was the employer's concern because, even if a drunk welder made a bad
weld, the OC inspection program was designed to catch faulty workmanship.
Phillip stated that Mr. Borgmann, V.P. of Engineering, CG&E, and Mr. Altemuehle
were also involved in the press cor.ference.

_ - - -

Phillip explained that on May 7,1980, he had several different telephone
conversations with Applegate, Bill Ward (IE Headquarters), and Rita Giordano

(q (reporter for the Cincinnati Inquirer). Apparently there was new information
fL (tapes) which Applegate claimed indicated that CG&E had lied to NRC and

s /' that there was a criminal conspiracy. According to Phillip he contacted
Ofg. / Applegate who explained that he had evidence in the form of taped conversations

with individuals which showed there was a conspiracy on the part of the
licensee and Kaiser to prevent PM from disclosing defective welding at
the plant. Phillip stated that he decided that if Applegate, in fact,
had this type of information it would be better to interview Applegate
at an FBI office. This apparently was concurred in by Ward and Norelius.'

Phillip explained that he then talked with Jim Donahue, Region III's
Chief of Safeguards and requested that he make arrangements for an
interview date. Donahue then contacted Special Agent Robert Buckley ,
Atomic Energy Desk, Chicago Field Office, FBI. Phillip stated that the

interview took place in the Dirckson Federal Building downtown Chicago
at which time Applegate presented the " tapes" and nade his allegations.
After listening to the tapes Buckley advised Applegate that he did not
hear anything which constituted a violation of the Federal criminal

The taped conversations were made by Applegate of telephonestatutes.
conversations with representatives of PM including the president of the
company, Mr. Aldridge.

Phillip then stated that Applegate was not satisfied with the results of
the interview and the fact that the FBI did not accept his (Applegate's)
claim that the tapes were evidence of criminality. Phillip also stated

that Applegate was complaining of not having any money or transportation
to the airport for his return trip to Cincinnati and requested FBI or
NRC transportation. Phillip stated Applegate's request was denied. At
the close of the interview Buckley advised Applegate that the NRC would
provide any additional inf ormation obtained and a copy of the NRC report
when the NRC investigation was concluded. Phillip also told Applegate
that he would further review the taped conversations (which Applegate
provided) and interview Aldridge.
_ . . . ~

/ $P Later the same day Phillip explained he was called by a reporter,
7 Rita Giordano, wanting to know what happened at the meeting with the' n

23 FBI. Phillip stated he provided Giordano basically the same information#

C;d described supra. Phillip went on to explain that he then made attempts
i to contact Aldridge and eventually interviewed him on Iby 20, 1980. The7

contact with Applegate came on June 7,1980, at which time Applegatenext
stated to Phillip that he (Applegate) was "not sitting still." Phillip

|

'
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advised Applegate that a report would be coming out and NRC would provide
,

a copy to Applegate.

In response to questions about welding problems at the Zimmer site which ,

were described in Applegate's " Confidential Report" compiled during his
contract assignment at the site .Phillip provided the following responses.

Phillip explained there were individuals named in the stipulated reports
who may have had knowledge of the welding problems, however, he did not
believe that it would have been fruitful to " track people down to obtain
veld information" because Region III was already aware of welding difficulties
and numerous inspections had been conducted. Phillip added that the-

specific welds in question could be checked by reviewing radiographs.
Phillip also noted that individual welders would not be in a position to
know what subsequent actions were or were not taken to correct velds.

Phillip was then provided an opportunity to review the list of allegations
described in the petition to the Special Counsel. Upon reviewing the
allegations Phillip provided a response to each allegation identifying
allegations which had been previously addressed during his investigation
or other Region III efforts and those which appeared to be new allegations.

-
Phillip said there was no explicit IE policy on how to write the " details"

,1ksectionofinvestigativereports. He said the investigator uses his.
y-\' discretion to prepare the report in the way which best presents the

9~ information to the reader. Phillip said that although sometimes the
$ report is a series of intervicus, he of ten feels it is clearer to organize

the report by subject matter. He said that, when this is done, there
are no documents which comprehensively summariza what each witness
stated: the report presents what each witness said (identifying them
only by title) on each issue. Phillip further stated that he believed
that investigations of allegations are best reported as follows: (1)
state the allegation; (2) list details provided by the alleger; (3)
state the findings; and (4) list details supporting the findings.

9 Phillip said he did not take any written statements in this case. Heg _,j/ said it is up to each investigator's discretion to decide when to have
witnesses sign a statements. Phillip recalled only one occasion when he

|
asked an alleger to sign a statement containing his allegations. Phillip,

doubted that this approach would help pin down the allegations or help
the allegers be more accurate. Phillip said that he generally does not~

obtain statements from any witnesses unless he feels he will be receiving
conflicting significant inf ormation. Phillip said the only time the
thought even entered his mind was in connection with the circumstances
of the notation being crossed off the nonconformance report which allowed

|
the five spool pieces to be installed. Phillip noted however that the
consensus, which he believed included Norelius' view, was ' that this
crossing off was not that significant because the problem was still
identified in the system; therefore it turned out that statements were
not needed.

!

/.E
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Phillip said that having IE investigators administer oaths to witnesses
is a relatively new idea. He said that oaths are a useful tool, however
they are not appropriate for use in every situation. Phillip said oaths

have been used only sparingly. Phillip noted that IE investigators do
not have general authority to administer oaths. He said that investigators
must receive a written delegation of authority to administer oaths in
each case from the Regional Director and the delegation must receive the
advance concurrence of the Office of the Executive Legal Director in

.

Headquarters. Phillip believed this was a rather cumbersome approval
process if it is really intended that they use oaths. Phillip also'

noted the practical problem that an investigator does not know what the
situation is until he gets into the field, yet the authority to administer
oaths must be requested in advance.

.-
Phillip said that the IE Inspectors Manual is a training tool for new
personnel . Phillip said he wrote Chapter 8 which addresses investigations.
Phillip's attention was directed to paragraph 1 on page 6 which states:

Q/
,

. r1 Every complaint or allegation received, regardless of the source or- .

mk (l the avenue of communication involved, must be evaluated and docu-
s

r

j f'
mented. There are instances wherein the complaint or allegationj

f
obviously has no substance and it comes from an individual suffering

f from a mental disorder. Even in those cases, at least a memo to
the files should be prepared documenting the contact, the g2neral
content of any canmunications and the basis for the conclusion that
the matter need not be pursued further.

Phillip responded that this passage means that investigators cannot
dismiss entire contacts without appropriately documenting it; however,
it does not require itemization of specific allegations and how each one

,

would be ha,ndled.

Phillip said that people outside the nuclear field generally do not
realize the number of checks and balances that exist at nuclear power

He said that as an example it would require a lot of collusion,

| plants.
to get all the required signatures on a false docunent such as a NR.
Phillip stated that, although review of documentation is necessary, it
is not true that IE inspectors limit their inspections to " paper reviews."
He said it was more than common for inspectors to look at the hardware
itself. He also pointed out that, under the IE nodular inspection
program, the licensees notify IE of when certain tests and activities
are to be performed and IE inspectors then witness them. Phillip said

<

that in this investigation Kavin Ward reviewed radiographs, which Phillip
considered to be "hard evidence." Phillip said that IE does not have
independent capability to perform its own radiographic testing to double-

>

check the licensee's radiographs. Phillip did not consider this to be a
problem because the licensee would not have had time to substitute
radiographs after Ward and he had randomly selected the system they
intended to review.

1

s(
i

4
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\ Interview of Welding Inspector

On January 27 .snd ed,1981, Mr. Kavin D. Ward, Inspector, Region III,
IE, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and John Sinclair,
Investigator, OIA. Mr. Ward was advised that DIA was reviewing the IE
investigative effort which was conducted as a result of the allegations
raised by Thomas Applegate of construction deficiencies at the Zimmer
construction project.*

Ward stated that the investigation he did with Gerry Phillip regardingA
Ir I the Applegate allegations was only one of 52 trips that he made to ,

different sites during 1980. Ward recalled that he was inforned of the
general allegations by Duane Danielson, Chief, Materials and Process
Section and told to discuss his (Ward's) participation in the upcoming
investigation with Phillip. Ward stated that most of the specific
information regarding the allegations were discussed on the plans trip
and on the way to the Zimmer site in Moscow, Ohio. Ward continued by
stating that he could not recall any "real meeting" which may have taken
place at the Regional Office for planning purposes and believed that he

This included thewas involved in only two areas of the investigation.
radiographs and testing techniques utilized to test velds at the site
and inspection of five pieces of pipe (spools) which had been " dropped"
f rom a tru.:k when they were delivered to the site.

--
As background Ward explained that he had made numerous inspections at
the Zimmer site and, in fact, had conducted a " pre-service inspection"
which included an independent review of welding. Ward stated that in

g,\ 1978 he had looked into' several " turnover welds" which had been accepted
Ward further stated that welds that are " turned over"by the licensee.0' are considered to be " accepted" welds. Ward stated that at that point

,

NRC would inspect the weld documentation which presumably would no~

longer have any problems and any discrepancy would have been resolved.
Ward continued that after checking and reviewing approximately 40 radiographs
and related documentation he discovered 17 which exhibited a variety of
discrepancies. As he recalled there was one item of noncompliance
identified which pertained to a violation of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III. Ward stated that a firm
by the name of Peabody had been contracted by Kaiser Engineering, Inc.
(KEI) to do the radiography work. The problem originally identified by
Ward regarding the radiographs indicated there may have been a problem
with the quality of Peabody's radiography program. However, Ward continued
by explaining that on a recent inspection at the site (January 1981) he
discovered a similar problem with the radiography being performed by a
new firm, NES. The inspection included the review of 20 radiograph
packages that had been accepted, illustrating that welds were satisfactory.
Ward's inspection disclosed that four of the radiograph packages contained
discrepancies. Based on this he notified the licensee that discrepancies
still existed in the radiography program.

/7
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Following a discussion on the infornation describing three specific
welds alleged to be defective by Thomas Applegate, Ward stated that he
believed the investigation report properly identified the work which was
done to resolve the allegation. Ward explained that the report was
suf ficiently detailed and probably contained more information than an
Inspection Report would. He (Ward) thought Phillip had done a thorough
job of reporting the information. Ward stated that the language which
in*dicates there were "some discrepancies" identified pertained to the
radiograph review. In fact the information in the report is a result of

a review conducted by NES inspectors. Ward stated that he reviewed
documents and radiographs which had already identified " discrepancies."
He (Ward) did state that the report language does not address whether or
not there were defective welds or improper radiograph techniques / procedures.
Concerning the one weld identified as K-811 Ward responded by stating
that he did not know the date that the described weld had been replaced
(cut out) by a new weld. Ward also indicated that he believed that it
probably would have been better to identify, by date, when the weld was
replaced in order to respond to the allegation.

_

- Ward then volunteered some information concerning the procedures and
jO philosophy of the NRC inspection program. According to Ward when an

[9 inspector identifies a " problem" during an inspection and is assured'

3/ \
that the problem is documented in the licensees system then IE will

t [ " watch it" until it is resolved. Ward stated the exception to this
k/ policy would be if a piece of equipment was going to be installed in an

area no longer accessible if construction continued, such as, placed in
concrete. Ward explained that "as long as the plant is not operating
and the problem has been identified, it is not our position (IE) to tell
them (licensee) how to resolve it." Ward was questioned as to whether
some time limit would or could be placed on a licensee to resolve " deficiencies."

-

Ward stated that generally no action, in the form of issuing an iten of
noncompliance, is taken until the contractor or licensee has accepted or
certified to NRC that all work, inspection and documentation, has been
completed and " signed of f." Ward also stated in response to questions
concerning 1976-1977 welding that still has not been " signed off" that
IE will continue to monitor or track the deficiencies until they are
resolved. When asked how long that effort (monitoring) would continue'

he (Ward) stated all the way to the hearings for the Operating License.
Ward stated that he could understand how the alleger may have questions
about items identified in the investigation report but he explained the
report does indicate that the discrepancies which were identified in the
report were considered unacceptable and would be checked in the future
by the NRC inspection program.

#
i Ward explained that the five pieces of pipe (spools) which had been

f
7 " dropped" of f the back of a truck unloading at the Zimmer site were very\

4)[3 large pieces of pipe and unlikely to be damaged from rolling off aj
j ? ,f'

truck. According to Ward the pipe was about 12" in diameter and over a

li
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half inch in wall thickness. Ward stated the difficulty with'the pipe
arose in the instructions given by either Kaiser or CG&E to radiograph
the ends of the pipe for possible damage. Ward stated that because of.

~
~

the type of " cap" which was welded to the ends of the stipulated pipe it
I was not possible to determine the conditions of the welds through radio-
|

graphy. Hard then stated that ASME procedures require that ultrasonic
testing be conducted.. The proper nethods would have been magnetic
particle tests or dve. penetrant tests. Ward then explained why radio-'

graphy would not produce the required test results.

Ward stated that he did not recall .whether all documentation related to,

the welds that had been reviewed.1

|
Ward was reinterviewed on January 28 in the presence of Gerry Phillip
and again asked if the veld docunentation, including the radiographs,
had been reviewed. Ward could not state categorically that he had
reviewed the radiographs and reader sheets but af ter consulting' with
Phillip he (Ward)- stated that he probably had reviewed the radiographs.
Ward reiterated that because the " final acceptance" had not been made no,

'

further action had to be taken by NRC. Ward and Phillip both explained
that it appeared worthwhile to include information regarding previous -
inspections and knowledge of NRC about welding documentation problems at
Zimmer.i

Ward stated that Pullman-Kellogg, the pipe manufacturer, had come to the
Zimner site to conduct ultrasonic testing on the stipulated pipe spools.'

As a result of the . tests the welds were determined to be acceptable. In

conjunction, PM conducted ultrasanic tests and also stated the welds
were acceptable.

!. . .

Ward also explained that he had not intended to identify the problems
for the licensee. According to Hard that would be doing the licensee's
job. Ward also stated that he had been told by his supervisor not to
identify problems to CG&E and "not to get in the middle" during the

i investigation.

-_

--

i ~~ 3,

, gJh' Interview of Charles Morelius

k .~ ' Charles Norelius, Assistant to the Director, Region III, IE, was interviewed
, '
!
| on January 26, 1981, by Arthur Schnehelen, David Gamble, and John Sinclair
i of OIA.
.

Norelius recalled that the allegations from Applegate came to Region III|[b via IE Headquarters. Norelius could not recall exactly how they came-'

3
' in but he believed Applegate originally presented them to OIA. Norelius

located a reference in the Region III working file on this investigation
that the allegations were received on February 28, 1980. Morelius could

i

!

!

!
,

v
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not remember whether Region III received the allegations by memorandum-
i or by telephone. .Ne said memoranda are usually from either Victor Stello

(Director, IE) or Dudley Thompson (then Executive Officer for Operations
'l Support, IE Headquarters) . . Norelius said. telephone calls from IE~

Headquarters were usually to him. He said Thompson usually made the'

calls, however, William Ward (Chief, Headquarters investigations Branch.
under Thompson) could have called directly.

Norelius said Gerald Phillip was his senior investigator and he relied .

upon Phillip to assign cases to individual investigators. He said that,
when he and Phillip discuss case assignments, they usually reserve to

.

'

Phillip and James Foster (the next most senior investigator) those cases
that are more complex or have the potential for.more visibility. Norelius
could not recall at what point he and Phillip discussed Applegate's
allegations.

| _ ,

-

Norelius said that, although he was " hazy" on this point, somewhere
along the line he got the perception that trouble was possible in this

He was sure he had this perception at least af ter Phillip briefed -s case.>

hI him about his interview of Applegate. Norelius did recall Phillip's.

!

description of his telephone call with Applegate to set up their interview.b
9}' He remembered Phillip's saying something to th'e effect of "Here's a guy4

, l' who claims that there's some sort of thing that sounds significant. He

believed there was a cover-up regarding these welds and he has tapes to5

prove it." Norelius recalled that Phillip's' reaction was that, if
Applegate really had what he claimed he had, it nay be something significant.
Norelius said that based upon that assessment, they noved quickly on
this case.

Norelius said Investigator Len Williamson (then with IE Headquarters)I .

accompanied Phillip for his interview of Applegate. He acknowledged ;

! that Headquarters participation in investigations was unusual but it was
done in this case to encourage some interchange between the Region and

| Headquarters for developmental purposes.

Norelius said his file reflects that Phillip and Williamson interviewed
| Applegate on March 3,1980. On his return Phillip informed Norelius

that Applegate did not have everything he initially said he did. Phillip
, had narrowed the allegations to a few issues. Norelius said that he and
i

! Phillip discussed all the allegations, but not at length; he said that
| the volume of work precludes his covering all the details so he relies

heavily on his investigators - especially the senior investigators like
; Phillip. Morelius particularly recalled from Phillip's briefing that

Applegate's allegations included items such as the fabrication and sale
,

:
of belt buckles and time card cheating. Norelius did not recall ever seeing

~

Applegate's " confidential" reports.
,

.Norelius imagined that Phillip probably would have consulted with Regional
|
} construction personnel, such as Gaston Fiore111, about *he allegations..

i Norelius said that he (Norelius) most likely would have brought the
.

,

,dc
'
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Norelius.i-

allegations to the attention of Regional Director James Keppler.
said Keppler meets with Regional management at 8:00 every morning and

.

i

one of the things he always mentions to Keppler are the important allega-
tions that have been received. Norelius said that the importance he

attributed. to the allegations can be ascertained from the promptness of
their response in lie t of their heavy workload. Norelius furtherh

.i speculated that he probably similarly would .have informed Keppler that
Phillip's interview of Applegate indicated that the allegations may not ,

'

be as serious as they originally thought.

Norelius said that, although he did not give particular instructions to
Phillip, their general procedure for the handling of allegations involves -

f)ggj three parts: (1) interview alleger to determine what is alleged and
;;)y what is the basis for the cliegations; (2) review the allegations to get'

a clear understanding of what is to be investigated and why (this analysis
~

I

eliminates allegations that are . (a) not safety-related or (b) too general
to permit investigation); and (3) conduct the subsequent investigation.
Norelius said there is no IE policy requiring documentation of concerns
that are raised by an alleger. He said that, because of their workload,
they meet with allegers to clearly define-what will or will not.be'

investigated. Norelius said that for example they routinely inform-

allegers that NRC is interested in safety-related items but because;

|
nuclear power plants are run by privately-owned utilities, allegers
should provide information on costs (e.g., overruns) to state regulatory
agencies. Norelius said that, although IE sometimes investigates harassment

|
of individuals, they normally refer such allegations to the U.S. Department,

of Labor. Norelius believed that Phillip would have informed Applegate
of which of his allegations were within NRC jurisdiction to investigate.

| Norelius said that in the last year Region III has been sending letterst

confirming what would be investigated so there would be no misunderstanding.'

Norelius showed OIA a letter dated March 11, 1960, from Phillip to
Applegate which described the three issues Region III intended to investigate.|

| Norelius noted that they received no response from Applegate indicating
any criticism of the intended scope.

Norelius said that when addressing allegations the Region normally looks
at problems broadly to assure that they are . addressed. He said, however,
that when a very general allegation is received, e.g., in this case

regarding the welding, the Region cannot conduct an in-depth review of a
plant's entire (welding) program. To cope with the allegation, they .

usually try to pin down specific examples and the decision to broaden
the inquiry is based upon what develops. Norelius noted that he discussed
the scope of the investigation with Phillip af ter his first visit to the
site and concluded that additional investigation was needed.

_

b[[NoreliusrecalledthatTomVandel,whohebelievedwastheZimmerProjectInspector, accompanied Phillip on one visit and Kavin Ward, one of the
([bg/ Region III nondestructive examination personnel, accompanied him on a
/ later visit. Norelius remembered their speaking of a noncompliance for

the installing pipes that should have been "on hold." Norelius recalled

0
1
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recalled discussing with Phillip the significance of this item and
whether escalated enforcement action was Larranted (Norelius explained
that he was the Region III enf orcement c'oordinator). Norelius concluded
that this situation did not warrant stronger enforcement action because

~

the pipes were still identified in the plant's system as nonconforming
items.

Norelius recalled an allegation by Applegate after the investigation was
underway that there was a cover-up involving PM. Norelius said that

Phillip, James Donahue (also with Region III), and an FBI agent interviewed
Applegate jointly about this. He understood Applegate played a tape
recording for the interviewers and they concluded there was not much of

Norelius said he later listened to the same tape and he did nota case.
read the same significance into the conversation that Applegate did. He

said that the tape was of conversations Applegate had with PM personnel;
however, Applegate did most of the talking but attributed his statements
to the PM personnel.

Norelius said that he only recalled Region III using NRC's subpoena
authority on one occasion. He did not see any need for subpoenas in
connection srith IE investigations. Norelius said IE investigations are
primarily to determine facts regarding compliance with NRC's regulatory
requirements; he said the detection of criminal violations, for which he
believed subpoenas would be useful, is only a byproduct of IE investigations.

Norelius said the Region has taken signed unsworn statements from witnesses
d()\ for some time. He said this was done before they ever had authority to

i

7 administer oaths and it is still done now even though they can use
oaths. Norelius said the decision as to when to use signed, unsworn

/ statements is left to the investigator's discretion. He said that an
example c' when they would be used would be when specific details, such
as a time sequence, are needed in a witness' own words.

,
Norelius said oaths are a useful tool, but he would not advocate their

|
use in all investigations. He said that, although oaths have been used
more in the preceding six to eight months, Region III's normal practice
is to not administer oaths. Norelius believed that IE investigators

; should be skilled in identifying the potential for criminality in their
;

investigations, but he did not feel it was that necessary for IE investigators!

to administer oaths because they do not conduct criminal investigations.l

|
Norelius felt that oaths would be appr'priate if IE investigators wereo

receiving conflicting inf ormation or were not receiving the whole story.
_-

Branch

[ g'
Interview of Chief, Reactor Construction and Engineering Support!

| On January 26, 1981, Gaston Fiorelli, Chief, Reactor Construction and|

Engineering Support Branch, Region III, IE, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen,
' j(fY'
\ J
<

Ed.
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- Special Assistant and Investigators David Gamble and John Sinclair, 01A.
Prior to any questioning Mr. Fiore111 was advised that DIA was' reviewing

i the IE investigative effort which was conducted as a result of the-
~ allegations raised by Thomas Applegate concerning construction deficiencies

at the Zimmer construction project. Fiorelli advised that he had some
knowledge of the allegations brought by Applegate and was involved in ,

some portion of the investigation to provide technical support. Fiore111
~

,

recalled that Gerry Phillip of the investigative staff has been given
the lead on the assignment. He, Fiore111 had been contacted by the

,

investigative staff about. providing technical support for Phillip. In!

this particular investigation Kavin Ward was assigned to assist Phillip
|-

because there had been allegations concerning welding and Ward was the
person most familiar with weldfu3 problems at Zimmer. Fiore111 explained

; that he could not recall specitically any dates on which briefings or.
meeting were conducted regarding the allegations, however, he.was sure
that Phillip had provided him with ir. formation describing Applegate's
role at the site. According to Fiorelli, Phillip stated that Applegate
had been hired by CG&E to identify time card falsification which ultimately

'

led to identification of possible safety issues.

Fiore111 believed that as the investigation continued at the Zimmer site
! Phillip had some private conversations and also a group meeting with

regional personnel regarding the problems identified at the site.'

Fiore111 could not tecall specifically who attended the neetings, .but he
was sure that the Region III procedures required that a meeting would'

have-taken place. Fiore111 surmised that it probably would have been
some time af ter the inspection (investigation) at the site was completed.'

,

Fiore111 also stated that individuals who were probably in attendance at!

regional meetings were Kavin Ward, Harry Danielson, Tom Vandel and
i Dick Knop. Fiore111 advised that Knop was the section chief responsible

for Zimmer.
4

At the conclusion Fiore111 stated that IE investigations are considered
: a "very sacred activity" and the line groups are very sensitive to avoid
.

any interf erence with investigative matters.
; __

i n

| ,0)2'InterviewofChief,MaterialsandProcessSection-

\\ On January 28, 1981, Mr. Duane H. Danielson, Chief, Materials and Process
Section, Region III, IE, NRC, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen ,,

'() Special Assistant, and John rinclair, Investigator, OIA. Mr. Danielson |
'

\ was advised that the purpose iof the OIA investigation was to determine
the adequacy of an IE investigation which was conducted in 1980 responding
to allegations made by Thomas Applegate.

,

Mr. Danielson began the interview by explaining that the regianal organi-
zation structure was such that different branches would provide assistance

!| to the investigative staff during an investigation, depending mi the
specific area being looked into and what expertise was required. Danielson'

then stated that during the particular investigation in question one of
,

:

h
i
j
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the members'of the team, Kavin Ward, was from his unit. Danielson
continued and stated that it was typical _for Phillip to come directly to
him and request assistance. . The situation or allegation generally
dictated whether or not there was a need to assign someone to an investi-
gation. Danielson then explained that once someone is assigned to an
investigation, there is little further involvement from a management
standpoint unless the investigation develops what is considered a major-
problem or finding. In the case of additional problems it would be
necessary to have more management meetings among regional personne1~. -

Danielson further explained that usually the investigations and reports
are completed and a copy is sent to him for information and revirv.
Danielson stated that he would read it for the information contained but
would not ;crutinize or question the conclusions.

Danielson respoided tc a question concerning directions 'giVen to inspectors
Q who are assigned to assist investigators by stating that he instructs

6 his personnel "to not get in the middle" and to only assist the investigator.
; Danielson also stated that he did not want the inspector making' any
' evaluations. -In the case of the stipulated IE investigation he (Danielson)
,} w'ould have advised Ward not to make .my evaluktions concerning the

welding and not to offer any advice to the licensee. Danielson then!
-

stated that he believes that NRC should not take a position during
inspections and should not provide instruction to the licensee. Danielson
continued by stating as long as NRC is aware that there is a problem and-4

: the licensee has ber.a apprised of the deficiency then NRC should monitor
! the licensees effort until the problem is resolved. In response to

questioning, Danielson stated there is no time frame for making a
licensee perform corrective work. Danielson stated it could be 30 days

to several years. Danielson stated that items discovered to be unacceptable
; are usually kept as an "cpen item" by the inspector. Danielson concluded

by stating that he could not furnish any additional information regarding
| the described investigation.

;

Interview of Chief, Projects Section

hg' On January 23, 1981, Richard C. Knop, Chief, Project Section, Region III,,

is0 IE, NRC, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and
;\ John Sinclair, Investigator, OIA. Prior to the interview Mr. Knop was

;

advised that the OIA investigation was initiated to determine whether or

f. not an IE investigation conducted by Region III at the Zinner Nuclear
Station had sufficien,1y addressed the allegations brought by Thomas Applegate;,

f during early 1980.
l
; Mr. Knop stated that he did not believe that he had any involvement in
/ the planning sessions concerning the investigation at Zimmer. Knop then
i stated that the investigators and the investigative group have the lead
!- in making decisions regardia.g investigations. Investigative efforts,

| according to Knop, may touch on or address areas which have been inspected
or looked into in the past by IE; therefore, it is necessary to have

r

|
investigations take the lead and provide more independence. Knop recalled that

i
|

|
i

i S
:
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Phillip infomed him (Knop) that Applegate had made several allegations
and the investigative effort was going to focus on three allegations.
According to Knop this seemed consistent with information that had been
received by Phillip. Knop stated that he believed there was an allegation
about three defective velds and another allegation concerning five
pieces of pipe which were delivered to the Zimer site and dropped from
the back of a truck. Knop could not recall the third area which was to
be, investigated. Knop explained that the main concern of the inspection
effort was to identify welds or radiographs that are. questionable and
detemine if there is a system to " track" the deficiencies. Knop also
explained that once the deficiencies were identified there would have
been no need to pursue the matter further. Knop could not furnish any
other infomation regarding the investigation conducted by Region III.

#
/G Interview of Chief, Security Section

9 James F. Donahue, Chief, Security Section, Safeguards Branch, Ir., Region III,
f ', was interviewed on January 15, 1981, by David H. Gamble and John R.
O Sinclair, CIA.

Donahue said his only contact with either Thomas Applegate or Gerald Phillip's
investigation of Applegate's allegations was in connection with a meeting
Donahue set up among himself, Phillip, Applegate, and Robert Buckley,A,

i (head of the Atomic Energy Desk of the FBI's Chicago office). Donahue'

,'I"tb i believed that Applegate had requested the joint meeting with the FBI#

!. / based upon certain criminal acts which he believed had been committed by
j individuals at the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station. Donahue said he was

the one who set up the meeting because he was Region III's prime contact
with the FBI. Donahue said he accompanied Phillip to the meeting only
to introduce everyone and then to observe.

Donahue could not recall all the substance of what Applegate related at
the neeting. He did recall that Applegate played a tape on a miniature

|
tape recorder - explaining who each speaker was and what they were

; saying. Donahue said Applegate felt _ these recordings of conversations
that he had had with others provided . evidence of some criminal acts.
Donahue said Applegate's portion of the conversations struck him as
consisting of leading questions. Donahue said Buckley advised that, if
there were any Government subsidies involved - either state or Federal,
Applegate should pursue his allegation's under the provisions of the
White Collar Crimes Act; otherwise he did not see any FBI jurisdiction.

| Donahue recalled that Buckley further infomed Applegate that he did not
feel the tapes provided suf ficient evidence to support his allegation of

i. a criminal conspiracy. Donahue believed that Buckley was a bit miffed at
NRC for bringing Applegate there; Donahue knew that the mecting drew

DonahueBuckley away from some important work on terrorist activities.
also understood that Buckley had contacted the FBI's Cincinnati office
and heard their, earlier contact with Applegate.

9 ,-,
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'b Donahue said Applegate questioned why Phillip had not talked to more

'{D individuals in his investigation. Applegate named several individuals
' but Donahue could not recall their names. Donahue recalled that Phillip

responded that it was unnecessary because he had resolved the issues.-

Donahue said it was also clear that Applegate had a hard time accepting
the difference between what NRC was responsible for and What he felt NRC
should be looking at. Donahue believed that Applegate felt that IE
investigators should be criminal investigators who looked at all criminal

-

violations from petty thef ts through false documents. Donahue said
Phillip explained to Applegate that NRC had no jurisdiction on matters
e,ch as time clock violations and industrial property protection.
D rahue said Phillip had to repeat this explanation several times and it
wts clear from the discussion that this.was nct the first time Phillip
had told Applegate this.

Donahuc said Applegate felt the Government should have been " beholden to
him for providing a great serv $ ce." He said that, for example, Applegate
thought the Ccvernment should nave paid for his trip from Cincinnati to
Chicago and the FBI should have transported him to the airport.

Donahue said he has known Phillip a long time, their careers having
dovetailed. Donahue had only the highest praise for Phillip's judgment
and investigative abilities. Donahue said Phillip is considered to be
the " Dean" of IE investig,ators.

-

A Interview of Regional Director

,(VJ i
,9 On January 29, 1981, Mr. James Keppler, Director, Region III, IE, was

{T- interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and John Sinclair,
Investigator, OIA. Mr. Keppler was apprised of the nature of the investigation
and requested to furnish information regarding his role or involvement

,in the investigation conducted by Gerald Phillip at tae Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station during 1980.

!Mr. Keppler explained that his recollection of the initial investigation[gk) was limited. According to Keppler he did not actively participate in j
-

1 the decision-making process as to what information provided by the
i ' alleger, Thomas Applegate, was going to be investigated. Keppler

stated that the regional procedures would not normally require a meeting
with the investigative staff to determine what allegations would or
would not be addressed. Routinely there is a weekly meeting involving
nanagement and personnel involved in various specialized activities,
including investigations, during which he would receive reports on the
status of a particular activity. Keppler continued by explaining that
the decision-making process pertaining to allegations received by the
investigative staff would normally only require decisions to be made
within the investigative unit and their immediate supervision. Keppler
added that the particular investigation in question and resulting investigative
report is fairly typical of how all allegations are investigated and

.
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documented by the region. Keppler also stated that he was not sure that
allegations or reports would be handled any differently in the future.

_

Keppler then stated that investigations concerning allegations at con-
struction sites are different than those relating to facilities which

The distinction is that construction projects,

, g have operating reactors.
1 jl' have so many more people involved in various phases of construction at0

d the sites. A problem arises in deciding how much investigative work is
j) required to resolve the allegation and whether the investigative effort

is properly scoped. In the investigation in question , Keppler recalled
that there was an allegation of construction or craf t personnel reporting
to work drunk and drinking on the job. According to Keppler this particular
item or allegation was not Addressed because it was a , eneral-type
allegation and not supported by much in the way of specific information.
Keppler then stated that he was not certain that a general allegation
such as this would be taken and investigated or investigated in-depth.
The prcblem is basically a licensee management problem with NRC's interest'

being in whether or not there was a health and safety impact related to
the work. Keppler explained that the purpose of the QA program is to
ensure that any unacceptable work does not remain uncorrected. NRC

inspects against the QA program to determine if the work is being done
correctly.

Keppler also stated that he believed Region III investigative procedures
required that an alleger be informed of what allegations or issues were
within the jurisdiction of NRC and were going to be investigated.
Keppler added that it was also a regional policy to recontact the alleger
at the conclusion of the investigative effort to provide him with an
explanation of what had been identified or resolved. In some cases
reports of investigation were sent to the allegers af ter the completion
of the work.

Mr. Keppler was nuestioned as to why the investigative team did not
identify the dates of weld repairs or report descriptions of discrepancies;

identified in the radiography review. Keppler responded by stating thct
he was not aware that the welding allegations had not been thoroughly
addressed and reported. OIA explained that one of the main issues which
the IE investigation was actively pursuing had to do with alleged defective

.

welds bring initially accepted.by Kaiser. In order to support that
| allegation Applegate provided the identification of three specific welds'

K811, RH 42, and CY 606. The IE " findings" replied to the stipulated
allegation by stating that one of the welds had been replaced, without
mentioning when the corrective work had taken place, and therefore did

;

not pursue whether or not a defective weld may have been accepted. In;

addressing the two remaining welds IE explained that "some discrepancies"

|
were identified in the radiography review but decided not to undertake

,

' any additional investigative effort.
*
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'}, Keppler explained that he was unaware of the specific allegation as
. ~

-

described, however, he would accept 01A's descriptien - of . the events.
'Keppler then stated that if the investigation had nat given any more
response than that described then the allegation we s not thoroughly
addressed. He. Keppler, also stated that he could understand why Applegate
or anyone making an allegation would be. upset with the results of the
investigatica cnd feel that the issues or concerns were_not. appropriately

< >

addressed.

Keppler was advised that it was the lack of docunentation which produced
questions regarding the adequacy of the investigation. In this particular ;,

instance the lack of information in the report combined with limited,

supporting documentation does not permit anyone reading the report toL
I understand what investigative effort actually took place. Keppler

stated that it appeared the report required additional,' or at least more
!? specific, information to address the allegation.

Keppler concluded by explaining it was his perception that an obvious
+

'

weakness identified as a result of the OIA effort relates to the entire
Region III-investigatige program and not so much the performance of'

individuals. Kenpler then stated that apparently he and the regional
management had ' r.ct been reviewing the results of the investi ative, F

program to ensure that there were clear and complete responses to the
allegaticns. Following this statement Keppler suggested the possibility'

of additional review of reports to see if the language clearly answersi

the question (s) raised. Keppler then stated that one alternative would
be to furnish the report to the Public Affairs Office who could review ,

!
the material from a non-technical perspective and see if the language,

| clearly . explains what was - done. Keppler believed this would increase
the region's ability to provide complete and understandable responses to

,

allegations.

i. #
,

Interview of Former Project Inspector,

v' Mr. Thomas E. Vandel, Resident Inspector, Wolf Creek Nuclear Site, Wolf
.

' Creek Kansas, was interviewed on February 18, 1981, at the Kansas City
Airport, Kansas City, Missouri, by David Gamble and John Sinclair, !

Investigators, OIA, NRC. Mr. Vandel was advised that the purpose of the
investigation and interview was to determine what knowledge he had
pertaining to allegations raised by Th'omas Applegate regarding deficiencies ,

in construction at the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Site, Moscow, Ohio. 1

g '
,

h Mr. Vandel began the interview by explaining that he had been involved
with the Zimmer nuclear construction site for approximately five years.

-

-

Vandel also stated that it was the usual policy for a Project Inspector
(PI) to be assigned to a particular facility for only approximately
three years. The purpose is to prevent familiarity between NRC inspectors
and the licensee and enable a rotation of inspection. Vandel stated

ej i
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that the reason he had been extended for two additional years was the
request of two supervisors, from Region III, Mr. D. W. Hayes and Mr. Dick Knop.
Vandel also stated that during the period he was PI at Zimmer he had
been involved with as many as seven nuclear utilities and inspections at
those facilities. Two of the facilities for which he was also the PI*
was the Midland Nuclear Site' and the Clinton Nuclear Site.

Vapdel continued by stating that he did not believe that even at. this
time there was an NRC resident inspector at the Zimmer site .who was
responsible for or experienced solely in construction. Vandel stated
that the first NRC inspector to be assigned at Zimmer was Tony Daniels,
who was responsible for preoperational inspection at the facility.
Vandel also stated that the facility is so close to completion that
Daniels would be an appropriate inspector to be at the site when they
start _preoperational testing.

. .g Vandel explained that as he recalled there were NRC hearings regarding
The hearingsjyjr other allegations at which he testified over a year ago.

. I dealt with questions regarding the licensing of the project. Also
3.' involved in doing some research about allegations, which were raised by

-l ') intervenur groups, was NRR. Vandel explained there were several issues
he could recall which were being addressed by the NRC: (1) cable trays
and welding regarding the cable trays; (2) installation of water tight
doors and alleged deficiencies; and, (3) water intake structures' in the
plant and rotating screens to bring in river water. Vandel further
stated he believed the allegations were a result of intervenors challenging
these particular areas and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board had
requested the staff, both NRR and IE to investigate and report back to
the board. .

Vandel stated that he remembered the Applegate allegations and briefly
could recall what Anplegate's role had been at the plant. According to

Vandel, Applegate had been an undercover investigator employed by the
licensee, CG&E at the Zimmer Nuclear Site. Sometime after Applegate
lef t the site and was no longer employed by CG&E, Vandel believes Applegate
called the Region III of fice and made allegations regarding the Zimmer
site. Vandel stated that he could not remember what the specific allegations
were, however, Vandel stated there was one specific area that he was
personally involved in regarding the delivery of pipe spools at the site ~
and their subsequent " dropping off a truck." This was the particular
area, or one of the areas that Gerry Phillip was involved in investigating.
Vandel said that Phillip had explained the allegations to him (Vandel)
and he (Vandel) had arranged for Kavin Ward, an NRC Non-Destructive
Examination Specialist (NDE) to accompany Phillip to the site and make
an inspection of the alleged deficiencies. Vandel then stated that he
had been involved with some of the initial or original planning of the
investigation. He also stat 9d that he had heard some of the progress as
the investigation was conducted. Vandel explaf e.ed that it was obvious
that Kavin Ward should go to the site. Vande.1 further explained that he
personally made the arrangements.

i -
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Af ter the initial inspection or investigation at the site Phillip andj- Ward returned to Region III, at which time Vandel stated that he andi

others received a briefing concerning information that was discovered.
One area that Vandel recalled was the licensee was not clear in its
instructions When they requested PM to examine the piping which fell
from the truck. According to Vandel, FM examined the entire pipe including
prefabricated welding. It was a result of the radiography that questions
were raised concerning the pipe. The radiography, as Vandel recalled,
caused some problems mainly because radiography was not required for
examination of certain welds. Secondly, PM had conducted radiograph
testing of welds which did not have the proper configuration for radiography
readings, particularly, radiography of welds at the pipe caps (butt
welds), Vandel then stated that the licensee sought to resolve the issue
by bringing Pullman Power Products, the pipe manufacturer, to the site.
Sometime af ter it was determined that only ultrasonic testing would be
the proper method of testing the pipe, Pullman did come to the' site and
perform ultrasonic testing which established that there were no defects
in the welding. Vandel recalled he accompanied Phillip to the site for
a second review of documentation pertaining to the pipe spools. He

checked records and determined the resolution to.be accurate. Vandel
then stated that he reviewed specific documents: nonconformance reportr,
PM test inspection reports and Pullman examinations which were conducted
by ultrasonic testing.

Vandel explained that at the time he and Phillip were at the site they
checked for material control procedures. This was an area where the
licensee received a notice of violation for releasing some pipe spools
for installation. The specific citation involved the failing to follow
a procedure for documenting nonconformance and properly resolving the
nonconformance before the installation of the equipment. Vandel stated
that he was responsible for initially writing up the items (noncompliances).
He recalled that he wrote two separate noncompliances which were subsequently
combined into one notice of violation by Chuck Norelius, Region III.
This was, according to Vandel, an enforcement or management decision to
combine the two noncompliance (infractions) into one and use them as two
examples of one violation. Vandel stated it was his belief that this
type of procedure was consistent with Region III enforcement practices.

'

,' Vandel added that he believed there were discussions among personnel

($gbinvolvedintheinvestigationorpersonsreviewingtheinvestigation,F regarding how to handle the results. Vandel~ stated that this probably
involved himself, Norelius, Ward and Phillip. Vandel also believed that

1 |) there was one major meeting relating to' the results of the investigationg
to determine What action was going to be taken.

According to Vandel, Applegate had made other allegations regarding
other activities at ,the Zimmer site. One of these that he could recall

,

.
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involved employees removing or stealing riaterials belonging to CG&E from
the site. Another allegation that was made by Applegate involved things,
such as the fabrication of belt buckles from. steel materials located at
the site. Vandel also explained that he was of the opinion that the1

non-safety related allegations were not going to be addressed by NRC and
that these things were explained to Applegate.

.

Vandel then stated that he believed that both Phillip and Jim Foster had
been familiar with earlier allegations and activities at the Zimmer site.i

and that some of the allegations had been the subject of previous NRC
i

i investigations. Vandel also stated that during the 1973-74 time period
there-vere allegations from a former Kaiser QC inspector that a manufacturer
was supplying poorly or insufficiently inspected materials. Vandel continued
by stating that he participated in one area of the investigation with
Phillip and another inspector by the name of Terry Lee. On a separate

allegation, which occurred at an earlier time, Jim Foster investigated
allegations regarding deficiencies with the cable trays at the'Zimmer
site.

,

Vandel explained that he had accompanied Phillip on the second trip to
the Zimmer site to address the allegations of the pipe spools because
Phillip had returned f rom the initial investigation at the site and

i believed there were areas that had not been completely addressed. After ,

i
discussing the investigation results with Phillip, Vandel agreed he
should accompany Phillip back to the site. As stated earlier, Vandel

.

and Phillip were particularly concerned with possible noncompliance inI

the mater'.a1 control area. It was a result of the discussions with~

Phillip that Vandel agreed that they should return to the site and make:

a more thorough investigation into the matter. Vandel repeated.that he!

and Phillip only addressed the areas related to the pipe spools and
material control. Vandel then stated that Kavin Ward had looked at the
radiography and other nondestructive exsmination areas which also included

i
' the pipe spool welds. Vandel then continued by stating that Ward did

not look into the control procedures that permitted some sections of'

pipe to be installed without appropriate procedures. That was the sole
purpose of Phillip and he returning to the site. According to Vandel,

|
Ward's efforts to address Applegate's allegations covered one level,

concerning alleged welding deficiencies.
1 The second trip and investigation at the site was another level or more

. k(
'

closely scrutinized effort. Vandel stated that one particular procedure

y, being checked was the f ailure to keep identified nonconforming material',
segregated from material that was ready to be installed. A secondI d'

k3''y' procedure that was reviewed allowea the installation of material to be3

p installed in a location as lon;; as it was " tagged" or had proper identifi-
k cation. The specific issue of PM testing performing radiographs of pipe

,

'

i D and the fact that Kaiser had overruled PM's tests was, according to
!' Vandel, appropriate. Vandel explained that if anything he believed that '

i

!
i
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PM should have been "chastized" for not doing their job properly.
Specifically, Vandel stated radiography which was conducted by PM was an
improper technique for identifying possible deficiencies in the welds.

When responding to questions regarding the IE report of investigation
and Vandel's involvement in either reviewing or writing portions of _the
report, Vandel stated that Phillip was the author of the section of the
report which incorporated the details.. Vandel explained that most of the
information and wording in the " Details" section is Phillip's. Vandel
then stated that he did have the opportunity to provide certain informa-
tion which was submitted as draf ts. One which was already mentioned
involved the noncompliances regarding the materials. Vandel, upon
reviewing OIA's copy of the report of investigation, also stated that he
believed some of the input in the findings paragraph fpr allegation 3 p
(page 13) also contained his writing. Vandel then explained that the
rest of his information or involvement in the compiling of the report
would have been only verbal exchanges with Phillip.

Vandel continued by stating that at sometime a General Mechanical Super-
intendent for Kaiser had showed him pieces of material that some of the
employees had been using to manufacture belt buckles at the site.
Vandel believed the belt buckle material was part of the material which

,

was used in the rotating screens at the intakes. Vandel then stated
that he did not pursue the belt buckle manufacturing because he did not
consider it safety-related. Vandel continued by stating that he would

. /. have been concerned only if the material had been considered safety-
related material which was not replaced.

Near the conclusion of the interview Vandel volunteered that during the
time of the ASLB hearings which occurred approximately May-July 1979,
NRC staff attorney Charles Barth and he met with Mrs. Maggie Erbe from
Moscow, Ohio, on a number of concerns. One of the concerns was the
manufacturing of belt buckles. Vandel had no additional involvement in
the matter other than he heard that Barth subsequently wrote a letter
back to Mrs. Erbe regarding the allegation. Vandel then stated that he
at one time had a sample of the material which was being used to manufacture
the belt buckles.

Vandel stated that either prior to or during the investigation he neither
met nor talked to Applegate. He state'd he knew Applegate had come
forward or volunteered the information to the NRC. In regards to Phillip's
contact with AppleFate. Vandel stated that Phillip had informed Applegate
that the NRC was not going to investigate other issues raised by Applegate.
Specifically, manufacture of belt buckles,. time card padding and drinking

-

at the site.

Regarding the results of the investigation (IE), Vandel stated at some
time near the conclusion Phillip described all of the allegations to a
group at Region III and he believed everyone knew what 1 ems were going
to be included in the investigation and report and what issues or allega-
tions were not going to be addressed as being part of concerns for the NRC.

~
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.)f In response to some questions related to procedures of investigations at

construction sites Vandel explained that the inspections and investigations'

are unannounced unless there is a particular or specific reason for
advising the licensee, e.g., to coordinate a schedule to view a particular

phase of work in progress. Vandel-then stated it is the policy, he
believes, that investigators contact allegers or individuals bringing
information to the attention of NRC, by telephone, initially to establish
a time and schedule to have a personal interview to discuss their concerr.s.
Vandel then explained that this i's usually done by the investigators who
make an effort to contact individuals away from the site. Vandel concluded
by stating there are certain occasions when the investigative staff
requests an inspector with' engineering background to accompany them or
specific cases uhen they believe the information will be technical and
require someone with the technical expertise to assist in the interview
of the alleger. Vandel concluded the interview by stating that he could
not provide any additional infornation regarding the Applegate allegations
or the investigation conducted at the Zimner site.

_. w
^

/

f Reinterview of Gerald Phillip and Kavin Ward

Y Gerald Phillip and Kavin Ward were reinterviewed on February 19, 1981,
\ by James Cunnings, Arthur Schnebelen, David Gamble, and John Sinclair,

OIA.
,0
tD ! Phillip described the review he and Ward performed of the 99 welds inI[, j ' the core spray system. He said they obtained from dccument control

personnel 99 envelopes which contained the radiographs and " reader
sheets" for the welds in this system. They did not review any of the
packages which contained the detailed weld history for each of the
welds. Phillip said they did not review all these radiographs. He said
they reviewed all the reader sheets and found two situations where
Kaiser had accepted welds that PM considered rejectable. Phillip said
that Ward examined the radiographs for these two and agreed with Kaiser's
determination. Phillip said they did not look at the radiographs for
the others - includir.g the five to 10 that Kaiser rejected after PM
had accepted - because their objective in conducting the review was to
determine (1) the degree of Kaiser's overruling and (2) whether Kaiser's
overrulings were legitimate.

OIA then addressed page 6 of the IE report which identifies " Allegation 1"
as " Defective welds in safety-related systems have been accepted, among
them were welds CY-606, HR-42 (sic), and K-811." Phillip was then asked
whether the alleger actually used the word " accepted" and, if he did,
whether he realized that " acceptance" connoted particular formal acts by
Kaiser? Phillip responded that he believed the alleger said that they
had " bought" had welds: he did not recall the a' leger's use of the word
" accepted." Ward explained, by way of background, that acceptance of a
weld is demonstrated by Kaiser's approval on the reader sheet.

-
-
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') Phillip said that they did not list the history of each of the three

individual welds in question (page 8 of the IE report) because they were,

only interested in the final version of each veld. Ward noted that the
licensee is only required to maintain the final radiograph and reader
sheet to demonstrate compliance with the code. Ward and Phillip believed
they reviewed the radiographs for these three welds. Ward noted that
accompanying each of these radiographs was an NES form which stated that
it. had discrepancies which had yet to be resolved.i

Phillip and Ward said they did not know whether CY-606 was a safety -
related weld, although Ward said he was subsequently informed. that it
was. Ward said that just three weeks before this interview he learned
from the licensee that the " discrepancy" with CY-606 was that an improper
technique was used when the veld was radiographed: no shims were used
under the penetra:neter. Ward said that he.also just learned that this
weld is buried in concrete. Ward said that he is unable to independently
review a radiograph to determine a weld's acceptability when an improper

. radiographic - technique was used.

Phillip was then asked why the IE report's outline of CY-606 (page 8,
para. 4) failed to mention that NES ' October 12, 1979, finding of
" discrepancies" followed Kaiser's August 12,-1976, acceptance which
overruled the radiographer's August 11, 1976, finding that the weld was
rej ectable. Phillip claimed that they did not see the document containing

_

this overruling. Phillip further stated that, tven if they had learned
:r , of the overruling, they would not have made a big point of it. He said

|
that their review of the 99 welds in the core spray system was to provide

i an indication of the degree of the overruling; therefore, even if they
f

had located this overruling which was in another systen, it would not
have altered their finding regarding overruling.

Phillip and Ward recalled that, when they asked about weld K-811 they
were informed that it had been cut out and replaced by K-916. They said
that Kaiser furnished them with documentation to this effect, presunably
the 1979 nonconformance report (NR #E-2138R1) . Phillip and Ward could
not explain why a deficiency in a 1977 weld was not- docunented by a
NR until 1979. Ward said that he learned just three weeks before this
interview that. K-916 has not been radiographed because of water in the
line. Ward also said that a Kaiser nondestructive examinstion supervisor
has informed hin that K-916 is a class C weld (i.e., it is not safety-
related).

d Ward said he was also informed just three weeks before this interview
a that weld RH-42 had been cut out and replaced by K-261 and K-262. OIA

g'' * displayed to Phillip and Ward copies of welding records which documentedv

(h that rework on RH-42 was being conducted at the same time the IE investiga-
tion was underway. Phillip expressed surprise and replied that he was
not aware of this. Phillip and Ward said that when they reviewed the
reader sheet for RH-42 during the period April 7-9, 1980, it reflected
that the weld was acceptable. They said the records contained no indica-
tion that RH-42 had been, or was going to be, cut out and replaced.
Phillip said they did not inform the licensee in advance as to what

s0
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welds would be reviewed. Phillip noted that, inasmuch as Applegate
claimed he brought these welds to Schweirs' attention, the licensee may
have expected that someone would be reviewing this weld sometime.

Investigators' Note - After a lunch break the interview was continued
q* with Phillip only.

, ( e' Phillip said he knew from his first visit to Zimmer that the notation on
;

l

g'- NR#E-1911, Rev. 2 - which was holding up installation of the spool
pieces - had been lined out; however, he did not establish who lined itg

p(- Phillip said he also realized on his return to the Regional Officeout.
after the first visit that Applegate's allegation was that the spool
pieces were bad at the f actory - not that they were damaged when unloaded
from the truck. Phillip said that he discussed the matter with Norelius
and, for'these and other reasons, they decided that Phillip should do
further investigation at Zimmer. Phillip said that the Zimmer personnel
knew he was returning because he so inf ormed Schweirs. a couple days
ahead of time.

Phillip said he established that Fk. Oltz, with Kaiser's Document Control
Unit, was the one who lined out the NR notation. Phillip could not

recall Oltz' excuse, but Oltz did agree that his method of closing the
NR by lining it out was incorrect. Phillip said the warehouse man .who
released the spool pieces based on the altered NR inforned him that he
was present when Schweirs directed Oltz to line out the notation.

.: - Phillip said he did not pursue the matter after Schweirs denied it
--. because the " bottom line" was that there was no cover-up, as evidenced-

, ,,

l-

by the other NR that remained open on the matter. Phillip suspected the:
this lining out only occurred because the Zimmer personnel considered it
to be only a " paper problem." Phillip said that, in fact, the spool
pieces passed ultrasonic tests Kaiser perforned between their two visits.

Investigators' Note - Toward the end of the interview, Ward returned to
advise OIA that he had just learned f rom Len Wood of CG&E that the three
welds are all safety-related. He said K-916 is a class 3 weld and both
K-262 and CY-606 are class 2 welds.

m
f T ,Ip/ Interview of IE Investigator

k Everett L. Williamson, Jr., Investigator, Region II, IE, was interviewed''

at the Washington National Airport, Washington, D.C., on March 5,1981,
p- by Investigators David Gamble and John Sinclair, OIA. Williamson said

he participated in an interview of Thomas Applegate which occurred
sometime around March 3,1980. Williamson said that about.a week before
that date his supervisor, William Uard, instructed him to meet Region III

j Investigator Gerald Phillip in Cincinnati, Ohio, to assist Phillip in an
j Williamson said that Ward informed him that Applegate
| investigation.

had called NRC; he believed the Headquarters Duty Officer had received'

and recorded Applegate's call and Ward called Applegate back. Ward said

|

|

;
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| Applegate was articulate and seemed. to have genuine concerns. Ward.said
Applegate indicated he had done some undercover work at the -Zimmer

i
Nuclear Power Station.- Ward gave Williamson the name of a Mr. Upchurch
who was with the FBI's Cincinnati office. Williamson understood his

j purpose was to observe and assist Phillip as a witness; his limited
involvement was because Williamson had only been with the NRC for about
two months.

.Williamson said- that he called Upchurch and informed hLa that he wouldi

be in town soon and may want to talk to him. He then contacted Phillip
regarding travel arrangements. He met Phillip at the Cincinnati airport

on Monday morning. They took a . rental car to Covington, Kentucky, where
|- they called Applegate from a restaurant. Williamson did not know how
,

! nuch previous contact Applegate and Phillip had had. AppleFate Fave
them instructions to meet him in the parking lot of the Church of Christ '

in Covington. Applegate described how he would be dressed so they could

{ recognize him.
f'

Williamson said they met Applegate about 1:00 pm. He described Applegate~

as a big guy and he was wearing boots, a hat and a "Marlboro jacket.",
r

tfj ') He said Applegate walked them several doors away to his house.When

they got inside, Applegate took his jacket off and they observed he wask9
, \," wearing a gun.

Applegate then described his role at Zimmer. Williamson said he did not
, understand many of the technical things that Applegate was describing.!

He said that Applegate and Phillip did most of the conversing. The only
.

.;rf -;

;gC thing Williamson recalled asking Applegate was biographical data such as
" his name, address and phone number. Williamson recalled that Applegate,

said he was hired as a private investigator to investigate time card~

! padding at Zimmer. Williamson recalled three specific issues that
Applegate raised: 1) the manuf acture and sale of stainless steel belt'

huckles; 2) the sale of hand guns; and 3) an issue regarding safety-
I related pipe. Uilliamson described the third issue as being a situation

where pipe was delivered to the Zimmer construction site at night and
then dropped on the ground. Applegate clained the pipe required 100
percent radiographic testing af ter being dropped. Willianson was sure
there were other issues raised by Applegate but he could not recall
them. Applegate's conversations were interspersed with some of his
personal experiences, such as when he allegedly worked undercover to
help the Drug Enforcement Administration. Williamson believed that
Phillip was very reticulous. He said Phillip spent a lot of time eith
Applegate and listened to him very carefully. Williamson recalled
specifically feeling at the time that Phillip had taken a lot of notes
and had paid a lot of attention to detail.

_

Williamson recalled listening to some tape recordings which Applegate
He said the recordings were garbled and therefore hard to

g\(,l played. i

understand. He said Applegate apparently wore the recording device as a
b \

\ .-

su
.-
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body recorder, although Williamson did not believe the recorder was
designed for that purpose. Applegate described who was participating in
each of the recorded conversations and what was the subject natter of
the conversation. Williamson said that he and Phillip tried to listen

,

to the recordings, but they could not understand the recordings while
,

the recorder was sitting on the table. He said that he and Phillip held

the recorder up to their ears in an attempt to understand what was being
said. Williamson said that intermittently they could understand some of
the conversation but the quality was still poor.

Wil11anson said Applegate had some documents regarding his work which he
obtained from Major Cox, his employer. Williamson said he did not take
any notes or retain copies of any of these documents. Wil11anson said
he did get the documents copied and he Fave these copies to Phillip.
Williamson said that, in order to get the documents copied, Applegate
called the FBI's Covington office to ask if they would copy them. When
they turned Applegate down, they thought the FBI Cincinnati office may
be able to help. Uilliamson said he also figured that he could then

j talk to Upchurch.

Williamson lef t Applegate's residence around 2:00 pm. He got to downtown
Cincinnati sometime between 2:30 pm and 2:45 pm. He then went into the
Federal Building to see Upchurch. Upchurch recalled having talked with
Applegate. Williamson said he was unable to copy Applegate's documents
at Upchurch's office because the FBI xerox machine was not working.
Williamson believed that he got a spy of an FBI letterhead memorandum

,

from Upchurch, although Williamson could not recall how Upchurch made4 - c .~ . m .
2. m.%I. the copy because the xerox machine was broken. Williamson said he

talked to Upchurch for about 15 or 20 minutes; this conversation uas;

mostly small talk and not so much about Applegate's allegations.
Williamson could not recall whether Applegate had come to the FBI or
whether someone else had referred Applegate to them.

[[ Williamson then tried to get the documents copied at the US Attorney'soffice; however, their xerox machine was also broken. Finally, after
~ J[t
;

about 15 minutes of searching, Williamson found someone in the State Tax
Assessor's Of fice who allowed him to copy the documents. By this time

\ *.. * it was 4:30 pm.and, when Williamson returned to his car, he discovered
'that his car had been impounded due to a snow emergency. Williamson,

said he got the car back around 5:00 pm and returned to Applegate's
! residence by 6:00 pm. Williamson only remained in Applegate's house for

about five or 10 minutes because Phillip was ready to leave. Williamson
did not recall Phillip's bringing any tape recordings with him. Williamson
did not know whether Phillip gave Applegate any breakdown of either the
issues he perceived or NRC's jurisdictional limitations.

Williamson said that he and Phillip then went to dinner and returned to
, their notel. Williamson said Phillip and he talked about what NRC's

jurisdiction was on the issues Applegate raised. Williamson said he

!
!
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questioned Phillip as to whether NRC had jurisdiction over matters such
as 1) managenent problems, 2) thef t of materials from the site, or 3)
weapons violations (which Williamson understood to be within the juris- |

diction of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms). Williamson I

recalled Phillip's saying that this was something he had to look over .n
order to sort out Applegate's concerns. Williamson did not recall
Phillip's singling out any issues as to which were or were not NRC
c onc erns . Williamson said that after dinner at about 8:00 pm be and
Phillip went their separate ways at the motel.

The next morning Phillip called Applegate and asked him a few additional
questions. Williamson said he was in the same room at t'ne motel during
Phillip's telephone call. Williamson said the call lasted about 10 or
15 minutes. Uil11anson could not recall the substance of the call
because much of the technical aspects vsre foreign to him at the time.
Williamson did recall Phillip's going through some of the documents with
Applegate. Williamson said that Phillip had reviewed the documents the
night before and nade some notes concerning' them. Williamson said
Phillip left Cincinnati about 10:00 that morning and he (Williamson)
left a few hours later.

k iamson recalled talking with Ward upon his return to Headquarters.
i QU ' He said he told Ward that the only allegation he saw that was within

. 9, M ' NRC's jurisdiction was the issue about the piping being dropped off the
t ruck. Villiamson said this conversation only lasted about two or three

' } kr
-

3:;;;- ninutes.

.

Williamson guessed that his next contact with Phillip was sonetime in
j the next two or three weeks. Williamson said he later (in May) received

a call from a newscaster f rom Channel 9 in Cincinnati. The newscaster
I

had a copy of Phillip's letter to Applegate describing the issues to be
investigated. Williamson recal. led speaking with Phillip sometime after
being contacted by the newscaster. Williamson said he had no nore'

contact with anyone regarding this investigation until the material came
out from the Government Accountability Project. Wii11anson said he was
not involved with the writing of the Region III report of investigation.

| He did not feel that he had to write-anything not did he ever feel that
he would have any input into the report.

'

Interview of Terry Harpster-

9\\ Terry Harpster, Reactor Preoperations Specialist, IE, on detail as a
\ Special Investigator to the Subcommittee on Energy, Environment, and

Natural Resources, Government Oper.ations Committee, U.S. House of
Representatives, was interviewed en March 6,1981, by Investigators
David Gamble and John Sinclair, OIA.

HeHarpster said he worked in Region III of NRC from 1974 through 1979.
said he was a technical support inspector initially for all plants in

43
-
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Region III. He later became a project manager for particular plants:
first for DC Cook Unit 2, then !bnticello, then both Zimmer and Monticello
at the same time. Harpster said he began his inspection activities at
Zimmer in October 1977 as a preoperations start-up inspector. He said
he was assigned to this position until he left Region III in September
1979; however, he had no real involvement with Zimmer af ter the Three
Mile Island (EMI) accident in March 1979. Harpster said that a pre-
operations inspector picks up a plant when construction is far enough
along, i.e., about 60 percent completed, to review certain programs,
e.g., the quality control proFram for preoperati,onal work. Harpster

said that Tom Vandel was his counterpart as the lead construction inspector.
Vandel had insrected Zimmer prior to Harpster's arrival but there was a
period of overlap when they toth worked there. Harpster said John Menning
worked with him as a preoperations inspector who he was training,
Harpster said that Menning "took one look" and lef t the NRC because the
program was so bad. He related that one of Menning's reasons for leaving
was that he saw how little support the inspectors got on the job.
Harpster understood that Menning lef t to attend t:.e University of Arizona

.

where he is working on his Ph.D. in metallurgy.

Harpster said that when he picked up Zimmer the licensee (Cincinnati Gas
i and Electric Company) had little appreciation for the amount of resourcesb

/!OU needed for the plant. He said they barely met ANSI Standard 18.1 which
is the criteria for staffing. Harpster explained that even this standard

\{
-

is a loose one which has since been upgraded. Harpster said that one of
his jobs was to show the plant management what was required to get the
plant off the ground. He said that his inspections documented a number

1.,Z:[!;; of' problems at Zimmer. Harpster said that, for example, the employee
,,

who was being placed in charge of the start up operation only had about,

' ~ ' "'

three months of actual experience in the plant. He explained that the
licensee counted as nuclear experience the amount of time operations
employees were onsite during the construction of Zinmer. Another example
was his impression that the plant personnel felt that, once the parts
were bought for the plant, they did not need any support from their
corporate offices. He also believed that many plant perscenel felt a

nuclear plant was sLailar to the operation of a fossil fuel plant.
Harpater said that he tried to resolve some of these problems informally;
including going up through the licensee management chain to Vice President
Earl Borgmann, but with no luck. ,

Harpster said he was successful in getting a meeting set up in Bethesda
to discuss apparent weaknesses with licensee's organization and staffing.

'

He said this meeting was held on July 13, 1978, only after he "screaned"
at licensing officials in Bethesda, particularly Irv Peltier who was
then project manager in 15U1 responsible for issuing the safety evaluacion
report (SER) . Harpster said that he presented his concerns at that
meeting and the utility agreed to upgrade their program. He recalled
that the specific responses was to " buy" an engineer from General Electric
to assist them.

. . - - .-
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Harpster said that the overall problem was that NRC's licensing process
was rolling much faster than he could " ratchet" improvemente at the f

plant end. Harpster tid that NRC's requirements were a " joke." He
said that NRR was about to issue the SER and they set up a meeting of
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) to which he was not
invited. ___

e

./a Harpster said he went up the Region III management chain' and presented
nC) hfs concerns. He said he attended the ACRS meeting anywav. He recalled'

"j that When licensee officials were questioned by ACRS Cbairman _ Bender,
they said several things that were not true. Harpster noted that not
only did hjt eel they were not true, but Menning also believed they weref

,
I

Harpster said he presented this conflict to his boss, Robert Uarnick,'' not true.
when he returned to the regional of fice. He said that he and Menning
later talked with one of the licensee officials who had testified to the
ACRS (Jim Schott who was the plant manager of Zinner). During their

conversation, Harpster had Warnick read Schott's testimony to Schott
over the phone. He said that Schott then agreed that the testimony did
not convey the correct impression. Although Schott ' assured Harpster and
Menning that he would clarify this at the next ACRS meeting, he did not.
Harpster believed ,that Schott's subsequent testimony even aggravated his

.
carlier statemer.ts.

He recalledHarpster said he briefed his management on this matter.
that his Regional Director, James Keppler, sent a letter to the ACRS
informing them of the situation. Harpster understood that this letter
was 1ater fowarded to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB).a .--

_

'

~ Harpster explained that, af ter the ACKS meeting, he also informed Peltier3 r. . e~ ,

(in Menning's presence) of his concerns. He said that Peltier later
claimed that he did not recall Harpster's expressing his concerns to

Harpster explained that Peltier is a " pro-nuclear" " pro-licensing"him.
employee. He also explained that during a start-up of a nuclear plant,

|
' NRR is on a very tight schedule; the IE inspector is of ten viewed by NRR

as an adversary when he uncovers deficiencies which NRR has already-

blessed.

Peltier told Harpster that he informed the licensee about an IE investi-
gation underway on the subject of the licensee's testimony before the

0 {} ' ACRS. Peltier also informed Harpster that Charles Barth, Office of the
,

Executive Legal Director, called James Yore, Chairman of the ASLBP and
\ \g g told him to throw away Keppler's letter describing the discrepancies.4

\>

\ Harpster pointed out that these latter two matters were the subject of a'

recent investigation by OIA. Harpster said in summary that this was a
situation where the system broke down: NRR viewed IE as the bad guys

; trying to hold up plant licensing.
*

(

'
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Harpster said that Borgmann was also putting the heat on him by, for
example, sending a 1ctter to Keppler. Harpster also understood that the
Chairnan of the licensee sent a letter to President Carter and others.
Harpster said that it was about this time that the TMI accident occurred.
He said he was assigned to TMI and he has not been back to Zimmer since.
Harpster said that, when he lef t. Zimmer still had problems. A principal

one was that, as a practical matter, there was no QA program for operations.
He said that all Zimmer had was one person assigned to this function and
that person could not possibly do all that the job required.

Harpster said that realistically the IE modular inspection program does
not deal with the things you have to focus on early in a plant's life.
He said that an inspector cust deal with the problems he knows are
important and then deal with other problems in addition. Harpster said
that he had to deal with the construction people somewhat at Zimmer. He
said that the licensee had minimal involvement with the construction at
Zinner: everything was controlled by its contractor. He said that this
is a problem because, af ter the plant is built and the contractor leaves,
the licensee would not have any expertise to handle the plant. He said
that for example there was no one on the licensee's corporate staff for
reactor instrumentation and control systems. Harpster felt that this

- licensee was "in over its head."

Harpster said that people of ten brf ng matters to an inspector's attention.
He said that an inspector can deal with some of these matters, but there

, Harpster said that sometimes so many things
i g are .some which he cannot.are_ wrong that a plant is out of control. Harpster concluded that "Zinmerf. ;., Cxa

- 77 was 'out of control." Harpster explained that a licensee's ability to
{ \*13"\ get roney for the construction of a nuclear power plant (by, e.g., the/

'f sale of bonds) is based upon the percentage of completion of the plant.
He said that this results in a situation uhere the construction personnel
attempt to turn things over as conpleted before they are ready. Harpster

said that what then happens is that the licensee staff is not properly
prepared or trained to handle them. He said when the licensee finds
things that are wrong, they cannot fix or test them properly. What they
must do is give the problems back to construction to br. remedied.
Harpster said this is indicative of a construction QC program that does|

not work. He said this is a situation which an NRC preoperations inspector
tries to head off. He said that one example of this was that the licensee
had not ordered any spare parts. According to Harpster the tine required
to obtain additional or replacement equipment is so long it causes a

| najor problem to licensees trying to resupply or obtain back-up equipment.
I

Harpster said that sometimes plant management puts so much pressure on
their personnel that the personnel cannot get things done. He said that
these personnel then sometimes use NRC inspectors to accomplish the same

|
! things: they feed inspectors information so it appears that the inspector
|

found the deficiency rather than the plant personnel. Harpster said
that, from what he could see, it appeared that the construction program

)
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had defects and he was about to inherit them. Harpster explained that'

he was not directly f amiliar with the construction activities but he saw
the results - including the QA problems. Harpster said that Inspector
Fred Maura has documented much of these prcblems from the operations
side.

Harpster said that both the site construction manager, Mr. Gear . (phonetic)
and the site OA manager Mr. Schweirs were friends of Vice President Borgmann.
Hacpster believed that Schweirs was assigned by the licensee to keep the
plant manager (Schott) under control. Harpster said Schweirs even
called the regional office to try to get some of the IE inspection
reports changed. Harpster said Schweirs also asked him to send IE
inspection reports to him (Schweirs) so he could decide which matters
would be sent on to Schott.

_Harpster said part of the problem was that NRC does not have explicit s

He said that the preoperations inspectorQ' regulations to inspect aFainst.
'P is faced with the task of trying to get cortrol of the site and helping

.

E' the licensee to solve its problems. He said that the inspector does not
\i document but a small percentage of this " helping work." Harpster saids

\' the licensee had no people involved with preoperations and test acceptance.
He said that everything was bought under contract so the contractor was
able to do whatever it wanted. Harpster said the licensee then had no
one who knew how to handle the problems that were " built-in."

to take tours ofHarpster said he tried to get the plant managers out- . - a:

the plant. He said that one assistant plant manager said he was scared.

" ~ - - ~ -

to tour the plant because of the convicted felons working out there.- ' " '

Harpster said that sometimes the licensee's own security force could not
handle disturbances ond they had to call the local sheriff's office.
Harpster explained that there is some drinking of alcohol on all nuclear
construction sites. However, the licensee at Zimmer did not have much
control of things. Harpster said there were a lot of " tough guys"
vorking at the plant and the situation got worse when they were drinking.

i

|
_ --

.
Harpster said that there are nany allegations at any nuclear power

, ' ' Harpster said
C k plant; howver, usually only a certain number are true.there were a large number of problems at Zinmer,

that one could tell thatC
ki because so many allegations were coming up.

| Harpster said there was a lot of pressure on individual ie inspectors
'

i

because of the monentum generated by the NRC licensing process. Harpster

said that pressure is also created on construction personnel by the
contractor's weld production schedules. He explained that the construction
manager has to have a certain number of welds completed to keep the
piping installation on schedule. He said that problems arise when .the
construction personnel are pushed. Harpster said that for a QC inspector
to ctop construction for any deficiencies, he would have to hold up many
phases of the construction of a $1 billion plant; so the QC inspectors
normally do what they are told.

I

v
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Harpster said that nuclear power plants employ personnel specifically
designated to serva as the liaison with NRC. He said that this is

helpful because it overcomes the problem IE inspectors face in trying to
find their way through the great amount of paper at the plant. Harpster
said, however, this liaison person also " steers" the inspectors' activities.
Harpster said that dealing with this liaison person does allow the
inspector to get through NRC's modular inspection program very well.
Ha*rpster noted that there is no real internal audit of the'NRC's inspection
program.

Harpster described the " helping activities" that an IE preoperations
inspector engages in as a process of getting all the procedurcs and
controls in place. He said that this activity constitutes only about two
lines in the IE procedures, but it is the largest part of a preoperations
inspector's time.

--
, . -

Harpster estimated that the interest cost alone is holding up construction
of a nuclear power plant for one day would be several hundred thousand
dollars. He obse rvea that with the increased pressure on NRC to license

- power plants, h2 would expect even more pressure to be placed on IE
~' N'J inspectors. Ea said that pressures on the licensee personnel to make-

exceptions to the acceptance criteria in the preoperations tests are
.

'

i \ ,- very real . He said it is difficult for an IE NRC inspector to tell
whether the licensee's exceptions are based on valid engineering analyses.6

._
He said that all inspectors cannot possibly be experts in all areas.

- " ---u ; Harpster said the inspectors must rely on the licensee's people to
^^ * 's *~ revfe's the exceptions. Harpster said that this represents a flaw in the

NRC's system because the licensee's reviewers are under the same pressure
to approve exceptions. Harpster pointed out that the licensee, because
it is a utility company, cannot pass on the amortization costs to the
ratepayers until the plant reaches the point of completion, i.e., the

|
stage of commercial operations.

I

Review of Welding Records

'[\ During the period of the OIA investigation welding records were reviewed
.

which included Radiograph Reports, Weld Rework / Repair Data Sheets andL VL

k' Weld Data Sheets to identify specific infornation concerning (1) dates
of weld rework and (2) whether or not welds had been replaced. Complete

weld packages identifying all work on the three alleged defective weldsg, s
(' , g 's were reviewed at uhich time it was disclosed that rework was being,

I

?.
conducted at the time the IE investigative effort was ongoing at the

( iQ Zimmer site, however, it related to one of the safety-related welds RH-
42 and not welds pertaining to welds on prefabricated pipe (spools).'-

Information contained in IE Report 50-350/80-09 describes a review of .

records which disclosed one veld was cut out (K-811) and replaced by a
new weld (K-916) . No date pertaining to the rework was identified in
the IE report. As part of the OIA review the welding records for weld

p1
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K-811 were reviewed and as a result it was discovered that an NR#E-2138R.L
was dated October 11, 1979, however, the date of the actual weld rework
was January 1980.' This date precedes any NRC notice of alleged deficient
welds at the Zimmer site but followed Applegate's employment at the site
and his notification and identification of the three specific alleged '

defective welds to CG&E officials.

The IE report also found that none of the three welds originally welded
between July 1976 and November 1977 had receivad " final acceptance."
The report also indicates, however, that veld R!-42 described supra, was
incitided in a radiograph review but does not indicate that it was being
reworked or replaced. Contrary to this, during the two periods of
investigation (April 7-9 and April 30, May 1, 2), on site, Kaiser personnel
were reworking the stipulated weld to the extent that it was completely
cut out and replaced by a new weld. According to available weld documentation
the weld was scheduled for rework approxinately March 21, 1980, with
actual work being conducted during April and concluded with a quality
control inspection of the" final pass" on May 6, 1980.

Below is a brief description of the status of the three alleged defective
welds and available information documented during the course of both the

_2 ., a

IE investigation and the OIA investigative effort.-m

-~~; - - -

n ._ - _
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Weld No. IE Investigation DIA Investigation * ' ','s '

4

c 2
>b ' ''t N]{*

r

;. <Y . /' - .

I. CY 606 A. First radiograph 7-15-76 incomplete A. Review of welding / quality control ey
-

fusion and pentration. documentation verified date and , 'r
''

, . ,,
discrepancies. L ,,

'
.

k
B. Second radiograph 6-8-77 weld repaired B. Review of welding / quality control

,

and accepted. documentation verified date and
resolution.

g

C. Radiograph review 10-12-79 "some dis- C. Date not verified through available;

crepancies" discovered " weld has not documentation.
received final acceptance."

II . IIR-4 2 A. First ' radiograph 8-4-76 unacceptable A. Review of welding / quality-control
,

porosity and slag, documentation verified date and dis-
crepancies.

B. Second radiograph 8-10-76 weld repaired B. Review of welding / quality control
and accepted. documentation verified date and

resolution.

C. Radiograph review 1-26-80 "some dis- C. Date not verified thru available docu-
crepancies," " weld has not been given mentation.
final acceptance."

. D. Review of welding / quality control docu-
mentation disclosed under.RH-42 cut out

,

and replaced between 3-21-80 and -6-80. ,

4

1 III. K-811 A. First ueld 11-9-77 missed hold point hy ANI. A. Review of welding / quality control docu-
nentation verified date and discrepancy.

,

.?
j oN
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B. Held cut out and repaired by weld WR-K B. Review of welding / quality control docu-
936 - no date. mentation verified new weld and date

1-18- .

C. Docunented on nonconformance report C. Reviewed nonconformance report E-R138?,1
E-2138R1 - no date. dated 1-11-80.

D. K-916 had not yet received final acceptance. D. Review of nonconformance report E-2138R1
closed 1-11-80.
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- SIMMARY

In December 1980, the Government Accountability Project (GAP) made
allegations on behalf of Mr. Thomas Applegate to the effect that (a)
potentially faulty construction existed at the Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station, Moscow Ohio, and (b) the NRC failed to properly investigate
the faulty construction allegations when they were first brought to the
NRC's attention .in February 1980 by Mr. Applegate. The Office of Inspector
and Auditor (OIA) was directed by the Chairman of the NRC to investigate
GAP's latter allegation, i.e., whether the Office of Inspection and
Enforcement (IE), Region III adequately investigated Mr. Applegate's
February 1980 allegations.

During the period December 1980 through February 1981, pertinent current
and former Region III personnel were interviewed to identify what was
done as a result of the initial allegations made by Applegate. All
available documentation relating to IE regional investigative procedures
and copies of. inspection and investigation reports pertaining to the {I

Zimmer site were reviewed. ,

Review of the material furnished by GAP in December 1980 disclosed that .f

only a limited number of the CAP allegations had been brought to the g
attention of the Region III IE investigative staff by Applegate in

$February 1980.
m

Based on interviews conducted at Region III, OIA determined that the o

initial investigative effort conducted.by Region III had assessed the Y
#

allegations, had received available material, and had initiated an
i oinvestigation into those. allegations that Region III determined to be

within the purview of the NRC. Regional personnel advised that the m
O

investigative effort was conducted in accordance with IE procedures and
that they believed that the report thoroughly documented discoveries g
surf aced during the investigation. g

o
2OIA review of the investigatite file disclosed little documentation to

support the Region III IE investigation report. For example, the investigative
file contains no detailed documentation reflecting the results of interview
with Applegate or principal witnesses and no detailed record or copies
of the'velding documentation reviewed by the investigators with regard
to the specific welds alleged to be defe.ctive.

- .

! OIA review of selected Zimmer welding records revealed that of the three'

alleged defective welds specifically identified by Applegate in his
% first allegation, two had been repaired or replaced, one (K-811) shortly
,

? - before and the other (RH-42) during the IE investigative effort at the
} facility. The IE investigative report did not identify the dates on

,

which the welding rework was conducted on veld K-811 or that a nonconformance
(NR) on K-811 that had initially been voided with the notationreport

BB n v
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1he investigation" accept as is" was later reopened to order the veld cut out.
' also failed to determine that veld RH-42 had been cut out and replaced

after the initiation of the IE investigation. Interviews of the investigators

disclosed that they had no knowledge that velding repair on RH-42 had
taken place. In fact none of the welds in question were inspected by
the investigative team nor was all pertinent welding documentation ,

reviewed _by the investigators.

Appl * gate's second original allegation concerning the installation of,,

safety-related, prefabricated pipe containing alleged defective welds was.
This allegation, as it

7 partially substantiated by the IE investigation.related to improperly " closing out" an NR and installing the pipe,r j

'}O f
resulted in the region identifying one item of non-compliance and issuing
the licensee an " infraction." However, OIA interviews and review of-'
records indicated that, even though appropriate tests were ultimately
conducted by the licensee to determine the status of welds on the prefabricated
pipe, three pieces of pipe were in fact installed by the license'e despite
an, outstanding NR. In addition, tests required to resolve the questionable
welds were not conducted by the radiographer or vendor until approximately
five months after the pipe had been released for installation (April
1980 - during the period of the IE investigation). The IE investigative

failed to sufficiently investigate this aspect of the case.report
Additionally, during the investigation of this allegation, information
was received that the alteration of the NR - which released the spool
pieces for installation - was ordered by the Cincinnati Gas and Electric
Company (CG&E) Quality Assurance (QA) Manager. This fact is not included
in the investigative report nor was it vigorously investigated.

OIA review of records and interviews of regional personnel did not
develop any additional information regarding the third allegation -
inadequate pipe flushing procedure - that was not identified in the IE
investigation report.

The two principal members of the investigative team stated that they
' believed that the report documented sufficiently what was discovered

ghg,, during the investigation. One of the members indicated that the investigation

report contained much more detail than a tyl cal inspection report.
i

As ede~ce by e.s.,,

-

One of Applegate's main all ation was "that defec e welds in safety-

cepted, among them we s CY 606, HR 42 (sic)
jp\ related systems have beenand K 811." y .1- r-- " prior IE inspections, gion III reports 78- ;

(g\ 30 and 79-17, regional supervision and the IE investigators were well

g/ -
aware of the chronic and long history of welding problems at Zimme ,

forspecifically, that unacceptable welds in safety-related systems ha
k ') all intents and purposes been accepted by both the contractor and, in

some cases, the licensee and that the Zimmer QA/QC program with respect
to welding was clearly not functioning in an acceptable manner. Nonetheless,

the Region III report found that Applegate's allegation in this regard
was not substantiated because the welds had not yet received " final

l
1

e

v
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acceptance." In fact, Applegate was correct both specifically and
generally in saying that defective welds in safety-related systems had
been accepted; furthermore, the NRC, as early as 1977-1978, was aware of
the fact that potentially defective welds in safety-related systems had
been accepted and had issued two reports on this subject. To say that
Applegate's allegation was not substantiated appears to be a question' of

. .rsemantics and is not consistent with the facts.
-

_

0) CONCLUSION
.e-

ch\ OIA concludes the overall investigative effort in this instance was
-

k unsatisf actory.

BACKGROUND

In early December 1980, NRC received a copy of a petition filed with the2

Office of the Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection Board by
the GAP of the Institute for Policy Studies (not a Governmental agency)

,

on behalf of Thomas W. Applegate. Based upon the allegations in this
petition, former NRC Chairman John Ahearne requested by memorandem dated
December 15,1980 (Attachment 1), ". ..that the OIA conduct an investigation

|
into whether the Office of Inspection and Enforcement conducted an
adequate investigation of the allegations presented to it by Thomas W.
Applegate regarding activities at the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station." The Chairman further directed that IE investigate the safety
issues raised by the GAP petition. OIA formally received the CAP petition
by a transmittal letter dated December 29, 1980, from the Office of the
Special Counsel (Attachment 2). .

,
,

OIA met with CAP representatives on January 9,1981, and on several
occasions thereaf ter, to discuss the allegations at which times additional
documentation was .provided after NRC agreed to respect the confidentiality
of GAP's sources. Because the additional documentation related to
safety issues, OIA provided it to IE for its investigation. ' During'

these meetings GAP explained that their allegations should not be construed
as personal to . Gerald Phillip: rather they were alleging that the NRC
did not properly address the allegations.

__

,$ DETAILS
\\

"A

.:k Review of GAP Material
D

During the period December 30, 1980 through March 4,1981, OIA reviewed
.

the original petition submitted by GAP to the Office of Special Counsel,
held meetings with GAP representatives and obtained additional docu-
mentation (including notarized statements and tape recordings) related
to issues identified in the original petition. In addition, other

documentation was provided which appeared to pertain to separate allegations

.
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of construction irregularities at the Zimmer site. Much~of the information
l furnished af ter the initial DIA/ GAP meeting contained statements and

interviews of individuals which occurred at points in time following the
Region III IE investigation of the Applegate allegations. As a result
of the document review it was suspected and later confirmed that many of-

the allegations described in the petition were, in fact, not brought to
the attention of the Region II.I nersonnel at the time of the initial
investigation (April-May 1980). The GAP petition listing the allegations
(pages 13 and 14) which were presented as not being appropriately investigated
is included, with enclosures, as Attachment 3.

_

, Meeting with Region III Personnel
U

n .5 On January 13, 1981, David H. Gamble, John R. Sinclair, and Arthur A.
U',/ Schnebelen, Office of Inspector and Auditor, met with the following

\ )p/
>

employees of IE, Region III, at the regional office, Glen Ellyn, Illinois:
-

, James G. Keppler, Director, Region III

A. Bert Davis, Deputy Director

Charles E. Norelius, Assistant to the Director

Gerald A. Phillip, Senior Investigator

Gaston Fiorelli, Chief, Reactor Construction'

'([ and Engineering Support Branch

Kavin D. Ward, Reactor Inspector, Engineering Support
Section #2, Reactor Construction and Engineering
Support Branch

The meeting was held at the request of OIA to inform these Region III
personnel of the purpose of the OIA investigation being initiated.
These employees were informed that the investigation was directed by the
Chairman in response to Thomas Applegate's allegations as described in
the GAP petition to the Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection
Board. They were informed that OIA was investigating the NRC's handling
of Applegate's original allegations, to include why certain allegations
allegedly were not addressed by NRC and whether Region III's investigation
adequately dealt with the allegations that were addressed.

At this point Mr. Phillip inquired whether the investigation was not
actually an investigation of his conduct. He displayed a copy of a '

draf t of CAP's petition whic1. he said makes numerous allegations against
him by name. Mr. Keppler then inquired as to whether he should be
obtaining lawyers to represent each of his employees. OIA confirmed
that Phillip's name was sLmilarly used in the " final version" of GAP's

.

_
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OIA indicated to all employees present that they had anpetition.
absolute right to have a lawyer present when they were interviewed but

OIA didthat DIA could not advise them whether lawyers were necessary.
briefly recount that GAP had verbally advised OIA that they considered
their allegations to be more against the NRC than individual employees.
OIA repeated that, similarly, the OIA investigation would concentrate on
how the agency handled the matter.

-
_

In response to a question about DIA's ability to investigate a matter
,I which also alleges that the Director of OIA did not act quickly enough' '

3 on the earlier allegations, the group was advised that the Chairman was
3- / aware of that aspect of the case.

U ,/ The employees present raised no additional substantive questions. OIA

asked each to locate any documentation of their activities such as notes,

which they might have so they could be reviewed during their interviews.
Phillip pointed out that he had destroyed his notes prior to t Tving
heard of CAP's petition.

Interview of Gerald A. Phillip

Mr. Gerald A. Phillip, Senior Investigator, Region III, IE, NRC, was'

interviewed on January 14 and 15, 1981, by David Camble, John Sinclair,g

.$ and Arthur Schnebelen, OIA, at the NRC Regional Office, Glen Ellyn,
gh Illinois.'

.-
'U Mr. Phillip began the interview by explaining that his first knowledge.,

? of the Threras Applegate allegations occurred approximately February 28,
1980. Philliprrecalled that he was , contacted by Bill Ward, Executive
Office for Operation Support (XOOS), IE, during which Ward related that
he had received information from one of the Commissioner's offices who
had been contacted by Applegate. According to Ward the information
related to the Zimmer Nuclear Plant site and the initial determination
war,that there may be some significance to the information. Ward also

|
related that Applegate alleged that there was a possible conspiracy
between the site c.ontractor and utility to cover up defective velding.
Ward also stated that apparently Applegate had made previous contacts
with the NRC and felt that he was "getting tb; run-around" because he
did not see NRC taking any action.

Phillip stated that he contacted Applegate the same day and obtained
,' some of the general information concerning Applegate's claims. Phillip

, ,O also stated that arrangements were made to meet and interview Applegate|

I i') \ f or more details. Phillip recalled that after talking initially to
! y Applegate, he (Phillip) believed that there was information which appeared
|j

to be casting a shadow on NRC inspectors. Phillip contacted Ward at NRC
Headquarters in Bethesda and notified him of this fact. Ward then

,

' informed Phillip that no inspectors should be brought in on the initial
phase of the inquiry and if additional personnel were required then Ward
would make someone available from Headquarters. Phillip then stated

i

f~
that within the next few days arrangements were made to have another

|
investigator from Headquarters neet Phillip in Cincinnati to assist on

the interview of Applegate. Ward advised Phillip that he would have

",

-
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Len Williamson meet Phillip in Cincinnati to help with the interview.
Phillip explained that the initial plans to interview Applegate were
complicated by the fact that Applegate was very cautious in his insc uc-

~

tions and guidelines for -the meeting. As he recalled Applegate would at

provide his address or the address of a neutral meeting place. Appler. ate i

had advised Phillip that when he or the NRC investigatorc arrived in
Cincinnati they should call a specific telephone nunber for additional
ins,tructions . Phillip stated on March 3 that af ter driving'in Cincinnati
he coatacted Applegate at which time Applegate instructed the NRC investi-
gators to meet him at an address which turned out to be a church parking

Phillip explained that he and Wil11anson arrived early and eventuallylot.
were approached by an individual .who identified himself as Applegate.
Af ter the initial meeting the three of them went to a rooming house that,

was located approximately one-half block away. Applegate advised Phillip
and Williamson that he had received threats and so had the landlady at

From Phillip'a observations it appeared that Applegatethe rooming house.
rented a room in a house which was owned by a policeman and his wife.

# '

!' Shortly af ter arriving at the house Applegate took off his jacket and
, disclosed that he was wearing a firearm. Applegate began by providing

,g'\ sone information pertaining to his background. Applegate told Phillip
! that he had been employed by a security firm which did work in divorce

investigations. Initially he (AppleBate) had been assigned an investigation. - -,

Fgjj involving a "pipefitter" at the Zinmer site who had been suspected - of' D,
" playing around" by his wife. Af ter the divorce type investigation had
been started Applegate began to discover information of " tine card
padding" by individuals employed at the Zimmer site. Applegate informed
Phillip that his supervisor, Major Cox, contacted the utility, Cincinnati
Gas and Electric (CG&E), to advise them of the discovery. Subsequent to;

'

the utility contracted the security firm for the services ofthe contact
Applegate, provided him with a false identity and instructed hin to look
further into the time card padding. After Applegate began the assignment
he beFan to provide the utility with weekly reperts which confirmed the
time card padding and disclosed a degree of collusion between certainApplerr te explained topipefitters and security personnel at the site.
Phillip and provided Phillip the opportunity to review security reports
which described security guards' permitting pipefitters to leave the
site during working hours without "nlocking out." Applegate also explained
that during the same time frame (December 1979-January 1980) informationt

began to be developed identifying the . illegal sale of firearms at the
Phillip also indicated that Applegate had surfaced informationsite. the site supervisor, Mr. hbrshall, utilized site materialsdisclosing that

and personnel to perf orm work on his private residence. Applegate
advised Phillip that Marshall's acts were dishonest, Powever, when he
(Applegate) brought the. information to the attention of CG&E the companyAccording to Applegate therefused to take action against Marshall.
condoning of these type of acts was going to have a najor impact on CG&E
and, in effect, put them out of business.

i

~

L
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Applegate continued by expInining some of his concerns to Fhillip about
potentially f aulty welding. Phillip explained that Applegate stated that
PM was radiographing welds which were questionable. Applegate did not

CC&E orappear to know who was responsible for their instructions:
Kaiser. However, someone had directed PM to go back and "re-examine
welds." Applegate informed Phillip that either CG&E or Kaiser ignored
PM's radiograpl:s of the welds because such examinations normally only
constituted a visual inspection and not a' radiograph. This according to
Applegate was done at the direction of Mr. thrshall who instructed PM to
" examine" but not radiograph. Phillip stated that he believed Applegate
was referrinF to a specific. shipment of pipe that had been delivered to
the site in the fall of 1979 and. improperly unloaded (dropped off the
truck) without a quality _ control inspection. Applegate informed Phillip -
that this incident took place around the time of an NRC hearing on
Zimmer. Applegate said that much controversy was benerated at the hearing
regarding fuel rods that were allegedly dropped; but in fact it was

es - not fuel rods - that were dropped.

C ( As background, Phillip then provided a brief description of the supplier,b
Pullman-Kellogg and the delivery. Phillip stated that Pullman-Kellogg3

was the supplier (vendor) and therefore was responsible for the Quality; ,

sg ,g ASFurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) work related to the weld and the*

n' u structure of the pipe. As a normal procedure QC inspections are not -
done at the site for adequacy of the equipment or the welds. Phillip

further stated that the equipment is inspected only for damage in transit
and inventory purposes during a " receipt inspection" which does not
include either visual or radiography examinations of welds.

Phillip said Applegate provided him with three specific examples of
welds rejected by PM but then approved by Kaiser. Applegate claimed
that one ses buried in concrete and he felt the utility was not going to
do anything to correct it.

Another area related by Phillip pertained to Applegate's disclosure that
there were " problems" with a pipe flushing operations. Apparently,
someone had inf ormed Applegate that as a result of banging pipes during,

i

the flushing procedure deleterious substances came out of the pipes and
the " flushing" f ailed the test.

The individual who observed this problemj

; attempted to resolve it by raising the issue with his supervisor.
| Applegate claimed that the individual subsequently quit because there

was no action taken. As the discussion continued Applegate also crated
another individual at the site had been keeping a notebookto Phillip that

or log on his observations at the site. Applegate did not identify the
individual and could not furnish specific information', such as thei

I

content of the log or uhy the individual was keeping it. Phillip also

recalled that Applegate nentioned having been trapped by a fire down in
one area of the plant.

!:
|

!
!

I

.
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Applegate then identified an individual by the name of Murray who was
empicyed by CG&E. Phillip stated that according to Applegate, Murray
was ''all right" meaning that he would cooperate with NRC. Applegate then
proceeded to tell Phillip that he (Applegate) had provided Murray and
Schwiers, QA Supervisor, information about the alleged defective welding
and the specific locations of the welds in question. Phillip believed

Applegate said that Schwiers had one weld tested, found it to be defective,
and then related that the weld woulo be fixed.

Phillip then stated that Applegate continued 'the interview by claiming
that information was developed pertaining to the time card padding.

h CG&E notifiede

. .I' Phillip 'further stated that Applegate informed him t at
( " f"

the Kaiser Ccrporation Headquarters in California of the time card
/ cheating. . Subsequent to this notification _ representatives from Kaiser-o

i7,C '

- came to the Zimmer site and were informed that evidence was obtained' '
that confirmed the time card padding. Applegate also advised Phillip
that CG&E told Kaiser that they had an individual working undercover. ,

, . Applegate then stcted that shortly after this meeting the undercover
i (1) Kaiser was nowoperation was tenninated because of two factors:

aware that someone was undercover for CG&E; and (2) the wife of the
subject of the original divorce investigation had made visits to thehsite and Applegate feared that, if he were observed by her, she mig t~

- ,, reveal his true identity.
Applegate related to Phillip that he had been trying to bring the informa-
tion to the attention of NRC because although the time card problem wasApplegatebeing addressed no action was being taken about the QC issues.
told Phillip that he originally contacted U.S. Senator John Glenn's
office to apprise him of the inf ormation and obtain assistance. Senator Glenn's

~

office provided him with the nane of James Cummings, Director, OIA, NRC.
Phillip then explained that Applegate claimed he contacted Cummings by
telephone and related the information concerning the problemc at the

AppleFate also related to Phillip that he (Applegato)Zimmer site.
became frustrated with Cummings as a result of several telephone conversa-
tions with Cummings which culninated with Cunmings' requesting thati

Applegate provide "something in writing" compiling the allegations.
;

! Phillip stated that Applegate thought about the request over a weekend|

According to Phillip, Applegate stated that he wasand became angry.|'
upset about the request because he (Applegate) had been incurring personal
expenditures to bring the information to someone's attention and now he

Applegate said he then called Chairman Ahesrae'swas requested to do more.
office who apparently referred the matter to IE.|

;
'

} Phillip stated that Applegate stated that he provided the same information/

to the Cincinnati offiue of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).;

L
Phillip explained to Applegate that the type of allegations brought to
the attention of the FBI were items not within the jurisdiction of NRC
and would not be eddressed during an NRC investigation. Phillip also

advised Applegate that allegations of criminal activity at the site

bi
. ~ . . -
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would have to be handled by the appropriate agency. Phillip said he
explained that the cost of construction (i.e., cost overruns) also was
not a matter within NRC jurisdiction. Phillip explained that Applegate
was not happy with .his (Phillip's) explanation regarding the NRC's
position but Applegate did not challenge the response, i

Phillip stated that the only remarks made by Applegate' related to a
variety of problems which allegedly indicated there was collusion and

g{
,'; mismanagement. Applegate stated this demonstrated that there was not a

proper commitment to building a nuclear plant. . Applegate also stateds
U

that as a result of his attempting to bring the information to officials. ., {g
b

- of CG&E as well as others (NRC, FBI), he had been threatened, run off
the road and his landlady had been harrassed and threatened over the

Applegate provided additional information to Phillip in thetelephone. According to Applegate the informationfonn of excerpts from audio tapes.
. on the tapes indicated collusion between high level canagers of the

Applegate played portions of tapes for Phillip which he (Applegate)proj ect. Phillip said Applegate controlledb.elieved corroborated his allegations.
the recorder and only played selected segments l'or Phillip - describing
the context in which each one occurred. Phillip explained that Applegate

to release the tapes because he considered them to bedid not want
"insu ranc e. " Phillip said that many of the tapes were difficult to

understand; in those instances, Applegate interpreted what was being
<

said. Phillip then stated that, after hearing the different portions of
the taped material, he did not hear any information which indicated
there was some type of collusion or cover up going on at the Zimmer
site. Phillip said that, after Applegate had skipped around on the
tapes, Applegate confirmed that he had played all the important parts.
However, Phillip did state there was some information related to welding
that identified three specific welds which was detailed enough to check'

into during an investi atien. Phillip stated that comments like 20 to
F

30 percent of the welds at the plant are defective was too general and
needed more support before it could be investicated. ,

,

Additional information which Applegate furnished to Phillip related to
the site.the matuf acture and sale of belt buckles by personnel at

| Phillip stated that he advised Applegate that, although sone of the'

material used in the manuf acturing of belt buckles may be required for
construction purposes, it is a problem which should be addressed by

the licensee, and is not within NRC's jurisdictional responsibilities.CG&E,
Applegate also provided information about people being fired for time
card padding or cheating. As Phillip recalls, however, Applegate did
not state that any of the individuals fired as a result of his investiga-
tion into time card cheating were responsible for attempting to raise

Phillip advised that the only docunentation which was' safety issues.
furnished during the initial interview were reports cubmitted by the
security fina (Confidential Service) who employed Applegate and were
under contract to CG&E. Phillip said Willianson lef t the interior to

i

.
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the Federal Building in Cincinnati. He saidphotocopy these reports at
Uilliamson spoke with an FBI agent and obtained a copy of a February 14,
1930, FBI letterhead nemorandum which confirmed that Applegate had
spoken with the FBI. The letterhead memorandum also reflected that an
Assistant United States Attorney had declined prosecution on the matter.

As Phillip recalled there was a subsequent telephone conversation with
P Applegate on March 4,1980, during which he and Applegate discussed two\ the

points: (1) what wocid be the best approach in trying to contact,. ).* individual who quit over the flushing operation and, (2) to confirn',47 ', details aaout an individual Applegate mentioned previously by the nanetheb
of Sellers (phonetic). Apparently Sellers was still employed at''
site and had been keeping a list of defective welds rejected by PN but

Phillip said that he asked Applegate whether Sellersapproved by Kaiser.
ever shared this list with him as Sellers said he would; Applegate

. responded negatively. Phillip said he also confirmed which of the
Sellers brothers at PM was the one Applegate was referring to.

af ter returning to the Region III office .andPhillip then stcted that,
reviewing some of the naterial furnished by Applegate, he (Phillip) had

~

a di cussion with Chuck Norelius, his supervisor, regarding the allegations.
Phillip explained that the meeting was held to establish what issues
were going to be investigated by NRC. Phillip also explained that he
had already made an initial assessment of the information and had informed

Phillip thenApplegate what allegations were within NRC's jurisdiction.
stated that he relied on his vast experience with the Commission and his
professiona? experience in judging what issues were going to be checked
or investigated. Phillip continued by stating that there were additional

thediscussions with region personnel af ter it was determined that
Phillip stated thatwelding allegations were going to be investigated.

Favin Ward, an inspector, had been assigned to assist hin in the investiga-
tion.

Phillip's said that Bill Ward, IE Headquarters, contacted Phillip on
Ihrch 13 to apprise him that Applegate hcd contacted IE Headquarters and
informed them that the PM trailer had been broken into and some records
were allegedly stolen. Phillip then called Applegate on the same day to
obtain specific inf ormation regarding the incident.- As Phillip recalled,
Applegate could not provide any information related to specific documentation
which may have been taken from the PM trailer.

the issues were "scoped"As the interview continued Phillip explained that
but initially they were probably somewhat general in nature and not very
s pecific. Phillip also stated that the early briefing of Norelius was
general, however, he (Phillip) recalled providing all available documents
furnished by Applegate for review by Norelius. Phillip then stated

telephone conversations with Applegate afterthere were subsequent
the letter describing the allegations (issues) and scopeRegion III sent

of the upcoming Region III investigation. Applegate never indicated
during these conversations that he was not satisfied or that NRC was

| " limiting" or "too narrowly investigating" the allegations.'

s
-
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6" / Pertaining to questions about regional procedures and discussion of .the

initial allegations, Phillip responded by stating there were several* *

discussions with different regional personnel. Phillip stated he had
-

,

conversations with Messrs. Norelius, Kavin Ward, Vandel (Project Inspectc{) .-
Danielson (Kavin-Ward's supervisor), and perhaps, Fiorelli and Knop. As

Phillip recalled the discussions were general in nature and not too
d eta,iled . Phillip stated that he did not recall discussing the matter
with James Keppler, the Regional Director. Phillip did state that
Len Williamson's (assigned from IE Headquarters) involvement was very
limited and as a result he was not requested to write or document any
information obtained during 'the initial Applegate interview.

Phillip explained that he did not believe that there was any advanced
notification made to the Zimmer site and was 'about 95 percent certain
that it was a "special unannounced investigation." Phillip stated there
was no fixed policy on announcing investigations, however, probably most
ace unannounced. Phillip indicated that he did not believe that a
licensee could alter "paor performance" rapidly enough-to affect investi-'

Phillip continued by stating that he and' Kavin Ward initiallypations.
to the Zimmer site and had an entrance interview with Schwiers, the

: went
Phillip sms not sure how specifically they identifiedsite QA Manager.

the allegations to Schweirs; they probably identified them as QA/QC
problems without specifying the area of welding. After meeting with-
Schwiers they interviewed Alan Sellers, QC Supervisor for FM who stated
that he was unaware of any list illustrating welds rejected by PM which
were subsequently accepted by Kaiser. As a result Phillip and Ward'

decided to' . inspect a representative " system of wclds"' in order to determine'

whether or not there was a problem with welds. Phillip recalled that

Ward was familiar with welding at the Zimmer site and therefore asked PM .
| to pull radiographs and " reader sheets" to determine how many PM radiograph

~

" rejects" were overruled by Kaiser and subsequently approved. Phillip
| stated approximately 99 weld radiographs were checked and only two were .

overruled. Phillip explained that in both cases Kavin Ward concurred
with Kaiser's interpretation of the radiograph.

;)y; Concerning the three specific welds alleged to be defective, Phillipstated the radiographs were reviewed by Ward who discovered that problems|

;" ., with the radiographs and/or documentation existed but had been iderstified
j.

jfu f\in a comprehensive review of PM radiographs conducted by another firm,
' $# MS. Phillip advised that Ward could better answer specific questions
y

S.g$ regarding the welds.j.

Phillip then stated that he did not check into the " break in" of the PMe
'

trailer and, in fact, did not know if the trailer was broken into or if
documents were taken. Phillip noted that the licensee is responsible
for maintaining the record copies of all documents, so PM's copies were
not the official ones.

1

.*w
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Phillip stated that at that time he also attempted to address the allegation
involving alleged problems .in the " pipe flushing" procedures.- Phillip
advised .that the allegation arose from the initial allegations made by
Applegate, however, af ter contacting the individual who had knowledge of
the problem (Tyner) he (Phillip) was unable to obtain any specific
information. The individual did inform Phillip, however, that the
'%ydro test" was run and the system was modified af ter the test thus
invalidating the test. This statement resulted.in an inspection which

,

disclosed that the circumstances, as described by the individual, were'

factual. Phillip then stated that ' the " hydro test" was going to be
rerun with an inspector present.

Phillip explained that the next allegation which was addressed had to do,

According to Phillip,with the handling of five " spool pieces" (pipe).,

at the time that he and Ward arrived on site these pieces of pipe were
Iheto be in a " hold status," however, they were not " tagged" as such.

spools were shipped by the vendor, Pullman-Kellogg, and were " unloaded"
at the site by " dropping them off the truck onto the ground." Phillip

s'tated the pipe was approximately 12 inches in diameter and over a half-
inch in wall thickness. Regarding the radiographing of the pipe,
Phillip explained that the pipe was radiographed by PH for "information
purposes" and not as part of a regulatory requirenent or appropriate
test procedure. Phillip stated that CG&E and/or Kaiser were committing
to radiographs and documentation as it related to the condition of thePhillip noted .pipe when a visual inspection would have been sufficient.
that PM found " rejectable indications": they did not reject the pipe
because only Kaiser could accept or reject. Subsequently, NR be issued,

'

and ultimately an NR was improperly written which resulted in some of
However, onethe pipe being released from the warehouse and installed.'

remaining NR was written which still kept the problems with the pipe as
an open item of nonconf ormance. Therefore, Phillip did not believe
there was any type of cover-up; he said that Kaiser, by installing the,

later bei

pipe at this point, was assuming the risk that the pipe might ,

found to be unacceptable. Phillip then stated that none of the individuals
interviewed believed that there was a " hardware problem," only a " paperwork
problem." Phillip continued by stating - that apparently the QA Supervisor,

| Schwiers told someone to "line through" the NR. Phillip stated he
interviewed Schwiers regarding the alleged instruction at which time;

Schwiers denied giving anyone instructions to line through items identified
on an NR. Phillip concluded this portion of the interview by stating

take any sworn statements or reports of interviews andthat he did not
did not believe it was necessary.

|

$ As Phillip continued he explained that even af ter he lef t the Zimmer
4 site he thought that maybe all the work had not been done althcugh he

r-

f57,- Af ter returninghad told CC&E that there was one item of noncompliance.
g|{ / to Region III Phillip discussed the results of the investigation withy
v

Norelius and also told Norelius that he had some concerns and believed

I.

/A.
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that more work was going to' have to be done. Phillip then stated that
he returned to the site several weeks later with another NRC inspector,
Tom Vandel, to make further inquiries regarding the spools or pipe.
Phillip stated that the pipe was checked and they concentrated on the'

" paperwork problem."

As Phillip recalled he received a call during the first day or so of the
inv.estigation from another investigator in Region III, Jim Foster who
advised that Applegate had called the Region and explained that he
(Applegate) was contemplating going to the PM people and possibly the,

'

newspapers. This occurred about April 7,1980, according to Phillip.
Phillip then stated that he contacted Applegate and told him that he was
free to go to the press, however, it eliminated any chance of AppleFatePhillip believed that Applegate didmaintaining his confidentiality.
then go to the press, probably the Chicago Sun Times.;

,

. -- In response to a question regarding procedures for identifying individualsthe| contacted and reported in IE investigations, Phillip stated that
f'f! procedures do call making an identification key. Phillip then stated;

,0s
q j ,f' that there was no identification key for his investigation.
.b

Phillip said that he made one attempt to contact an individual named'
Phillip

"Johan" who Applegate claimed was keeping some type of journal.
said Resident Inspector Daniels unsuccessfully tried to locate Johan
through the Zimmer switchboard. Phillip said he did not pursue the
metter further because Applegate did not supply any specifics of what,

the journal contained.

Phillip continued by explaining that shortly after Applegate "went
public" a reporter from Channel 9, Cincinnati, contacted him to obtain
information about the investigation. The reporter asked if he could
interview Phillip on the site or at the gate. Phillip had a discussion;

| with Schwiers, QA Manager, CG&E, who stated that they would permit
Channel 9 to come on the Zimmer site for an interview in Resident inspector,

Sometime later, Mr. Altemuchle, CG&E publicDaniels' office on site.
.

'

relations officer, asked Phillip if he would attend a press conference
This apparently was done to provide the other representativesdowntown. the results of the investigationof the media an opportunity to learn about

the site and not just provide a story for one station (Channel 9).-at
Phillip then explained he went to the Resident Inspector's trailer andLater the same day he (Phillip) went towas interviewed by Channel 9.
downtown Cincinnari to attend the press conference. Approximately 20-25
reporters were in attendance and the two mair. points of interest were
the welds on the pipe spool pieces which he stated were "OK" and that.

the licensee was going to be cited for an item of noncompliance relating!
I

to records and violating " hold" procedures. Ac Phillip recalled, one
reporter asked about drugs and alcohol on the t'.te and the fact thatPhillip replied toworkers were coming to work drunk or intoxica?.d.

/b

,
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the question by explaining he did not know of the r11egation, as stated.
When asked whether NRC was concerned about this, !nillip replied that it
was the employer's concern because, even if a drunk welder mr.de a bad
weld, the OC inspection program was designed to catch faulty workmenship.
Phillip stated that Mr. Borgmann, V.P. of Engineering, CG&E, and Mr. Altemuchic
were also involves in the press conference.

Phillip explained that on May 7,1980, he had several different telephone

h , conversations with Applegate, Bill Ward (IE Headquarters), and Rita Giordano(reporter for the Cincinnati Inquirer). Apparently there was new information
(tapes) which Applegate claimed indicated that CG&E had lied to NRC and

'($)GL/ that there was a criminal conspiracy. According to Phillip he contactedApplegate s :o explained that he had evidence in the form of. taped conversationsJ/ of thewith individuals which showed there was a conspiracy on the part
licensee and Kaiser to prevent PM from disclosing defective welding at
the plant. Phillip stated that he decided that if Applegate, in fact,

.had this type of inf ormation it would be better to interview Applegate
at an FBI office. This apparently was concurred in by Ward and Norelius.
Phillip explained that he then talked with Jim Donahue, Region III's'

Chief. of Safeguards and requested that he make arrangements for an -

interview date. Donahue then contacted Special Agent Robert Buck 1ey,
Atomic Energy Desk, Chicago Field Office, FBI. Phillip stated that the

'

interview took place in the Dirckson Federal Building downtown Chicago
at which time Applegate presented the " tapes" and made his allegations.
After listening to the tapes Buckley advised AppleFate that he did not
hear anything which constituted a violation of the Federal criminal

The taped- conversations were made by Applegate of telephones ta tu t es.
conversations with representatives of PM including the president of the
company, Mr. Aldridge.

.

Phillip then stated that Applegate was not satisfied tith the results of
the interview and the fact that the FBI did not accept his (Applegate's)
claim that the tapes were evidence of criminality. Phillip also stated

| that Applegate was complaining of not having any money or transportation
[ to the airport for his return trip to Cincinnati and requested FBI or

AtPhillip stated Applegate's request was denied.NRC transportation.
the close of the interview Buckley advised Applegate that the NRC would'

provide any additional inf ormation obtained and a copy of the NRC report
. when the NRC investigation was concluded. Phillip also told Applegate!

that he would further review the taped conversations (which Applegate
provided) and interview Aldridge.

;
.

- --

/ $P Later the same day Phillip explained he was called by a reporter,
Rita Giordano, wanting to know what happened at the meeting with the70

Phillip statud he provided Giordano basically the same information??" FBI.
Cb described supra. Phillip went on to explain that he then made attenpts

~ 0 to contact A1dridge and eventua117 interviewed him on >ay 20, 1980. 1he,

next contact with Applegate came on June 7,1980, at which time Applegate
stated to Phillip that he (Applegate) was "not sitting still." Phillip

i

||
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advised Apple' gate that a report would be coming out and NRC would provide
a copy to Applegate.

In response to questions about welding problems at the Zimmer site which
;

were described in Applegate's " Confidential Report" compiled during his
contract assignment at the site .Phillip provided the following responses. .

,

,

Phillip explained there were individuals named in the stipulated reports
who may have had knowledge of the welding problems, however, he did not
believe that it would have been fruitful to " track people down to obtain ,
weld information" because . Region III was already aware of welding difficulties
and numerous inspections had been conducted. Phillip added that thej

specific welds in question could be checked by reviewing radiographs.
Phillip also noted that individual welders would not be in a position to
know what subsequent actions were or were not taken to correct welds.

" Phillip was then provided an opportunity to review the list of allegations
described in the petition to the Special Counsel. Upon reviewing the
allegations Phillip provided a response to each allegation identifying

-

allegations which had been previously addressed during his investigation
or other Region III efforts and those which appeared to be new alleFations.

- Phillip said there was no explicit IE policy on how to write the " details"He said the investigator uses his
/{k section of investigative reports.in the way which best presents t ehdiscretion to prepare the report

9% \
$ information to the reader. Pi.1111p said that although sonetimes the

k' report is a series of interviews, he of ten feels it is clearer to organize
<

He said that, when this is dore, therethe report by subject matter.
are no documents which comprehensively summarize what each witness

the report presents what each witness said-(identifying.themstated:
only by title) on each issue. Phillip further stated that he believed
that investigations of allegations are best reported as follows: (1)
state the allegation; (2) list details provided by the allager; (3)
state the findings; and (4) list details supporting the findings.

Hetake any written statements in this case.9 Phillip said he did not
said it is up to each investigator's discretion to decide when to have

-

I 1111p recalled only one occasion when hewitnesses sign a statements. Phillip-asked an alleger to sign a statement containing his allegations.
doubted that this approach would help pin down the allegations or help
the allegers be more accurate. Phillip said that he generally does not'

obtain statements from any witnesses unless he feels he will be receiving
conflicting significant information. Phillip said the only time the
thought even entered his mind was in connection with the circumstances
of the notation being crossed off the nonconformance report which allowed

P the five spool pieces to be installed. Phillip noted however that the.
f' consensus, which he believed included Norelius' view, was that this

crossing off was not that significant because the problem was still;

identified in the system; therefore it turned out that statenents were
not needed.'

|

|
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Phillip said that having IE investiBators administer oaths to witnesses
is a relatively new idea. He said that oaths are a useful tool, however
they are not appropriate for use in every situation. Phillip said oaths

Phillip noted that IE investigators do
'

have been used only sparingly. He said that investigators ,not have general authority to administer oaths.
must receive a written delegation of authority to administer oaths in,

"

each case from the Regional . Director and the delegation must receive the
advpnce concurrence of the Of fice of the Executive Legal Director in

Phillip believed this was a rather cumbersome approval
4

Headquarters.
process if it is really intended that they use oaths. Phillip also

noted the practical probler that an investigator does not know what the
situation is until he gets into the field, yet the authority to administer
oaths must be requested in advance.

--

Phillip said that the IE Inspectors Manual is a training tool for nr,s
____ -

Phillip said he wrote Chapter 8 which addresses inve.*t2Fations.personnel .
Phillip's attention was directed to paragraph 1 on page 6 which states:,

i

o 9' \ Every complaint or allegation received, regardless of the source or
!.(t the avenue of communication involved, nust be evaluated and docu--

s

There are instances wherein the complaint or allegation
-

3 ' mented.{f obviously has no substance and it comes fro = an individual suffering
i ,

from a mental disorder. Even in those cases, at least a memo tof,

i
the files should be prcpare.3 documenting the contact, the general'

i

content of any communications and the basis for the conclusion that
the matter need not be pursued further.;

Phillip responded that this passage means that investigators cannot
dismiss entire contacts without appropriately documenting it; however,_

it does not require itemization of specific allegations and how each one
would be handled.

Phillip said that people outside the nuclear field ~ generally do not
realize the number of checks and balances that exist at nuclear power

"He said that as an exampla it would require a lot of collusion,

| plants.
to get all the required signatures on a false document such as a NR.'

although review of documentation is necessary, itPhillip stated that,
1s not true that IE inspectors limit their inspections to " paper reviews."

| He said it was more than common for inspectors to look ct the hardware
itself. He also pointed out that, under the IE nodular inspection

the licensees notify IE of when certain tests and activitiesprogram,
are to be performed and IE inspectors then witness them. Phillip caid
that in this investigation Kavin Ward reviewed radiographs, which Phillip
considered to be "hard evidence." Phillip said that IE does not have
independent capability to perform its own radiographic testing to double-

*

check the licensee's radiographs. Phillip did not consider this to be a
, problem because the licensee would not have had time to substitute

radiographs af ter Ward and he had randomly selected the system they
intended to review.

,

, (
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k# Interview of Welding Inspector

Mr. Kavin D. Ward, Inspector, Region III, t

On January 27 and 28,1981, |

IE, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and John Sinclair, |

Mr. Ward was advised that DIA was reviewing the IEInvestigator, OIA.
investigative effort which was conducted as a result of the allegations
raised by Thomas Applegate of construction deficiencies at the Zimmer
construction project. |

.

the investigation he did with Gerry Phillip regardingWard stated thatA .the Applegate allegations was only one of 52 trips that he ma ed to

different sites during 1980. Ward recalled that he was informed of the;/s )
/

general allegations by Duane Danielson, Chief, Materials and Process\*"
Scction and told to discuss his (Ward's) participation in the upcoming

Ward stated that most of the specificinvestigation with Phillip.
information regarding the allegations were discussed on the plane tripWard continued byand on the way to the Zimmer site in Moscow, Ohio.
stating that he could not recall any "real meeting" which may have taken
place at the Regional Office for planning purposes and believed that heThis included thewas involved in only two areas of the investigation.
radiographs and testing techniques utilized to test welds at the site
and inspection of five pieces of pipe (spools) which had been " dropped"
f rom a truck when th3y were delivered to the site.

As background Ward explained that he had made numerous inspections at
the Zimmer site and, in fact, had conducted a " pre-service inspection"

Ward stated that inwhich included an independent review of welding.
1978 he had looked into several " turnover welds" which had been accepted3

0 \;'by the licensee. Ward further stated that velds that are " turned over"
~ "

are considered to be " accepted" welds. Ward stat'ed that at that pointbi
'

the weld documentation which presumably would noNRC would inspect
longer have any problems and any discrepancy would have been resolved.

p
.!

Ward continued that after checking and reviewing approximately 40 radiographs
and related documentation he discovered 17 which exhibited a variety of

As he recalled there was one item of noncompliancediscrepancies.
identified which pertained to a violation of the American Society of

Ward stated that a firmMechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III.
by the name of Peabody had been contracted by Kaiser Engineering, Inc.
(KEI) to do the radiography work. The problem originally identified by
Ward regarding the radiographs indicated there may have been a problemHowever, Ward continued
with the quality of Peabody's rPdiography program.
by explaining that on a recent inspection at the site (January 1981) he
discoverad a similar problem with the radiography being performed by a

,

new firm, NES. The inspection included the review of 20 radiograph
packages that had been accepted, illustrating that welds were satisfactory.four of the radiograph packages containedWard's inspection disclosed that

Based an this he notified the licensee that discrepanciesdiscrepancies.
still existed in the radiography program.

.
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Following a discussion on the infornation describing three specific
he. welds alleged to be defective by Thonas Applegate, Ward stated that

believed the investigation report properly identified the work which was
dene to resolve the allegation. Ward explained that the report was
sufficiently detailed and probably contained more information than an
Inspection Report would. He (Ward) thought Phillip had done a thorough
job of reporting the information. Ward stated that the language which
indicates there were "some discrepancies" identified pertained to the-
radiograph review. In fact the information in the report'is a result of
a review conducted by NES inspectors. Ward stated that he reviewed
documents and radiographs which had already identified " discrepancies."
He (Vard) did state that the report languaFe does not address whether or
not there were defective welds or improper radiograph techniques / procedures.
Concerning the one veld identified as K-811 Ward responded by stating
that he did not know the date that the described weld had been replaced
(cut out) by a new weld. Ward also indicated that he believed that it
probably would have been better to identify, by date, when the weld was

~

replaced in order to respond to the allegation.
-

Ward then volunteered some information concerning the procedures and
philosophy of the NRC inspection program. According to Ward when an

/C inspector identifies a " problem" during an inspection and is assured,[9
that the problem is documented in the licensees system then IE will

t{\ " watch it" until it is resolved. Ward stated the exception to this,

\' policy would be if a piece of equipment was ' going to be installed in an
area no longer accessible if construction continued, such as, placed in

Ward explained that "as long as the plant is not operatingconcrete.
and the problem has been identified, it is not our position (IE) to tell
them (licensee) how to resolve it." Ward was questioned as to whether
some time limit uould or could be placed on a licensee to resolve " deficiencies."

.

Ward stated that generally no action, in the form of issuing an iten of,

-

is taken until the contractor or licensee has accepted or' noncompliance,
certified to NRC that all work, inspection and docunentation, has been
completed and " signed off." Ward also stated in response to questions

1976-1977-welding that still has not been " signed - off" thatconcerning
IE will continue to monitor or track the deficiencies until they are
resolved. When asked how long that effort (monitoring) would continue
he (Ward) stated all the way to the hearings for the Operating License.
Ward stated that he could understand how the alleger may have questions
about items identified in the investigation report but he explained the
report does indicate that the discrepancies which were identified in the
report were considered unacceptable and would be checked in the future
by the NRC inspection program.

F
-

(spools) which had been

h "ard explained that the five pieces of pipedropped" off the back of a truck unloading at the Zimmer site were very\W
large pieces of pipe and unlikely to be damaged from rolling off a
truck. According to Ward the pipe was about 12" in diameter and over aj ,p/

/i
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Ward stated the difficulty with the pipehalf inch in wall thickness.
arose in the instructions given by either Kaiser or CG&E to radiograph -

Ward stated that because ofthe ends of the pipe for possible damage.
the type of " cap" which was welded to the ends of the stipulated pipe it
was not possible to determine the conditions of the welds through radio-

Ward then stated that ASME procedures require that ultrasonicgraphy.
testing be conducted. The proper nethods would have been magnetic

Ward then explained why radio-
par,ticle tests or dye penetrant tests. results.graphy would not produce the required test*

Ward stated that he did not recall whether all documentation related to
the velds that had been reviewed.

Ward was reinterviewed on January 28 in the presence of Gerry Phillip
and again asked if the weld docunentation, including the radiographs,Card could not state categorically that he hadhad been reviewed.
reviewed the radiographs and reader sheets but af ter consulting with
Phillip he (Ward) stated that he probably had reviewed the radiographs.

because the " final acceptance" had not been made noWard reiterated that
further action had to be taken by NRC. Ward and Phillip both explained
that it appeared worthwhile to include information regarding previous
inspections and knowledge of NRC about welding focumentation problems at
Zimmer.

Ward stated that Pullman-Kellogg, the pipe manuf acturer, had come to the
Zinner site to conduct ultrasonic testing on the stipulated pipe spools.

InAs a result of the tests the welds were determined to be acceptabic.
conjunction, PM conducted ultrasonic tests and also stated the welds
were acceptable.

Ward also explained that he had not intended to identify the problemsI

According to Hard that would be doing the licensee's
'

for the licensee. to
job. Ward also stated that he had been told by his supervisor not
identify problems to CG&E and "not to get in the middle" during the
investigation.

-
~~

.3
i M Interview of Charles Norelius

ag-
Charles Norelius, Assistant to the Director, Region III, IE, was interviewed
on January 26, 1981, by Arthur Schnehelen, David Gamble, and John Sinclair
of OIA.

the allegations from Applegate came to Region IIINorelius recalled thatf( Norelius could not recall exactly how they camevia IE Headquarters. Nore'lius! O in but he believed Applegate originally presented them to OIA.s/ located a reference in the Region III working file on this investigation
that the allegations were received on February 28, 1980. Morelius could

!?
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not remember whether Region III received the allegations by memorandum |

He said memoranda are usually from either Victor Stelloor by telephone.
(Director, IE) or Dudley Thompson (then Executive Officer for Operations
Support, IE Headquarters). Norelius said teleohone calls from IE

He said Thompson usually madentheHeadquarters were usually to him.-
calls, however,- William Ward (Chief, Headquarters Investigations Branch
under Thompson) could have called directly.

.

Norelius said Getrid Phillip was his senior investigator. and he relied
He said that,

upon Phillip to assign cases to individual investigators.
when he and Phillip discuss case assignments, they usually reserve to
Phillip and James Foster (the next most senior investigator) those casesNoreliusthat are more complex or have the potential for nore visibility.
could not recall at what point he and Phillip discussed Applegate's
allegations.

/Norelius said that, althougn he was " hazy" on this point, ,somerhere
along the line he got the perception that trouble was possible in this

$ case. - He was sure he had this perception at least af ter Phillip briefed
I him abor: his interview of Applegate. Norelius did recall Phillip's

\'I description of his telephone call with Applegate to set up' their interview..5

si He remembered Phillip's saying something to the effect of "Here's a guy
He

el' who claims that there's some sort of thing that sounds significant.
believed there was a cover-up regarding these welds and he has tapes to
prove it." Norelius recalled that Phillip's reaction was that, if
Applegate really had what he claimed he had, it nay be something significant.
Norelius said that based upon that- assessment, they noved quickly on
this case.

Norelius said Investigator Len Williamson (then with IE Headquarters)He acknowledged. accompanied Phillip for his interview of Applegate.'

it wasthat Headquarters participation in investigations was unusual but
done in this case to encourage some interchange between the Region and

;
Headquarters for developmental purposes.

Norelius said his file reflects that Phillip and Williamson interviewed
Applegate on March 3,1980. On his return Phillip informed Norelius
that Applegate did not have everything he initially said he did. PhillipNorelius said that he andhad narrowed the allegations to a few issues.
Phillip discussed all the allegations,'but not at length; he said that
the volume of work precludes his covering all the details so he relies
heavily on his investigators - especially the senior investigators like

Norelius particularly recalled from Phillip's briefing thatPhillip.
Applegate's allegations included items such as the fabrication and sale
of belt buckles and time card cheating. Norelius did not recall ever seeing.
Applegate's " confidential" reports.

Norelius imagined that Phillip probably would have consulted with Regional
construction personnel, such as Gaston Fiore111, about the allegations.
Norelius said that he (Norelius) nost likely would have brought the

2C '
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Noreliusallegations to the attention of Regional Director James Keppler.
said Keppler meets with Regional management at 8:00 every morning and
one of the things he always mentions to Keppler are the important allega-
tions that have been received. Norelius said that the importance he
attributed to the allegations can be ascertained from the promptpess of
their response in light of their heavy workload. Forelius further
speculated that he probably similarly would have informed Keppler that
Phillip's interview of Applegate indicated that the allegations may not
be as serious as they originally thought.

Norelius said that, although he did not give particular instructions to
Phillip, their general procedure for the handling of allegations involves

3h
} -yj [jthree parts: (1) interview alleger to determine what is alleged and,

what is the basis for the allegations; (2) review the allegations to get
,e# a clear understanding of what is to be investigated and why (this analysis

eliminates allegations that are (a) not safety-related or (b) too general
to permit investigation); and (3) conduct the subsequent investigation.
Norelius said there is no IE policy requiring documentation of concerns
that are raised by an alleger. He said that, because of their workload,
they meet with allegers to clearly define what will or will not be
investigated. Norelius said that for example they routinely inform
allegers that NRC is interested in safety-related items but because
nuclear power plants are run by privately-owned utilities, allegers
should provide information on costs (e.g., overruns) to state regulatory

Norelius said that, although IE sometimes investigates harassmentagencies.
of individuals, they normally refer such alleg tions to the U.S. Department

Norelius believed that Phillip would have informed Applegateof Labor.
of which of his allegations were within NRC jurisdiction to investigate.
Norelius said that in the last year Region III has been sending letters
contirming what would be investigated so there would be no misunderstanding.
Norelius showed OIA a letter dated March 11, 1980, from Phillip to
Applegate which described the three issues Region III intended to investigate.
Norelius noted that they received no response from Applegate indicating
any criticism of the intended scope.

Norelius said that when addressing allegations the Region normally looks
at problems broadly to assure that they are addressed. He said, however,
that when a very general allegation is received, e.g., in this case

conduct an in-depth review of a|

|
regarding the welding, the Region cannot
plant's entire (welding) program. To cope with the allegation, theyj
usually try to pin down specific examples and the decision to broaden
the inquiry is based upon what develops. Norelius noted that he discussed

to thethe scope of the investigation with Phillip af ter his first visit
site and concluded that additional investigation was needed.

b;{ Norelius recalled that Tom Vandel, who he believed was the Zimner ProjectInspector, accompanied Phillip on one visit and Kavin Ward, one of the
>

| {fbg/ Region III nondestructive examination personnel, accompanied him on a
,

Norelius remembered their speaking of a noncompliance for
| / later visit.

the installing pipes that should have been "on hold." Norelius recalled

0
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recalled discussing with Phillip the significance of. this item and
whether escalated enforcement action was warranted (Norelius explained
that he was the Region III enforcenent coordinator). Norelius concluded
that this situation did not warrant stronger enforcement action because

~

the pipes were still identified in the plant's system as nonconforming
iteas.

Norelius recalled an allegation by Applegate after the investigation was .

underway that there was a cover-up involving PM. Norelius said that'
Phf111p, James Donahue (also with Region III), and an FBI agent interviewed'

- Applegate jointly about this. He understood Applegate played a tape
recording for the interviewers and they concluded there was not much of

i Norelius said ne later listened to the same tape and he did not-
i a case. Heret.d the same significance into the conversation that Applegate did.

satd that the tape was of conversations Applegate had with PM personnel;
however, Applegate did most of the talking but attributed his statements

!' to the PM personnel.

Norelius said that he only recalled Region III using NRC's subpoena
authority on one occasion. He did not see any need for subpoenas in
connection with IE investigations. Norelius said IE investigations are
primarily to determine facts regarding conpliance with NRC's regulatory;

;

requirements; he said the detection of criminal violations, for which he
believed subpoenas would be useful, is only a byproduct of IE investigations.

-

Norelius said the Region has taken si ned unsworn statements from witnessesEt

\ for some time. He said this was done before thev ever had authority to
-

() administer oaths and it is still done now even though they can use
,

U oaths. Nerelius said the decision as to when to use signed, unsworn
(/ statements is left to the investigator's discretion. He said that an

i

example of when they would be used would be when specific details, such
as a time sequence, are needed in a witness' own words.

Norelius said oaths are a useful tool, but he would not advocate their
use in all investigations. He said that, although oaths have been used
more in the preceding six to eight months, Region III's normal practice
is to not administer oaths. Norelius believed that IE investigators

should be skilled in identifying the potential for criminality in their
investigations, but he did not feel it was that necessary for IE investigators
to administer oaths because they ?o not conduct criminal investigations.
Norelius felt that oaths would be appropriate if IE investigators were
receiving conflicting inf ormation or were not receiving the whole story.

-

Branch

f]h/nterviewofChief,ReactorConstructionandEncineeringSupport
# I

On January 26, 1981, Caston Fiore111, Chief,' Reactor Construction and
. >/ Engineering Support 3 ranch, Region III, IE, was interviewed by Arthur Echnobelen,\ ,

z.e
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Special Assistant and Investigators David Gamble and John Sinclair, 01A.
Prior to any questioning Mr. Fiorelli was advised that DIA was reviewing
the IE investigative effort -nich was conducted as a result of the _

!

allegations raised by Thomas Applegate concerning construction deficiencies
at the Zimmer construction project. Fiorelli advised that he had some
knowledge of the allegations brought by Applegate and was involved in .

Fiorellisome portion of the investigation to provide technical support.
recalled.that Gerry Phillip of the investigative staff has been given
the lead on the assignment. He, Fiorelli had been contacted by the
invehtigative staff about providing technical support for Phillip. In
this particular investigation Kavin Ward was assigned to assist Phillip
because there had been allegations concerning welding and Ward was the
person most familiar with we'1 ding problems at Zimmer. Fiore111 explained
that he could not recall specifically any dates on which briefings or
meeting were conducted regarding the allegations, however, he was sure
that Phillip had provided him with information describing Applegate's
role at the site. According to Fiorelli, Phillip stated that Applegate
had been hired by CG&E to identify time card falsification which ultimately
led to identification of possible safety issues.

Fiorelli believed that as the investigation continued at the Zimmer site
Phillip had some private conversations and also a group meeting with
regional personnel regarding the problems identified at the site.
Fiorelli could not recall specifically who attended the neetings, but he
was sure that the Region III procedures required that a meeting would
have taken place. Fiorelli surmised that it probably would have been
some time af ter the inspection (investigation) at the site was completed.
Fiorelli also stated that individuals who were probably in attendance at
regional meetings were Kavin Ward, Harry Danielson, Tom Vandel and
Dick Knop. Fiorelli adsised that Knop was the section chief responsible

i for Zimmer.

At the conclusion.Fiorelli stated that IE investigations are considered
a "very sacred activity" and the line groups are very sensitive to avoid
any interf erence with investigative matters.

-

p[ Interview of Chief, Materials and Process Section

\ On January 28, 1981, Mr. Duane H. Danielson, Chief, Materials and Process
.

Section, Region III, IE, NRC, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen

} () Special Assistant, and John Sinclair, Investigator, OIA. Mr. Danielson
was advised that the purpose of .ne OIA investigation was to determineg

the adequacy of an IE investigation which was conducted in 1980 responding
to allegations made by Thomas Applegate.

Mr. Danielson began the interview by explaining that the regional organi- -

zation structure was such that different branches would provide assistance
to the investigative staff during an investigation, depending on the|

f specific area being looked into and what expertise was required. Danielson
then stated that during the particular investigation in question one of

I
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Danielsonthe members of the team, Kavin Ward, was from his unit.
continued and stated that it was typical for Phillip to come directly to

The situation or allegation generallyhim and request assistance.
dictated whether or not there was a need to assign someone to an investi-
gation. Danielson then explained that once someone is assigned to an
investigation, there is little further involvement from a management
standpoint anless the investigation develops what is considered a major
problem or finding. In the case of additional problems it would be
necessary to have more management meetings among regional personnel.
Danielson further explained that usually the investigations and reports
are completed and a copy is sent to him for infomation and review.
Danielson stated that he would read it for the information contained but
would not scrutinize or question the conclusions.

Danielson responded to a question concerning directions given to inspectors

C who are assigned to assist investigators by stating that he instructshis personnel "to not get in the middle" and to only assist the investigator.4 the inspector making anyDanielson also stated that he did not want' \ In the case of the stipulated IE investigation he (Danielson),.

- evaluations.
' rg/ would have advised Ward not to make any evaluations.concerning the
( to offer any advice to the licensee. Danielson thenwelding and not

stated that he believes that NRC should not take a position duringDanielsoninspections and should not provide instruction to the licensee.
continued .by stating as long as NRC is aware that there is a problem and

| the licensee has been apprised of the deficiency then NRC should monitor
the licensees effort until the problem is resolved. In response to

questioning, Danielson stated there is no time frame for making aDanielson stated it could be 30 dayslicensee perform corrective work.Danielson stated that items discovered to be unacceptable
|

to several years. Danielson concludedare usually kept as an "open item" by the inspector.
i

i
by stating that he could not furnish any additional infomation regarding

|
the described investigation.

'
_

|

I Interview of Chief, Projects Section

Richard C. Knop, Chief, Project Section, Region III,h On January 23, 1981,
[g ' IE, NRC, was interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and

John Sinclair, Investigator, OIA. Prior to the interview Mr. Knop was
advised that the OIA investigation was initiated to determine whether ori

not an IE investigation conducted by Region III at the Zimner Nuclear
Station had sufficiently addressed the allegations brought by Thomas ApplegateJ

during early 1980.

Mr. Knop stated that he did not believe that he had any involvement inKnop then
the planning sessions concerning the investigation at Zimmer.
stated that the investigators and the investigative group have the lead
in making decisions regarding investigations. Investigative efforts,
according to Knop, may touch on or address areas which have been inspected
or looked into in the past by IE; therefore, it is necessary to haveKnop recalled that
investigations take the lead and provide more independence.
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Phillip inf ormed him (Knop) that Applegate had made several allegations
and the investigative effort was going to focus on three allegations.
According to Knop this seemed consistent with information that had been I

4

received by Phillip. Knop stated that he believed there was an allegation
|about three defective welds and another allegation concerning five

pieces of pipe which were delivered to the Zimmer site and dropped from
the back of a truck. Knop could not recall the third area which was to

|Knop explained that the main concern of the inspectionbe investigated.
effort was to identify welds or radiographs that are questionable and
determine if there is a system to " track" the deficiencies. Knop also

explained that once the deficiencies were identified there cauld haveKnop could not furnish anybeen no need to pursue the' matter further.
other inf ormation regarding the investigation conducted by Region III.

,-
/'i J Interview of Chief, Security Section

n?'
b '' James F. Donahue, Chief, Security Section, Safeguards Branch, IE, Region III,

,$' was interviewed on January 15, 1981, by David H. Gamble and John R.
U' Sinclair, OIA.

Donahue said his only contact with either Thomas Applegate or Gerald Phillip's
investigation of Applegate's allegations was in connection with a meeting
Donahue set up among himself, Phillip, Applegate, and Robert Buckley~., Donahue(head of the Atomic Energy Desk of the FBI's Chicago office).*

.-

' hh/ i believed that Applegate had requested the joint meeting with the FBI
,

based upon certain criminal acts which he believed had been committed by,
'

,

/ individuals at the Zimmer Nuclear Pouer Station. Donahue said he was
. ,,/ the one who set up the meeting because he was Region III's prime contact

Donahue said he accompanied Phillip to the meeting onlywith the FBI.
to introduce everyone and then to observe.

Donahue could not recall all the substance of what Applegate related at
the neeting. He did , ecall that Applegate played a tape on a miniature
tape recorder - explaining who each speaker was and what they were

Donahue said Applegate felt these recordings 'of conversationssaying.
that he had had with others provided . evidence of some criminal acts.
Donahue said Applegate's portion of the conversations struck him as
coasisting of leading questions. Donahue said Buckley advised that, if

subsidies involved - either state or Federal.there were any Government
Applegate should percue his allegation's under the provisions of theotherwise he did not see any FBI jurisdiction.White Collar Crimes Act;
Donahue recalled that Buckley further informed Applegate that he did not
feel the tapes provided sufficient evidence to support his allegation of
a criminal conspiracy. Donahue believed that Buckley was a bit miffed at
NRC for bringing Applegate there; Donahue knew that the meeting drew

DonahueBuckley away from some important work on terrorist activities.
also understood that Buckley had contacted the FBI's Cincinnati office
and heard their earlier contact with Applegate.

-7.5
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Phillip inf ormed him (Knop) that Applegate' had made several allegations
and the investigative ef fort was going to focus on three allegations.
According to Knop this seemed consistent with information that had been
received by Phillip. Knop stated that he believed there ses 'an allegation
about three defective welds and another allegation concerning five

',

pieces of pipe which were delivered to the Zimmer site and dropped from
the back of a truch. Knop could not recall the third area which was to

Knop explained that the main concern of the inspectionbe investigated.
eff. ort was to identify welds or radiographs that are' questionable and
determine if there is a . system to " track" the deficiencies. Knop also
explained that once the deficiencies were identified there would have
been no need to pursue the' matter further. Knop could not furnish any
other inf ormation regarding the investigation' conducted by Region III.

/ -

/i J Interview of Chief, Security Section
n?' '

$'' James F. Donahue, Chief, Security Section, Safeguards Branch, IE, Region III,
,% * was interviewed on January 15, 1983, by David H. Gamble and John R.

;L' Sinclair, OIA.

Donahue said his only contact with either Thomas Applegate or Gerald Phillip's
investigation of Applegate's allegations was in connection with a meeting
Donahue set up among himself, Phillip Applegate, and Robert Euckley- ~ . , Donahue(head of the Atomic Energy Desk of the FBI's Chicago office)./ i believed that Applegate had requested the joint meetinF with the FBI

fh/ )
'

based upon certain criminal acts thich he believed had been committed bv~

'.s,,/
,

! indJviduals at the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station. Donahue said he was '

the one who set up the meeting because he was Region III's prime contact
Donahue said he accompanied Phillip to the meeting only.with the FBI.

to introduce everyone and then to observe.

Donahue could not recall all the substance of what Applegate related at
He did recall that Applegate -played a tape on a miniaturethe neeting.

tape recorder - explaining who each speaker was and what they were
Donahue said Applegate felt these recordings of conversationssaying.

that he had had with 'others provided . evidence of some criminal acts.;

Donahue said Applegate's portion of the conversations struck him as
consisting of leading questions. Donahue said Buckley advised that, if

subsidies involved - either. state or Federal,;

there were any Government
Applegate should pursue his allegation's under the provisions of the
White Collar Crimes Act; otherwise he did not see any FBI jurisdiction.
Donahue recalled that Buckley further informed Applegate that he did not
feel the tapes provided sufficient evidence to support his allegation ofi.

a criminal conspiracy. Donahue believed that Buckley was a bit miffed at
NRC for bringing Applegate there; Donahue knew that the me.eting drew;

i activities. DonahueBuckley away from some important work on terrorist
also understood that Buckley had contacted the FBI's Cincinnati office
and heard their earlier contact with Applegate.'

_
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Donahue said Applegate questioned why Phillip had not talked to more

~

,-
2 individuals in his investigation. Applegate named several individuals

b but Donahue could not recall their names. Donahue recalled that Phillip
,

responded that it was unnecessary because he had resolved the issues.
,

Donahue said it was also clear that Applegate had a hard time accepting
the difference between what NRC was responsible for and what he felt NRC-
should be-looking at. Donahue believed that Applegate felt that IE
investigators should be crbninal investigators who looked at all criminal
violations fran petty thef ts through false documents. Donahue said
Phillip explained _to Applegate that NRC had no jurisdiction on matters
such as time clock violations and industrial property protection.
Donahue said Phillip had to repeat this explanation several times and it'

was clear from the discussion that this was not the first time Phillip
had told Applegate this.

Donahue said Applegate felt the Government should have been " beholden to
him for providing a great service." He said that, for example, Applegate
thought the Government should have paid for his trip from Cincinnati to
Chicago and the FBI should have trainsported him to the airport.

1

Donahue said he has known Phillip a long time, their careers having
dovetailed. Donahue had only the highest praise for Phillip's judgment
and investigative abilities. Donahue said Phillip is considered to be
the ' Dean" of IE investigators.

4

] ,__ o ,In;erview of Regional Director
~

-

,p-
,9 On January 29, 1981, Mr. James Keppler, Director, Region III, IE, was

i fG' interviewed by Arthur Schnebelen, Special Assistant and John.Sinclair,
Investigator, OIA. Mr. Keppler was apprised of the nature of the investigationI

and requested to furnish information regarding his role or involvement.
in the investigation conducted by Gerald Phillip at the Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station during 1980.

# \ Mr. Keppler explained that his recollection of the initial investigation,y
|j Q) was limited. According to Keppler he did not actively participate in
| \ _,,/ the decision-making process as to what information provided by the

alleger, Thomas Applegate, was going to be investigated. Keppler
stated that the regional procedures would not normally require a meeting
with the investigative staff to determine what allegations would or
would not be addressed. Routinely there is a weekly meeting involving
nanagement and personnel involved in various specialized activities,
including investigations, during which he would ' receive reports on the
status of a particular activity. Keppler continued by explaining that
the decision-making process pertaining to allegations received by the

! investigative staff would normally only require decisions to be made
within the investigative unit and their immediate supervision. Keppler
added that the particular investigation in question and resulting investigative
report is fairly typical of how all allegations are investigated and

!

$
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documentedbhtheregion. Keppler also stated that he was not sure that
allegations or reports would be handled any differently in the future.

Keppler then stated that investigations concerning allegations at con-
struction sites are different -than those relaring to facilities which

The distinction is-that construction projects
Of"k have operating reactors.have so many more people involved in various phases of construction at-

,

!

the sites. A problem arises in deciding how much investigative work is-,

'

i). required to resolve the allegation and whether the investigative effort
is properly scoped. In the investigation in question, Keppler recalled
that there was an allegation of construction or craft personnel reporting
to work drunk' and drinking on the job. According to Keppler this particular
item or allegation was not iddressed because it 'was a general-type
allegation and not supported by much in the way of specific information.
Keppler then stated that he was not certain that a general allegation>

such as this would be taken and investigated or investigated in-depth.
The problem is basically a licensee management problem with KRC's interest

; being in whether or not there was a health and sr.fety impact related to;

| the work. Keppler explained that the purpose of the QA program is to
ensure that any unacceptable work does not remain uncorrected. NRC

i inspects against the QA program to determine if the work is being done
.

{
correctly.

Keppler also stated that he believed Region III investigative procedures
required that an alleger be informed of what allegations or issues were
within the jurisdiction of NRC and were going to be investigated.

j was also a regional policy to recontact the alleger.
j Keppler added that it
}

at the conclusion of the investigative effort to provide him with an
| explanation of what had been identified or resolved. In some cases

reports of investigation were sent to the cliegers after the completion
of the work.

Mr. Keppler was questioned as to why the investigative team did not
identify the dates of weld repairs or report descriptions of discrepancies
identified in the radiography review. Keppler responded by stating that
he was not aware that the welding allegations had not been thoroughly
addressed and reported. OIA explained that one of the main issues which
the IE investigation was actively pursuing had to do with alleged defective
welds being initially accepted by Kaiser. In order to support that

allegation Applegate provided the identification of three specific welds
K811, RH 42, and CY 606. The IE " findings" replied to the stipulated
allegation by stating that one of the welds had been replaced, without
mentioning when the corrective work had taken place, and therefore did

Innot pursue whether or not a defective weld nay have been accepted.
addressing the two remaining welds IE explained that "some discrepancies"

| were identified in the radiography review but decided not to undertakeI

any~ additional investigative effort.

e

|
'

|
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. n.'- Keppler explained that he was unaware of the specific allegation asj' described, however, he would accept 01A's description of ?.hc events.

Keppler then stated that if the investigation had not given any morethoroughlyresponse than that described then the allegation was not
addressed. He, Keppler, also stated that he could understand shy Applegate
or anyone making an allegation would be upset with the results of the
investi ation and feel that the issues or concerns were not appropriately

F
addressed.

Keppler was advised that it was the lack of docunentation uhich produced
.

In this particularquestions regarding the adequacy of the investigation.
instance the lack of information in the report combined with limited
supporting documentation does not permit anyone reading the report

to

Kepplerunderstand what investigative effort actually took place. least' morestated that it appeared the report required additional, or at
specific, information to cddress the allegation.

Keppler concluded by explaining it was his perception that an obvious
weakness identified as a result of the OIA eff ort relates to the entire
Region III investigatige program and not so much the performance of
individuals. Keppler then stated that apparently he and the regional
managenent had not been reviewing the results of the investigative
program to ensure that there were clear and complete responses to the
allegations. Following this statement Keppler suggested the possibility
of additional review of reports to see if the language clearly answers
the question (s) raised. Keppler then stated that one alternative would
be to furnish the report to the Public Af fairs Office who could review
the material from a non-technical perspective and see if the language
clearly explains what was done. Keppler believed this would increase
the region's ability to provide complete and understandable responses to
allegations.

_

, i, Interview of Former Project inspector
,

j+- Mr. Thomas E. Vandel, Resident Inspector, Wolf Creek Nuclear Site, Wolf.,

Creek Kansas, was interviewed on February 18, 1981, at the Kansas City
Kansas City, IEssouri, by David Gamble and John Sinclair,Ai rport,

Investigators, OIA, FRC. Mr. Vandel was advised that the purpose of the
investigation and interview was to determine what knowledge he had
pertaining to allegations raised by Thomas Applegate regarding deficiencies
in construction at the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Site, Moscow, Ohio.

e

f Mr. Vandel began the interview by explaining that he had been involved
\s - with the Zbumer nuclear construction site for approximately five years.

Vandel also stated that it was the usual policy for a Project inspector
(PI) to be assigned to a particular facility for only approximately
three years. The purpose is to prevent familiarity between NRC inspectors

|, Vandel statedand the licensee and enable a rotation of inspection.

O'
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the reason he had been extended for two additional years was the .

-

that
request of two supervisors, from Region III, Mr.- D. W. Hayes and Mr. Dick Knop.
Vandel also stated that during the period he was PI at Zimmer he- had
been involved with as many as seven nuclear utilities and inspections at

Two of - the facilities for which he was also the PI.those facilities.
was the FEdland Nuclear Site and the Clinton Nuclear. Site.

thisVandel continued by stating that he did not believe that even at
tisk there was an NRC resident inspector at the Zimmer site who was

Vandel statedresponsible for or experienced solely in construction.;-
i

that the first NRC incrector to be assigned at Zimmer was Tony Daniels,
who was responsible for preoperational inspection at the facility.
Vandel also stated that the facility :is so close to completion that'

Daniels would be an appropriate inspector to be at the site when they
star,t_yreoperational testing.t

g Vandel explained that as he recalled there were NRC hearings regarding
._

The hearings-' other allegations at which he testified over a year ago.
j ' ' ','dealt with questions regarding the licensing of the project.

.s Also

. 0; i involved in doing some research about allegations, which were raised by
l' intervenor groups, was NKR. Vandel explained there were several' issues

he could recall which were being addressed by the NRC: (1) cable trays|, and welding regarding the cable trays; (2) installation of water tight
doors and alleged deficiencies; and, (3) water intake structures in the;

! Vandel furtherplant and rotating screens to bring in river watar.
stated he believed the allegations were a result of intervenors challenging
these particular areas and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board had
requested the staff, both NRR and IE to investigate and report back to
the board. .

Vandel stated that he remembered the Applegate alleFations and briefly
could recall what Applegate's role had been at the plant. According to

Vandel, Applegate had been an undercover investigator employed by the
the Zimmer Nuclear Site. Sometime after Applegate,

licensee, CG&E at
the site and was no longer employed by CG&E, Vandel believes AppleFate;

left
called the Region III office and made allegations regarding the Zimner

Vandel stated that he could r.ct remember what the specific allegationssite.
were, however, Vandel stated there was one specific area that he wasthe sitepersonally involved in regarding the delivery of pipe -spools at

" dropping off a truck." This was the particularand their subsequent
area, or one of the areas that Gerry Phillip was involved in investigating.
Vandel said that Phillip had explained the allegations to him (Vandel),

| and he (Vandel) had arranged for Kavin Ward, an NRC Non-Destructive
Examination Specialist (NDE) to accompany Phillip to the site and make

Vandel then stated that hean inspection of the alleged deficiencies.
had been involved with some of the initial or original planning of the

He also stated that he had heard some of the progress asinvestigation.
the investigation was conducted. Vandel explained that it was obvious

Vandel further explained that he-

that'Kavin Ward should go to the site.
personally nadr. the arrangements.

i
_
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Af ter the initi'al inspection or investigation at the site Phillip and,

* *-
dWard returned to Region III, at which time Vandel stated that he an

others received a briefing concerning inf ormation that was discovered.
One area that Vandel recalled was the licensee was not clear in its
instructions dien they requested FM to examine the piping which fell
from the truck. According to Vandel, FM examined the entire pipe including
prefabricated welding. It was a result of the radiography that questions
were raised concerning the pipe. The radiography, as Vandel recalled,
caused some problems mainly because radiography was not required for .

examination of certain welds. Secondly, PM had conducted radiograph
testing of welds which did not have the proper configuration for radiography
readings, particularly, radiography of welds at the pipe caps (butt
welds), Vandel then stated that the licensee sought to resolve the issue
by bringing Pullman Power Products, the pipe manufacturer, to the site.
Sometime af ter it was determined that only ultrasonic testing would be
the proper method of testing the pipe, Pullman did come to the site and
perform ultrasonic testing which established that there were no defects
in the welding. Vandel recalled he accompanied Phillip to the site for*

a second review of documentation pertaining to the pipe spools. He

checked records and determined the resolution to be accurate. Vandel'

th'en stated that he reviewed specific documents: nonconformance reports,
PM test inspection reports and Pullman examinations which were conducted

|

|
by ultrasonic testing.

Vandel explained that at the time he and Phillip were at the site they
checked for material control procedures. This was an area where the
licensee received a notice of violation for. releasing some pipe spools;

i

for installation. The specific citation involved the failing to follow
a procedure for documenting nonconformance and properly resolving the

Vandel statednonconfonnance before the installation 'of the equipment.
that he was responsible for initially writing up the items (ncacompliances).
He recalled that he wrote two separate noncompliances which were subsequently
combined into one notice of violation by Chuck Norelius, Region III.
This was, according to Vandel, an enforcement or management decision to
combine the two noncompliance (infractions) into- one and use them as two
examples of one violation. Vandel stated it was his belief that this<

type of procedure was consistent with Region III enforcement practices.
t

-

37Vandel added that he believed there were discussions among personnel'

O involved in the investigation or persons reviewing the investigation,
g /[;J regarding how to handle the results. Vandel stated that this probably

involved himself, Norelius, Ward and Phillip. Vandel also believed thato

)'' there was one major meeting relating to the results of the investigation4 i

to determine what action was going to be taken.

According to Vandel, Applegate had made other allegations regarding
other activities at the Zimmer site. One of these that he could recall

70
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involved employees removing or stealing materials belonging to CC&E from
Another allegation that was made by Applegate involved things,the site.

such as the' fabrication of belt buckles from steel materials located atVandel also explained that he was of the opinion that thethe site.
non-safety related allegations were not going to be addressed by NRC and
that thess things were explained to Applegate.

Vaddel then stated that he believed that both Phillip and Jim Foster hadt

been familiar with earlier allegations and activities at the Zimmer site
and that some of the allegations had been the subject of previous NRC
investigations. Vandel also stated that during the 1973-74 time period
there were allegations from a former Kaiser QC inspector that a manufacturer;

Vandel continuedwas supplying poorly or insufficiently inspected materials.
by stating that he participated in one area of the investigation with
Phillip and another inspector by the name of Terry Lee. On a separate ,

allegation, which occurred at an earlier time, Jim Foster investigstedthe Zimmerallegations regarding deficiencies with the cable trays at
,

f- site.-

Vandel explained that he had accompanied Phillip on the second trip to
the Zimmer site to address the allegations of the pipe spools because

| Paillip had returned f rom the initial : investigation at the site and
Afterbelieved there were areas that had not been completely addressed.7

i discussing the investigation results with Phillip, Vandel agreed he
!

should accompany Phillip back to the site. As stated earlier, Vandel

and Phillip were particularly concerned with possible noncompliance in
the material control area. It was a result of the discussions with~

Phillip that Vandel agreed that they should return to the site and make
a more thorough investigation into the matter. Vandel repeated that he
and Phillip only addressed the areas related to the pipe spools and

Vandel then stated that Kavin Ward had looked at thematerial control.
radiography and other nondestructive examination areas which also included
the pipe spool welds. Vandel then continued by stating that Ward did
not look into the control procedures that permitted some sections of

i That was the solepipe to be installed without appropriate procedures.
purpose of Phillip and he returning to the site. According to Vandel,
Ward's efforts to address Applegate's allegations covered one level
concerning alleged welding deficiencies.

h
The second trip and investigation at the site was another level or more

ob closely scrutinized effort. Vandel stated that one particular procedure
being checked was the failure to keep identified nonconforning materialg

vg' A second
gh segregated from material that was ready to be installed. procedure that was reviewed alloued the installation of material to beol j' yg

j
installed in a location as long as it was " tagged" or had proper identifi-

.

/$s ') The specific issue of PM testing performing radiographs of pipecation.
) and the fact that Kaiser had overruled PM's tests was, according to

Vandel, appropriate. Vandel explained that if anything he believed that

i

h'
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FM should have been "chastized" for not doing their job properly.
Specifically, Vandel stated radiography which was conductcd by PM was an
improper technique for identifying possible deficiencies in the welds.

When responding to goestions regarding the IE report of investigation
and Vandel's involvement in either reviewing or writing portions of the
report, Vandel stated that Phillip was the author of the section of themost of thereport which incorporated the details. Vandel explained that Vandelinformation and wording in the " Details" section is Phillip's.
then stated that he did have the opportunity to provide certain informa-
tion which was submitted as draf ts.

One which was already. mentioned
involved the noncompliances regarding the materials. Vandel, upon,

reviewing OIA's copy of the report of investigation, also stated that he
,

believed some of the input in the findings paragraph fpr allegation 3 pVandel then explained that the(page 13) also contained his writing.
rest of his inf ormation or involvement in the compiling- of the report
would have been only verbal exchanges with Phillip.

>

Vandel continued by stating that at sometime a General Mechanical Super-4.

intendent for Kaiser had showed him pieces of material that some of the
the site.employees had been using to manufacture belt buckles at

Vandel believed the belt buckle material was - part of the material which
was used in the rotating screens at the intakes. Vandel then stated
that he did not pursue the belt buckle manuf acturing because he did not

; consider it safety-related. Vandel continued by statiny. that he would
have been concerned only if the naterial had been considered safety-;

'

related material which was not replaced.

Near the conclusion of the interview Vandel volunteered that during the
1

time of the ASLB hearings which occurred approximately May-July 1979,;

NRC staff attorney Charles Barth and he met with Mrs. tbggie Erbe fror,
'

Moscow, Ohio, on a number of concerns. One of the concerns was the
manuf acturinE of belt buckles. Vandel had no additional involvement in

|
the matter other than he heard that Barth subsequently wrote a letter,

Vandel then stated that heback to Mrs. Erbe regarding the allegation.
i at one time had a sample of the material which was being used to manufacture
!

the belt buckles.

Vandel stated that either prior to or _during the investigation he neither
met nor talked to Applegate. He stated he knew Applegate had come

forvard or volunteered the inf ormation to the NRC.
In regards to Phillip's

contact with Applegate. Vandel stated that Phillip had informed Applegate
y the NRC was not going to investigate other issues raised by Applegate.thatj Specifically, meaufacture of belt buckles,. time card padding and drinking

.

at the site.

Regarding the results of the investigation (IE), Vandel stated at some
tine near the conclusion Phillip described all of the allegations to a
group at Region III and he believed everyone knew what items were going
to be included in the investigation and report and what issues or allega--

going to be addressed as being part of concerns for the NRC.tions were not

"
-
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]? In response to some questions related to procedures of investigations at

construction sites Vandel explained that the inspections and investi ationsF''

are' unannounced unless there is a particular or specific riason for
advising tne licensee, e.g., to coordinate a schedule to view a particular
phase of work in progress. Vandel then stated it is the policy, he

believes, that investigators contact allegers or individuals bringingi

information to the attention of NRC, by telephone, initially to establish
a time' _ and schedule to have a personal interview to discuss their concerns.
Vandel then explained that this is usually done by the investigators who
make an effort to contact individuals away from the site. Vandel concluded
by stating there are certain occasions when the investi ative staffF

requests an inspector with' engineering backgrour.d to accompany.them or'

specific cases uhen they believe~the information will be technical and*

require someone with the technical expertise to assist in the interview-
of the alleger. Vandel concluded the interview by stating _that he could
not provide any additional information regarding the Applegate allegations
or the investigation conducted at the Zimner site.,.

1

; pr -
g\h Reinterview of Gerald Phillip and Kavin Ward,

i t

[I' Gerald Phillip and Kavin Unrd smre reinterviewed on February 19, 1981,
by James Cumnings, Arthur Schnebelen, David Gamble, and John Sinclair,'

01A.

! Phillip described the review he and Ward performed of the 99 welds in/ '

/ the core spray system. He said they obtained from document control
,;,/ personnel 99 envelopes which contained the radiographs and " reader

sheets" for the welds in this system. They did not review any of the
packages which contained the detailed weld history for each of the

,

i welds. Phillip said they did not review all these radiographs. He said,

they reviewed all the reader sheets and found two situations whet ;I

Kaiser had accepted welds that PM considered rejectable, rhillip said
that Ward examined the radiographs for these two and agreed with Kaiser's
determination. Phillip said they did not look at the radiographs for
the others - including the five to 10 that Kaiser rejected after FM
had accepted - because their objective in conducting the review was to
determine (1) the degree of Kaiser's overruling and (2) whether Kaiser's
overrulings were legitimate.

OIA then addressed page 6 of the IE rep' ort which identifies " Allegation 1"
as " Defective welds in safety-related systems have been accepted, among
them were welds CY-606, HR-42 (sic), and K-811." Phillip was then asked
whether the alleger actually used the word " accepted" and, if he did,
whether he realized that " acceptance" connoted particular formal acts by
Kaiser? Phillip responded that he believed the alleger said that they ,

had " bought" had welds: he did not recall the alleger's use of the word
"acccpted." Ward explained, by way of background, that acceptance of a

Jweld is denonstrated by Kaiser's approval on the reader sheet.

__
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Phillip said that they did not list the history of.each of the three* '

| k , '. individual welds in question (page 8 of the IE report) because they were
Ward noted that theonly interested in the final version _ of each weld.

licensee .is only required to maintain the final radiograph and reader
r

Ward and.Phillip believedsheet to demonstrate compliance with the code.
Ward noted thatthey reviewed the radiographs for these-three welds.

accompanying each of these radiographs was an NES form which stated that
it had discrepancies which had yet to be resolved.

Phillip ard Jard said they did not know whether CY-606 was a safety-
related weld, although Ward said he was subsequently inforned that it

Ward said that just three weeks before this interview he Ierrued.3 was.
from the licensee that the " discrepancy" with CY-606 was that'an improper

no shims were usedtechnique was used when the weld was radiographed:Ward said that he also just learned that thisunder the penetrameter. Ward said that 1.e is unable to independentlyweld is buried in concrete.
review a radiograph to determine a weld's acceptability when an improper

, radiographic technique was used.'

Phillip was then asked why the IE report's outline of CY-606 (page 8,
para. 4) failed to mention that NES' October 12, 1979, finding of
" discrepancies" followed Kaiser's August 12, 1976, acceptance which
overruled the radiographer's August 11, 1976, finding that the weld was

| Phillip claimed that they did not see the document containing
,

rejectable.
this overruling. Phillip further stated that, tven if they had learned

| He saidof the overruling, they would not have rade a big point of it.
| that their review of the 99 welds in the core spray system was to provide
i an indication of the degree of the overruling; therefoia, even if they.

had located this overruling which was in another systen, it would not-;

| have altered their findini regarding overruling.

Phillip and Ward recalled that, when they asked about veld K-811 theyThey saidwere informed that it had been cut out and replaced by K-916.
that Kaiser furnished them with documentation to this effect, presunably
the 1979 nonconformance report (NR #E-2138R1) . Phillip and Ward could
not explain why a deficiency in a 1977 weld was not docunented by a

Ward said that he 1er.rned just three weeks before this,

NR until 1979.
' interview that. K-916 has not been radiographed because of water in the,

Wrd also said that a Kaiser nondestructive eranination supervisor
| line.

has inf ormed hin that K-916 is a class. C weld (i.e. , it is not saf ety-

f related).
_.

-
-

6 Ward said he was riso informed just three weeks before this interviewDIA\ \ that veld RH-42 had been cut out and replaced by K-261 and K-262.*

displayed to Phillip and Uard cortes of welding records which documented
that resork on RE-42 was being conducted at the same time the IE investiga-

| g, Phillip expressed surprise and replied that he wastion was underway.

not aware of this. Phillip and Ward said that when they reviewed the
reader sheet for RH-42 during the period April 7-9, 1980, it reflected
that the weld was acceptable. 'Ihey said the records contained no indica-
tion that RH-42 had been, or was going to be, cut out and replaced.
Phillip said they did not inform the licensee in advance as to whati

|
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welds would be reviewed. Phillir noted that, inasmuch as Applegate
claimed he brought these welds to Schweirs' attention, the licensee may
have expected that someone would be reviewing this weld sometime.

Investigators' Note - After a lunch break the interview was continued
with Phillip only.

g '

Phillip said he knew from his first visit to Zimmer that the notation on

)(g\('
O

.

NRAI-1911, Rev. 2 - which was ho2 ding up installation of the spool
however, he did not establish who lined itpieces - had been lined out;<*

Phillip said he also realized on his return to the Regional Officeout. the spoolafter the first visit that Applegate's allegation was that
that they were damaged when unloadedpieces were bad at the factory - not

Phillip said that he discussed the matter with Noreliusf rom the truck.
and, for these and other reasons, they decided that Phillip should do

Phillip said thr.t the Zimmer personnelfurther investigation at Zicner.
knew he was returning because he so inf ormed Schweirs a couple days
ahead of time,

f Phillip said he established that Mr. Oltz, with Kaiser's Document Control
was the one who lined out the NR notation. Phillip could not

Unit,
recall Oltz' excuse, but 07tz did agree that his method of closing the

Phillip said the warehouse man whoNR by lining it out was incorrect.
released the spool pieces based on the altered NR inforned him that hethe notation.was present when Schweirs directed Oltz to line out
Phillip said he did not pursue the matter af ter Schweirs denied it
because the " bottom line" was that there was no cover-up, as evidenced

| by the other NR that remained open on the natter. Phillip suspected that
only occurred because the Zimmer personnel considered it

'

|
this lining out
to bs only a " paper problem." Phillip said that, in fact, the spool
pieces passed ultrasenic tests Kaiser perforned between their two visits.

'-

Investigators' Note - Yoward the end of the interview, Ward returned tothe threeadvise OIA that he had just learned from Len Wood of CG6E that
He said K-916 is a class 3 weld and bothwelds are all safety-related.

K-262 and CY-606 are class 2 welds.
_

m

} /)) Interview of IE Investigator _
_Everett L. Williamson, Jr. , Investigator, Region II, IE, was intervieweds)au - at the Uashington National Airport, Uashington, D.C. , on |brch 3,1981,

*
e.

| f, Williamson saidby Investigators David Gamble and John Sinclair, OIA.
he participated in an interview of Thonas Applegate which occurred

Williamson said that abcut a week beforesometime around March 3,1980.
that date his supervisor, William Ward, instructed him to meet Region III,

Ohio, to assist Phillip in an'

Investigator Gerald Phillip in Cincinnati,
Williamson said that Ward informed him that Applegateinvestigation.

had called NRC; he believed the Headquarters Duty Officer had received,

Ward saidand recorded Applegate's call and Ward called Applegate back.

e.
4*
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Ward said -

Applegate was articulate and seemed to have genuine concerns.
the ZimmerApplegate indicated he had done some undercover work at

Nuclear Power Station. Ward gave Williamson the name of a Mr. Upchurch ,

who was with the FBI's Cincinnati office. Williamson understood his
|

purpose was to observe and assist Phillip as a witness; his limited |

involvement was because Williamson had only been with the NRC for about
two months. |,

.

Williamson said that he called Upchurch and inf ormed him that he would
be in town soon and may want to talk to him. He then contacted Phillip
regarding travel arrangements. .He met Phillip at the Cincinnati airport
on Honday morning. They took a rental car to Covington, Kentucky, where

Williamson did not know howthey called Applegate from a restaurant.
nuch previous centact Applegate "and Phillip had ilad. Applegate gave
them instructions to meet him in the parking lot of the Church of Christ
in Covington. Applegate described how he would be dressed so they could
recognize hi=.

-"
Williamson said they met Applegate about 1:00 p=. He described Applegate~

as a big guy and he was wearing boots, a hat and a "Marlboro jacket.",
r

['), He said Applegate walked them several doors away to his house.
When

they got inside, Applegate took his jacket off and they observed he wasy'
(,e wearing a gun.

Williamson said he did notApriegate then ilescribed his role at Zimmer.
understand many of the technical things that Applegate was describing.
He said that Applegate and Phillip did most of the conversing. The only

thing Uilliamson recalled asking Applegate was biographical data such as
his name, address and phone number. Williamson recalled that Applegate
said he was hired as a private investigator to investigate time card
padding at Zimmer. Williamson recalled three specific issues that
Applegate raised: 1) the manuf acture and sale of stainless steel belt
buckles; 2) he sale of hand guns; and 3) an issue regarding safety-

Uilliamson described the third issue as being a situationrelated pipe. andwhere pipe was delivered to the Zimmer construction site at night
then dropped on the ground. Applegate clained the pipe required 100

radiographic testing af ter being dropped. Willianson was surepercent
there were other issues raised by Applegate but he could not recall

|

l them. Applegate's conversations were interspersed with some of his
personal experiences, such as uhen he allegedly worked undercover to'

help tile Drug Enforcement Administration. Williamson believed that
Phillip was very meticulous. He said Phillip spent a lot of time with

Williamson recalled
! Applegate and listened to him very carefully.

specifically feeling at the time that Phillip had taken a lot of notes
and had paid a lot of attention to detail.

r -_

Williamson recalled listening to some tape record'ings which Applegate
4, ' played. He said the recordings were Farbled and therefore hard to
\ understand. He said Applet, ate apparently wore the recording device as a

i
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body recorder,'although Williamson did not believe the recorder was
designed for that purpose. Applegate described who was participating in3

each of the recorded conversations and what was the subject matter of
the conversation. Williamson said that he and Phillip tried to listen
to the recordings, but they could not understand the recordings while
the recorder was sitting on the table. He said that he and Phillip held

the recorder up to their ears in an attempt to understand what was being
said . Williamson said that intermittently they could understand some of
the conversation but the quality was still poor.

:

W1111anson said Applegate had some documents regarding his work which he
obtained from Major Cox, his employer. Williamson said he did not take

Wil11anson saidany notes or retain copies 'of any of these documents.
he did get the documents copied and he gave these copies to Phillf p.
Williamson said that, in order to get the documents copied, Applegate

Whencalled the FBI's Covington office to ask if they would copy them.
the FBI Cincinnati office maythey turned Applegate down, they thought

'be able to help. Uilliamson said he also figured that he could then
talk to Upchurch.

Williamson lef t Applegate's residence around 2:00 pm. He got to downtown
Cincinnati sometime between 2:30 pm and 2:45 pm. He then went into the
Federal Building to see Upchurch. Upchurch recalled having talked with

Williamson said he was unable to copy Applegate's documentsApplegate .
at Upchurch's of fice because the FBI xerox machine was not working.
Williamson believed that he got a copy of an FBI letterhead memorandum
f rom Upchurch, although Uilliamson could not recall how Upchurch made

Williamson said hethe copy because the xerox machine was broken.
talked to Upchurch for about 15 or 20 minutes; this conversation uns
mostly small talk and not so much about Applegate's allegations.
Williamson could not recall whether Applegate had come to the FBI or|

whether someone else had referred Applegate to them.
t

'

p! [ Williacson then tried to get the documents copied at the US Attorney sFinally, after

d .j) office; however, their xerox machine was also broken.{ about 15 minutes of searching, Williamson found someone in the State Tax'

j.. ' Assessor's Office who allowed him to copy the documents. By this time

it was 4:30 pm and, when Williamson returned to his car, he discovered,

1 Williamsonthat his car had been impounded due to a snow emergency.
said he got the car back around 5:00 pm and returned to Applegate's
residence by 6:00 pm. Williamson only . remained in Applegate's house for

Wil11ansonabout five or 10 minutes because Phillip was ready to leave.;
i Williamsondid not recall Phillip's bringing any tape recordings with him.

did not know Whether Phillip gave Applegate any breakdown of either the
4

issues he perceived or NRC's jurisdictional limitations.
to dinner and returned tnWil11anson said that he and Phillip then went

Williamson said Phillip and he talked about what NRC'stheir notel. Williamson said hejurisdiction was on the issues Applegate raised.
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